Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fairlee Gamble
80 Lyme Rd Apt 341
Hanover, NH 03755-1234

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Seth Rutman
2 Kittle Rd
Chappaqua, NY 10514-1807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emma Moesswilde
287 Congress St
Belfast, ME 04915-6086

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Priscilla Drake
3701 Willet Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527-8964

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Asia Ingalls
315 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10025-4112

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Cassidy
534 E 83rd St Apt 2B
New York, NY 10028-6801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronit Leora
75 Thompson St
New York, 10012-4345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alireza Soltani
68 Apple Blossom Dr
West Lebanon, NH 03784-1241

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chad Johnson
425 E 80th St
New York, NY 10075-0628

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Agnieszka Beletsky
PO Box 366
East New Market, MD 21631-0366

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Jackson
337 W 71st St Apt 5
New York, NY 10023-3539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Samis
31510 Zion Rd
Parsonsburg, MD 21849-2537

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carlos Rivera
1189 Washington St
Middletown, CT 06457-2948

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Baugh
678 Westover Rd
Stamford, CT 06902-1321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aaron Solar
843 Valentine Vw
Crownsville, MD 21032-1307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Greenwell
46 Waterbury St
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866-1221

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Nelson
1 Daynard Dr.
Canton, CT 06019-2014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bryce Smith
3 Hurd Point Rd
Dedham, ME 04429-4222

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gregory Light
50 Melody Ln
Plattsburgh, NY 12901-6413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Carey
15033 20th Rd
Whitestone, NY 11357-3601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Grace Burson
18 Hartford Ln Apt B
Nashua, NH 03063-1937

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Kaggen
1910 Foster Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230-1902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Geever
445 Pleasant St
Norwood, MA 02062-4528

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Curtin
171 Austin St
Hyde Park, MA 02136-1809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tim Mchenry
536 Silvernails Rd
Pine Plains, NY 12567-6114

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Ritter
392 Main St
Bolton, MA 01740-1126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eugene Bae
23 Sandra Dr
Dix Hills, NY 11746-5213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Rees
84 Lunda St
Waltham, MA 02451-3613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Megan Wood
900 Eastbrooke Ln
Rochester, NY 14618-5202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Margolis
1330 1st Ave Apt 521
New York, NY 10021-4780

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Johnson
105 Brickett Hill Cir
Haverhill, MA 01830-1581

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alyssa Pesce
564 Windmill Ave
West Babylon, NY 11704-4339

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Abbott
60 Otis St
Needham, MA 02492-3422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meredith Rossborough
5 S Hill Cir
Rochester, NY 14606-3530

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Abril Novoa Camino
5 Bellvista Rd Apt 2
Boston, MA 02135-7611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan DuRocher
4 Mitris Blvd
Lincoln, RI 02865-3611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linnell Krikorian
10 Old Orchard Way
Manchester, NH 03103-2347

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Giuliana Euripide
170 Charles St
Lynbrook, NY 11563-1949

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Abril Novoa Camino
5 Bellvista Rd Apt 2
Boston, MA 02135-7611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Kostiv
55 Jefferson St Apt D
North Attleboro, MA 02760-2999

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fern Stearney
58 Cobb Ln
Tarrytown, NY 10591-3033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Pritchard
5314 Wendy Rd
Sykesville, MD 21784-6860

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sara Keller
8229 Rippling Branch Rd
Laurel, MD 20723-1049

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Ricci
112 Endicott Dr
Warwick, RI 02886-9608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Merrill Frank
3325 92nd St Apt 5J
Jackson Hts, NY 11372-1816

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lea Massey
5318 Cedar Ln
Columbia, MD 21044-1200

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Louise Roche
136 Cross Brook Rd
Woodbury, CT 06798-1506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jim Dailey
6 Hart Pl
Woburn, MA 01801-2331

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alison Webb
195 Goodwin Rd
Rollinsford, NH 03869-5024

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Russell Provost
38 Monument Rd
Richmond, NH 03470-4309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jade Monahan
Avenue B, 4c
New York, NY 10009-8037

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gene Hetz
54 Stone Ln
Staten Island, NY 10314-5943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Hoffmann
20 Ritie St
Piermont, NY 10968-1022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Kettyle
PO Box 1938
Duxbury, MA 02331-1938

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Alison
100 Bowen Ave
Medford, MA 02155-6102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mia Joiner-Moore
49 Upland Rd
Sharon, MA 02067-1733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Kelly
25 Toll Gate Rd
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-3816

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Carlton
2299 Burr St
Fairfield, CT 06824-1806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Felicia Kandel
12333 83rd Ave
Kew Gardens, NY 11415-3421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Crespo
176 Chestnut St
Wilmington, MA 01887-3307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Sandborn
139 Pine Grove Ave
Kingston, NY 12401-5452

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Philos-Jensen
353 Willow St
West Barnstable, MA 02668-1363

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Colette
68 Quarry Hill Rd
Millerton, NY 12546-5035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Rodriguez
4122 42nd St Apt 2A
Sunnyside, NY 11104-2713

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terry King
53 S Great Rd
Lincoln, MA 01773-4701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Gensior
43 Bramblebrook Rd
Ardsley, NY 10502-2241

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Taylor
1404 Fairfield Dr
District Heights, MD 20747-1746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lucas Botan
20 Maxwell Ave
Geneva, NY 14456-1517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Berger
PO Box 667
Oakland, ME 04963-0667

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sean Adams
51 Java St Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11222-1556

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Hayes
57 Tower Farm Rd
Billerica, MA 01821-2816

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Goldberg
70 Howe St Apt 410
New Haven, CT 06511-4679

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Pritchett
340 United Way Apt A25
Dover, DE 19901-3785

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Rosen
25 Parade Pl Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11226-1017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Parr
21 Henderson Rd
Weymouth, MA 02188-2806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joe Farley
2928 Pawtucket Ave
Riverside, RI 02915-4971

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Mcgurk
185 Pine St
Manchester, CT 06040-5884

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Thomas
108 Spielman Hwy
Burlington, CT 06013-1808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Parr
1602 Twin Maple Ave
Towson, MD 21204-1955

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Fitch
PO Box 273
Brownsville, VT 05037-0273

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristen Rangel
55 Robin Hill Rd
Chelmsford, MA 01824-3841

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Mcgowan
570 Fashion Ave
New York, NY 10018-1603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Josh Eisen
800 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025-5467

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rehana Huq
200 Comstock Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-2206

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Raha
209 Garth Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583-3959

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Klockner
6480 Sligo Mill Rd
Takoma Park, MD 20912-4703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Best
616 Salt Spray Rd Unit 1
Ocean City, MD 21842-4905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mikki Chalker
119 Prospect St
Binghamton, NY 13905-2328

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David and Justine Ross
6 Grace Rd
Danvers, MA 01923-1354

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Somma
110 Beach Rd
Salisbury, MA 01952-2210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sam Saltonstall
4 Warbler Dr
Topsham, ME 04086-1688

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Warren Heyman
70 Arnold Ave
Cranston, RI 02905-3814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Clarke
153 Barnhill Rd
Woodbury, CT 06798-2228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sherry Korniloff
5051 Dry Well Ct
Columbia, MD 21045-1919

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Szokolai
14210 Parkvale Rd
Rockville, MD 20853-2528

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Teshera
209 Brace Ave
Bristol, CT 06010-4849

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mari Shields
1 Hawkes Ave
Johnston, RI 02919-1715

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronald Carlson
7000 Saint Annes Ave
Lanham, MD 20706-3470

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Stein
25 Harvard St
Melrose, MA 02176-4814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Waterworth
10001 Old Franklin Ave
Seabrook, MD 20706-2319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elliot Pliner
500 W 21st St
New York, NY 10011-2876

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Kalil
77 Magnolia Ave
Larchmont, NY 10538-4046

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Colleen Farmer
4106 Oglethorpe St
Hyattsville, MD 20782-3025

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Kearns
200 Pilgrim Rd
Braintree, MA 02184-6006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Wojtalik
3723 Green Oak Ct
Parkville, MD 21234-4258

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Radley Anderson
15 Loring Rd
Bristol, RI 02809-1228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Wells
14 Tanners Ln
Rensselaer, NY 12144-9786

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Mcnamara
1237 Bay Rd Apt 4A
Webster, NY 14580-1930

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tom Vullo
1557 82nd St
Brooklyn, NY 11228-3127

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Moriarty
196 Hartland Ter
Kensington, CT 06037-2943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wilma Dull
255 E 49th St Apt 22F
New York, NY 10017-1534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilya Speranza
379 Decatur St
Brooklyn, NY 11233-1507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Birgit Sharp
585 Fairhaven Rd
Tracys Landing, MD 20779-2506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
MarY Ann Levan
981 Sharpless Rd
Hockessin, DE 19707-9375

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Abigail Uhrman
27 Bellaire Dr
Huntington, NY 11743-3707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yanisa Anaya
81 Holmes Rd
Newburgh, NY 12550-1033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Englander
50 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10024-6555

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melanie Roth
50 Pickering St
Danvers, MA 01923-2083

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie C. Fox
4 Wyndcliffe Park
Bloomfield, CT 06002-2142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Krupp
8935 155th Ave Apt 1G
Howard Beach, NY 11414-1532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liliana Donchik
570 Westminster Rd Apt C4
Brooklyn, NY 11230-1444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Raymond Swierczynski
10 Hillside Ter
Suffern, NY 10901-2105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Adams
128 Homeyer Rd
Sparrow Bush, NY 12780-8303

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Simpkin
101 Old Bridge St
Pelham, NH 03076-5706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yolanda Revilla
1823 Haring St
Brooklyn, NY 11229-3209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Buss
5 Quarry Hill Rd
Camden, ME 04843-2048

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Klion
5 Darwood Pl
Hartsdale, NY 10530-2952

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brittany Porter
149 Stratham Heights Rd
Stratham, NH 03885-2513

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Laliberte
1 Doral Dr
North Chelmsford, MA 01863-1814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Karp
157 Tweed Blvd
Nyack, NY 10960-4913

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jerry Rivers
8 Gombert Pl
Roosevelt, NY 11575-1602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judi Carter
209 13th Ave
Brunswick, MD 21716-1831

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynn mcGee
36 George St
Attleboro, MA 02703-4214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Achilli
3827 River Rd Apt 17
Youngstown, NY 14174-9615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elena Castellano
20933 26th Ave
Bayside, NY 11360-2498

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Jackson
64 Winter St
Ashland, MA 01721-1148

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Carringer
13 Steinbeck St
Tyngsboro, MA 01879-2729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Beckwith
245 E 14th St
New York, NY 10003-4104

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica de Marville
643 Prospect Pl Apt 3L
Brooklyn, NY 11216-3566

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Friedman
8 Climbing Rose Ct
Rockville, MD 20850-2849

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caesar Mendez
229 W Kingsbridge Rd
Bronx, NY 10463-7300

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Justine Koontz
5810 Lakeview Dr
Eldersburg, MD 21784-6811

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Josie Lariccia
5 Wood Ct
Tarrytown, NY 10591-3107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Fahey
41 Wayne Ave
Claremont, NH 03743-2446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
gerri jackson
63 Grand Teton Dr
Bear, DE 19701-1792

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Belcher
77 Lafayette St
Pittsfield, MA 01201-2737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Hayes
5 Ackerman Ave
Airmont, NY 10901-7119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Iacaruso
2710 Price Rd
Crofton, MD 21114-3109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Santone
384 Pelham St
Methuen, MA 01844-1020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Bly
216 N Geneva St
Ithaca, NY 14850-4136

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dan Fullerton
70 Spring Pond Dr
Ossining, NY 10562-2034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Thomas
412 Kelsey St
Middletown, CT 06457-5131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Hartnett
32 Southbury Rd
Clifton Park, NY 12065-7710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Otto Onasch
262 Hamilton Dr
Delhi, NY 13753-3255

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lori Bradley
131 Summer St
Bridgewater, MA 02325-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elise Coleman
410 2nd St Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11215-2456

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilse Spiegel
317 Sumpter St
Brooklyn, NY 11233-2712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Callaghan
19 Colonel Enoch Dr
Carmel, NY 10512-4304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Harlan
135 W 31st St
New York, NY 10001-3403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Koulish
50 W 97th St
New York, 10025-6053

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael O'Brien
400 W 23rd St
New York, NY 10011-2122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Larsen
99 Goose Pond Rd
Lee, MA 01238-9277

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Simon
25 Grand Haven Dr
COMMACK, NY 11725-3128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Barlow
422 Church St
Amston, CT 06231-1604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Short
16 Keyes Dr Apt 9
Peabody, MA 01960-8068

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Randall
585 Richmond Ave Apt 1
Buffalo, NY 14222-1557

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Nasta
10 Short Hill Rd
New City, NY 10956-2416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doris Corbo
9 Garth Rd
West Roxbury, MA 02132-1801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Anzelmo
279 Dewey Ave
Staten Island, NY 10308-1504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Stillwell
201 Milford Ave
Wilmington, DE 19809-1228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jim Snee
1321 Quarterline Rd
Center Rutland, VT 05736-9502

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Darrah Wagner
361 North Rd
Winterport, ME 04496-4606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Cowan
600 Hawkesbury Ln
Silver Spring, MD 20904-6310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Mondejar
PO Box 517
Rosendale, NY 12472-0517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Perlmutter
PO Box 333
White Sulphur Springs, NY 12787-0333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bill Rakowski
3431 Woodstock Ave
Baltimore, MD 21213-1122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Nugent
6 North St
Glen Cove, NY 11542-1845

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Herring
245 W 107th St Apt 10B
New York, NY 10025-3059

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fay Leader
90 Hickory Hill Rd
Buffalo, NY 14221-2547

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Derek Oosterman
320 W 38th St Apt 604
New York, NY 10018-5227

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Bernard
56 Mildred St
South Portland, ME 04106-2727

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Pette
233 Harmony Dr
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-3545

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Mooney
33 William St
Portland, ME 04103-4827

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Hoover
4290 Atwood Rd
Stone Ridge, NY 12484-5253

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Baldo
3 Forest Rd
Wallkill, NY 12589-2917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Driscoe
13848 Turnmore Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20906-2134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Yan
2266 81st St
Brooklyn, NY 11214-2019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Gelfond
15 W 72nd St Apt 18V
New York, NY 10023-3457

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Kanack
84 S Meadow Dr
North Tonawanda, NY 14120-4823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bill Hoikala
445 Stevenson Rd
New Haven, CT 06515-2471

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ron Przybycien
62 Kent Shore Dr
Carmel, NY 10512-3050

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Mcneirney
4400 East West Hwy
Bethesda, MD 20814-4524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Henry
300 Park Terrace Dr Apt 338
Stoneham, MA 02180-4446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Kearns
50 Harwood Dr E
Glen Cove, NY 11542-1802

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Swanson
10085 Windstream Dr Apt 1
Columbia, MD 21044-2549

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Dickinson
19 Birch Rd
South Windsor, CT 06074-3134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Norton
PO Box 4334
Ithaca, NY 14852-4334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Herta Choquet
18 Oakland St
Auburn, ME 04210-4742

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary E Salchow
26 Green Hill Rd
Goldens Brg, NY 10526-1014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Messerschmitt
13 Crescent St R
Biddeford, ME 04005-2519

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Dickinson
19 Birch Rd
South Windsor, CT 06074-3134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Mcneill
345 Cox Rd
Huntingtown, MD 20639-9280

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Mudrey
178 Highwood Dr
Franklin, MA 02038-2981

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dane LaBonte
42 Clark Rd
Fiskdale, MA 01518-1119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roy Sivley
35 Grant Ave
Waltham, MA 02453-6760

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Petrillo
3708 Whitney Ave
Hamden, CT 06518-1516

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Garie Blackwell
449 Mast Hill Rd
Bucksport, ME 04416-4749

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alfred Padula
69 Clifton St
Portland, ME 04101-1626

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yvonne Hardgrave
39 Webster St
New Haven, CT 06511-3621

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fred Schloessinger
11 Laurel Dr
Great Neck, NY 11021-2919

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tom Dunlea Iii
160 Daniel Webster Hwy Apt 311
Nashua, NH 03060-5247

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Kovencz
91 Penny Ln
Ithaca, NY 14850-6272

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Kovencz
91 Penny Ln
Ithaca, NY 14850-6272

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bryan Kahn
1 Windemere Ln
Wellesley, MA 02481-4813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Humphrey
1102 Oakmoor Ct
Baltimore, MD 21227-3854

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ingrid Peck
168 Clermont Ave Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11205-3304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Fallon
40 High St
Chatham, NY 12037-1109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Boger
65 Middle St
Newburyport, MA 01950-2863

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yvonne Somers
15804 129th Ave
Jamaica, 11434-2836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Fazioli
1207 Newberry Ct
Ballston Spa, NY 12020-3429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Trombino
56 Heatherfield Rd
Valley Stream, NY 11581-2314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Davis
106 Reynolds Rd
Fort Edward, NY 12828-9244

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elliott Rabin
3299 Cambridge Ave Apt 6D
Bronx, NY 10463-3647

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Joyce
29 Summer St
Kingston, NY 12401-5447

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Sweet
99 Green Manor Rd
Manchester, CT 06042-3344

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Kurimai
17 Westview Dr
Monroe, CT 06468-1621

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Polly Brody
9933 Dellcastle Rd
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-1322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Hosford
85 Drew Rd
Tunbridge, VT 05077-9500

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Monica Keady
3 Hillside Ct
Darien, CT 06820-5016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacalyn Dinhofer
16 W 16th St Apt 6PS
New York, 10011-6565

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlie Ferguson
28 E Garfield St
Lancaster, NY 14086-2515

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurel Peltier
4 Bellemore Rd
Baltimore, MD 21210-1313

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Lord
66 Washington Ave
Brentwood, NY 11717-3225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Moore
84 Campville Rd
Northfield, CT 06778-2622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julia Motti
14 Pine Ln
Mount Tremper, NY 12457-5227

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marsha Wiseltier
10 Cedar Ln N
Glen Head, NY 11545-1704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linnell Krikorian
10 Old Orchard Way
Manchester, NH 03103-2347

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nina Garrett
4 Sea View Ave
Old Saybrook, CT 06475-2035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Tesoriero
317 W 76th St Apt 2F
New York, NY 10023-8048

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Wyndham
36 Union St
Peterborough, NH 03458-1042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Cronin
4620 N Park Ave
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-4549

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wil Lieberman-Cribbin
32 Littleworth Ln
Sea Cliff, NY 11579-1813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ashia Castendyk
2 Cedar Knl
Boxford, MA 01921-2410

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Camalier
16816 Livingston Rd
Accokeek, MD 20607-2237

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kat Morey
, CT

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christian Quezada
7911 Riggs Rd
Hyattsville, MD 20783-4442

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nikki Wojtalik
3723 Green Oak Ct
Parkville, MD 21234-4258

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Mullane
9 Whitman Trl
Westminster, MA 01473-1165

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Levinson
332 E 6th St Apt 3
New York, NY 10003-8761

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alex Pohl
41 Atlantic Ave
Floral Park, NY 11001-2762

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dwight Bodycott
380 W 12th St Apt 2E
New York, NY 10014-7211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susanna Levin
1255 North Ave Apt 3I
New Rochelle, NY 10804-2609

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Barnard
84 Willett St
Albany, NY 12210-1038

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Haskell
7 Sweetbrier Ln
Scarborough, ME 04074-9638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Sachs
40 Half Moon Trl
South Kingstown, RI 02879-2064

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Davis
1005 Jerome Ave Apt B52
Bronx, NY 10452-5723

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joslyn Pine
50 7th Ave
Sea Cliff, NY 11579-1146

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Douig Russell
307 1/2 Garfield Ave
Endicott, NY 13760-5465

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Tuminski
47 Hidden Brook Dr
Stamford, CT 06907-1413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scot Sternberg
25 Pickman Rd
Salem, MA 01970-4359

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tyler Wentland
17 Perkins Dr
York, ME 03909-5750

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Surovell
2110 1st Ave Apt 2606
New York, NY 10029-3317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Winter
6530 Kissena Blvd
Flushing, NY 11367-1575

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tova Cohen
4374 Bedford Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229-4929

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keir Novak
231 Green Manor Ter
Windsor Locks, CT 06096-2737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stanley J. Zawada
1257 150th St
Whitestone, 11357-1752

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Celia Candlin
324 E 85th St Apt 3A
New York, NY 10028-5430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rainer Lohmann
67 Lakewood Dr
Narragansett, RI 02882-3507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Tuminski
1703 Janney Ter
Langhorne, PA 19047-1215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Justin Tobias
20 Colvin Dr
Garden City, NY 11530-1008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Jahos
PO Box 891
Alstead, NH 03602-0891

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cave Man
609 Main St
New York, NY 10044-0022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
R Nelson
10 Pleasant St
Newcastle, ME 04553-3812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Filippa Juul
53 Howard St
New York, NY 10013-2529

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Reethika Digumarthy
4 Frances St
Newton, MA 02461-1608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur Schurr
369 Warren St
Brooklyn, NY 11201-6412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Davidson
50 Wood St
Katonah, NY 10536-3309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bidu Tashjian
38 Esselborne Rd
Cold Spring, NY 10516-4311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Mitchell
27 Mount Vernon Ave
Mount Vernon, NY 10550-2417

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brad Bennett
187 Woods Dr
Ancramdale, NY 12503-5124

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Gullo
4 Fairview Ln
Plainview, NY 11803-5408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shannon Supple
174 West St
Northampton, MA 01060-3739

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ben Spiegel
46 River Rdg
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481-3514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Mouradian
46 Liberty St
Newburyport, MA 01950-2748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sue Sauvageau
61 Fall St
Seneca Falls, NY 13148-1408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Kaler
73 Maddox Ave
Islip, NY 11751-2905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melissa Van Wijk
812 W 181st St Apt 36
New York, NY 10033-4555

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mindy Maxwell
12 Chauncy St Apt 4
Cambridge, MA 02138-2522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Warren
264 Dewitt Mills Rd
Hurley, NY 12443-6214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Naidich
603 4th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215-6746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leo Shapiro
6907 Rhode Island Ave
College Park, MD 20740-3713

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Dunne
180 Thompson St Apt 3D
New York, NY 10012-4959

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ste Draper
3783 Bear Creek Rd
Accident, MD 21520-2201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlie Burns
29 Van Buren Ave
Norwalk, CT 06850-3323

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Irons
22 Caldwell Farm Rd
Byfield, MA 01922-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Hlat
11 Sand St
Buffalo, NY 14218-2336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Hofheins
123 Zimmerman Blvd
Tonawanda, NY 14223-1019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Hogan
116 Stewart Cir
Suffern, NY 10901-4435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
18 Morton Rd
Swampscott, MA 01907-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Alexander
11 Langworthy Rd
Northampton, MA 01060-2121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andew Cadot
45 Eastern Promenade Apt 9E
Portland, ME 04101-4823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Stratton
57 Mason Ave
Binghamton, NY 13904-1327

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Crandall
29 Mallard Ct
Wallingford, CT 06492-5376

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marsha Brown
415 E 37th St Apt 19H
New York, NY 10016-3252

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rob Auger
50 Sterling Dr
Poughquag, NY 12570-4926

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heidi Cleven
648 Union St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-1103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Reynolds
66 New Salem South Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186-4927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Kiernan
34 Pheasant Ln
Ridgefield, CT 06877-1126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Abrahams
66 Overlook Dr
Meriden, CT 06450-6933

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Morgan
2808 Bexley Ct
Wilmington, DE 19808-2801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Payne
1208 Washington Dr
Centerport, NY 11721-1815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Gates
38 Dusty Miller Ln
South Chatham, MA 02659-1340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brigid Moreno
3203 69th St
Woodside, NY 11377-2036

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Gordon
17401 Ryefield Ct
Dickerson, MD 20842-8807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Baker Exner
143 Nyack Plz
Nyack, NY 10960-3851

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Hinz
1427 Park Ave
Baltimore, MD 21217-4231

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Spengeman
8313 Roanoke Ave Apt 3
Takoma Park, MD 20912-6282

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Fobes
55 Lwr. Cranberry Meadow Rd.
Berwick, ME 03901-2749

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Barlow
10109 N Old State Rd
Lincoln, DE 19960-3651

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sil Reynolds
445 River Dr
Hadley, MA 01035-9625

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Knowlton
1101 Heights Rd
Glover, VT 05839-9635

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frederick Ruark
11740 Asbury Cir Apt 1206
Solomons, MD 20688-3068

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robbie White
1401 Billman Ln
Silver Spring, MD 20902-1413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronald Schlesinger
5801 Nicholson Ln Apt 1205
Rockville, MD 20852-5725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
B Lemonik
201 E 15th St
New York, NY 10003-3723

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Henry Newhouse
PO Box 66
New Harbor, ME 04554-0066

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Merz
51 Sherwood Dr
Methuen, MA 01844-2276

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Stedge
474 New Hempstead Rd
New City, NY 10956-1021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric J. Arroyo
3725 Henry Hudson Pkwy Apt 12E
Bronx, NY 10463-1534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gregory Mucci
63 Reitter St
Stratford, CT 06614-3800

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Javier Rivera
55 S 3rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11249-5128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Barrett
14 Highland Dr
Whitesboro, NY 13492-1836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Manju Hertzig
303 W 66th St
New York, NY 10023-6305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Miller
507 Elm Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912-5433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Bollman
17 Grove Street Pl
Arlington, MA 02474-2901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Intilli
260 Pine Island Tpke
Warwick, NY 10990-2432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alia Schubbe
215 N Bradley Ln
Oakland, MD 21550-5525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mariela Shaw
379 Cumberland St
Brooklyn, NY 11238-1511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Luks
460 Olive Blvd
South Hempstead, NY 11550-8013

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Fricano
1052 Highland Ave
Buffalo, NY 14223-1840

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Schlegel
524 E 20th St
New York, NY 10009-1302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Cohen
20 Inwood Rd
Auburn, MA 01501-1115

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Roberts
1908 Forest Dr
Annapolis, MD 21401-4340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Llyn Ellison
105 Buckingham Dr
Colchester, VT 05446-6946

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Mckenna
88 Highland Ave
Winchester, MA 01890-1412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristi Cruzat
5802 Nicholson Ln Apt 904
North Bethesda, MD 20852-2968

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anthony Creamer
20 Bristol St
Biddeford, ME 04005-2702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Crawshaw
945 Salem End Rd
Framingham, MA 01702-5583

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jared Mcgrath
9307 Long Branch Pkwy
Silver Spring, MD 20901-3644

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
wolfgang burger
35 Lafayette Sq Fl 3
Haverhill, MA 01832-4738

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Gershman
94 Corey Rd Apt 34
Brighton, MA 02135-8138

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Hiscock
34 Fecteau Cir Apt 26
Barre, VT 05641-8340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilda Johnston
7 Papineau St
Worcester, MA 01603-1720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Brault
8 Bristol View Dr
Fairport, NY 14450-4214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Megan Ryan
185 Prospect Park SW Apt 301
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Howard Neville Rolls
1381 Regent St
Niskayuna, NY 12309-5336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Magers
7 Marchant St
Gloucester, MA 01930-3731

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valborg Linn
54 Bleecker St
New York, NY 10012-2421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan North
330 W 28th St
New York, NY 10001-4722

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Veronica Schweyen
3903 Underwood St
University Park, 20782-1441

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Desiderio
48 Milland Dr
Northport, NY 11768-2835

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Murtha
10 Delta Way
Halfmoon, NY 12065-2690

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Brown
10905 Orleans Way
Kensington, MD 20895-1113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Calves
263 Concord Ave # 3
Cambridge, MA 02138-1336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Hughes
34 Slater St
Webster, MA 01570-2352

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Marcello
489 Arlington St
Dracut, MA 01826-5228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lloyd Ibert
165 W 66th St Apt 19F
New York, NY 10023-6541

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shelley & Rob Hartz
7 Baron Way
Littleton, MA 01460-1122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adrian Madlener
1801 7th Ave Apt 4B
New York, NY 10026-3622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Olive Ayhens
85 Devoe St Apt 2C
Brooklyn, NY 11211-3610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Barnett
44 W 96th St Apt 3B
New York, NY 10025-6562

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Blackburn
32 Barbara Rd
Needham, MA 02492-4428

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Colligan
18 Rodney St
Hartford, CT 06105-3921

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
April Conlon
151 Crownview Ter
Hamburg, NY 14075-4638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irving Lee
20 Confucius Plz Apt 43A
New York, NY 10002-6761

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Gregory
230 E 15th St
New York, NY 10003-3940

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Buda
225 Everett St
East Boston, MA 02128-2270

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Alender
120 S Jensen Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-2822

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerry Coffey
956 Mason Rd
Wilton, NH 03086-5943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Anderson
24 Ash Ln
Sherborn, MA 01770-1265

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Adams
500 E 63rd St
New York, NY 10065-7946

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brandon Perras
502 River Ave
Providence, RI 02908-2133

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Bourdon
61 Breakneck Hill Rd
Southborough, MA 01772-1808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Schmidt
25 Dowd Dr
Charlestown, RI 02813-1111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Brody
26 Floyd St
East Hampton, NY 11937-2615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claudia Devinney
6786 Westview Dr
Perry, NY 14530-9763

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edith Warren
450 E 63rd St Apt 4F
New York, NY 10065-7951

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kris Bulger
425 E 78th St Apt 4D
New York, 10075-1661

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doug Ashby
9601 Allen St
Dayton, 14041

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Brandes
2024 Cameron Ave
Merrick, NY 11566-2101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Barba
34 Butler Pl Apt 17
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5152

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Albert Garcia-Romeu
2 S Potomac St
Baltimore, MD 21224-2249

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Than Hansen
1102 49th Ave Apt 5N
Long Island City, NY 11101-5661

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aubrae Lamparella
227 Elder Dr
Farmington, NY 14425-7031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Herbert Stein
144 Barnes Rd
Washingtonville, NY 10992-1932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susi Westwood
161 West St
Cummington, MA 01026-9737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark McWhinney
80 N Main St Unit 23
Kent, CT 06757-1522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alex Vishio
6717 Glenkirk Rd
Baltimore, MD 21239-1411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Stern
11 Riverside Dr Apt 1NW
New York, NY 10023-3088

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Curtis Flowers
445 E 34th St
Brooklyn, NY 11203-5005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Wallick
35 Pineapple St Apt 1C
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1627

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alice Hackett
7712 247th St
Bellerose, NY 11426-1808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martina Leger
100 Pine St
Medfield, MA 02052-1310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Cloud
187 Peddlers Dr
Branford, CT 06405-5827

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilana Krug
6610 Sharon Rd
Idlewylde, MD 21239-1328

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Tucker
PO Box 33
Goshen, CT 06756-0033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Zimmerman
PO Box 368
Pine Island, NY 10969-0368

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jay Holmes
3657 Broadway Apt 2C
New York, NY 10031-2515

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tanya Russell
16 Philipse Pl
Yonkers, NY 10701-1904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie L'H
123 Red Hill Dr
Glastonbury, CT 06033-3134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Theresa Incagnoli
240 Central Park S
New York, NY 10019-1457

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Scarola
290 W 12th St Apt 2D
New York, NY 10014-1927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shirley Ford
16909 Eylers Valley Rd
Emmitsburg, MD 21727-9730

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Mensing
9200 Kentsdale Dr
Potomac, MD 20854-4529

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Finley
809 Ford St # B
Ogdensburg, NY 13669-1748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Crawford
1 Collins St
Camden, ME 04843-1603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Sines
4526 Oakland Sang Run Rd
Oakland, MD 21550-7927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Stein
36 Plaza St E Apt 10F
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5071

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jerome Mcnerney
27 Country Lane Dr
Kings Park, NY 11754-1415

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Lurquin
1 Cold Spring Ct
Potomac, MD 20854-2425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stuart Ohleyer
380 Union St
Brooklyn, NY 11231-4912

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Bumpus
239 School St
Whitman, MA 02382-1942

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rick Wood
PO Box 803
Burdett, NY 14818-0803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ken Lesem
90 James Ave
Burlington, VT 05408-1019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
CS
218 W 104th St
New York, NY 10025-4242

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeanne O'Dowd
62 Pinehurst Dr
Boxford, MA 01921-2449

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Schwefel
64 Allston St Apt 3
Allston, MA 02134-5000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Brooks
1411 Delaware Tpke
Delmar, NY 12054-5407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Fritchy
103 Island Pond Rd
Derry, NH 03038-4122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Bergen
PO Box 478
Philmont, NY 12565-0478

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denis Hawkins
Any Street
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gisele Cheffi
13302 Santa Anita Rd
Laurel, MD 20708-1420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Faraino
531 47th St
Brooklyn, NY 11220-1310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jim Rettberg
746 Jones Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-5228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cherokee Gelin
929 Courtlandt Ave Apt 5D
Bronx, NY 10451-4118

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Teresa Beutel
234 S Grant Ave
Congers, NY 10920-2702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Patterson
49 Canton St
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Darlene Trusso
10036 Pennymix Rd
Camden, NY 13316-4613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Polly Walker
214 Pleasant St
Rumford, RI 02916-1523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dieula Taillefer
3626 Kings Hwy Apt 2C
Brooklyn, NY 11234-2736

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Timothy Adams
12 Doctor Manning Dr Apt 10
Lebanon, CT 06249-1740

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrienne Filleaudeau
29 N Elliott Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11205-1003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claire Leavitt
400 Triphammer Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-2539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Larochelle
55 Clara St
New Bedford, MA 02744-2249

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Hapenny
12 Front St
Chelsea, MA 02150-2613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Edelman
31 Creighton St
Cambridge, MA 02140-2004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fawn King
11 W 8th St Apt 2E
New York, NY 10011-9042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Scott
38 Standish Rd
Arlington, MA 02476-7069

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Murphy
PO Box 1093
Manchester, VT 05254-1093

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandy Dalcais
4534 47th St
Woodside, NY 11377-5231

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Neil Worden
549 Academy St Apt 23
New York, NY 10034-5133

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dan Levitt
212 Fayerweather St
Cambridge, MA 02138-1261

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Kreiss
2320 21st St
Astoria, NY 11105-3716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jillian Breault
15 Ridge Rd
Durham, CT 06422-3415

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Giblin
130 Ahern Rd
Binghamton, NY 13903-6517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Hartman
1316 Glen Avon Rd
Grand Island, NY 14072-2202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Lafreniere
28 Flanders Rd
Bethlehem, CT 06751-2023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Dorman
300 W 108th St Apt 6A
New York, NY 10025-2707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Shaw
2621 Union St Apt 2H
Flushing, NY 11354-1725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Markowitz
151 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024-3401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Vanbenschoten
PO Box 72
Henderson, NY 13650-0072

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sam Bernstein
305 E 40th St
New York, NY 10016-2189

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brooke Jacobi
62 Ketchum Pl Uppr Apt
Buffalo, NY 14213-2661

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Mulhall
2 Washington Sq
Larchmont, NY 10538-2041

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Cushing
694 West St
Duxbury, MA 02332-3122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Justin Velella
3442 Harold St
Oceanside, NY 11572-4745

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christena Schofield
42 Steere Farm Rd
Harrisville, RI 02830-1511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Corlett
1 Locust St
Falmouth, MA 02540-2656

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Bannister
5 Cold Spring Ln
East Falmouth, MA 02536-4775

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Kirby
5429 Pinehurst Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808-2618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Fisher
1038 Massachusetts Ave
Lexington, MA 02420-3829

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Giovonni Lobato
6414 Forest Ave
Ridgewood, NY 11385-2510

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Smith
624 Deer St
Dunkirk, NY 14048-2618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arta Yazdanseta
66 Dana St # 2
Cambridge, MA 02138-4309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eve Marin
28 Owl Dr
Sharon, MA 02067-2945

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Rudman
910 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025-3533

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karl Novak
95 Red Truck Ln
Hinesburg, VT 05461-4440

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tova Gershowitz
3009 Romaric Ct Apt E
Baltimore, MD 21209-2808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Young
8271 88th Pl
Glendale, NY 11385-7817

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lee Sulkowski
81 Lyrae Dr
Getzville, NY 14068-1115

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Kohn
11 Plymouth Rd
Weston, MA 02493-2131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Wilcox
132 Amory St Apt 4
Brookline, MA 02446-3518

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Delaughter
125 Waldon Rd Apt B
Abingdon, MD 21009-2213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ernest George
6 Baxter Dr
Norwalk, CT 06854-4715

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joy Kroeger-Mappes
82 Frost Ave
Frostburg, MD 21532-1639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Levine
71 Ocean Pkwy Apt 1D
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1829

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Pan Launois
131 W 85th St
New York, NY 10024-4435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard & Joyce Gilbert
70 Harper St
Rochester, NY 14607-3142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Al Krause
19 Pomander Walk
New York, NY 10025-6931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Nealon
147 W 79th St
New York, NY 10024-6448

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Schaechter
42 Will Dr Unit 52
Canton, MA 02021-3748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Kennedy
82 Millett Rd
Swampscott, MA 01907-2159

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Wakefield
11950 Park Heights Ave
Owings Mills, MD 21117-1518

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Alter
6004 Valley Mills Rd
Munnsville, NY 13409-2827

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Gorman
PO Box 177
Lyme Center, NH 03769-0177

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
K Younger
480 Pond View Rd
Petersburg, NY 12138-5727

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcie Meditch
4002 Underwood St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-5028

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Marchetti
12 Maple Ave
Old Saybrook, CT 06475-2453

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Perry Levin
11923 Parklawn Dr Apt 103
Rockville, MD 20852-2617

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Kiley
PO Box 217
Mount Desert, ME 04660-0217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Timothy Rosser
66 Crosby St Apt 4E
New York, NY 10012-4420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jagjit Gaind
4 Midland Rd
Lynnfield, MA 01940-1225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philippe Fontaine
82 Wynding Hills Rd
East Granby, CT 06026-9631

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Manson
447 Westminster Rd
Brooklyn, NY 11218-6037

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Lalone
142 Jackman Dr
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-1200

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Robins
252 W 85th St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10024-3258

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzie Handwerker
103 S Beach Rd
South Burlington, VT 05403-7732

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandria Infussi
155 Yawgoo Valley Rd Apt 1F
Exeter, RI 02822-5217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Allen
10058 75th Ave
Forest Hills, NY 11375-6814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keith Wentworth
33 Scenic Vista Way
Merrimack, NH 03054-2200

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Nelson
122 West St Apt 2M
Brooklyn, NY 11222-1972

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lee Lawrence
79 Sagamore Dr
Plainview, NY 11803-1516

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jon Handley
200 Cabrini Blvd Apt 105
New York, NY 10033-1121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Byland
PO Box 2261
Teaticket, MA 02536-2261

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Arteaga
17 Relay Pl # 17
Stamford, CT 06901-2821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Howell
10 Beals St Apt B1
Brookline, MA 02446-6038

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Souza
35 Robbins Ave Unit 56
Dracut, MA 01826-5272

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Monarch
26 Warren St
Hull, MA 02045-2318

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Peterson
116 Greenridge Dr
Horseheads, NY 14845-1610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamylle Greinke
PO Box 456
Peconic, NY 11958-0456

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aimee Mendes
432 Foundry St
North Easton, MA 02356-2724

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erin Hayde
22 E 13th St
New York, NY 10003-4472

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Penelope Bullis
8 Brookline St
Pepperell, MA 01463-1127

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Jastromb
73 Barrett St Apt 1040
Northampton, MA 01060-1709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Padalino
3999 Ny Highway 150
West Sand Lake, 12196-2120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Crutchfield
8911 Reisterstown Rd
Pikesville, MD 21208-1072

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Bernstein
79 N Mountain Dr
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522-1207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea Doukas
168 Coolidge St
Brookline, MA 02446-5859

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Watkins
22 Jersey St
Dewey Beach, 19971-2310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Jones
21284 Mayfaire Ln Unit 203
Lexington Park, MD 20653-5381

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Stewart
85 Garfield St
Watertown, mt 02472-4914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanna Allen
168 Mill Brook Rd
Bar Harbor, ME 04609-7358

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kaili Kreiner
373 92nd St Apt A65
Brooklyn, NY 11209-6342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Aldrich
42 Gaspee Point Dr
Warwick, RI 02888-4918

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fiona Woods
355 Riverside Dr Apt 7W
New York, NY 10025-2745

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Andrews
1008 Litchfield Rd
Idlewylde, MD 21239-1308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Sepe
2 Northside Piers Apt 6E
Brooklyn, NY 11249-4087

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Veronica Prego
529 W 42nd St Apt 6K
New York, NY 10036-6229

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Frieary
347 State St Apt 3F
Albany, NY 12210-2017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Kornreich
103 Redwood Dr
Syracuse, NY 13212-2610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Knoblauch
38 Maryland Ave Unit 103
Rockville, MD 20850-0336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverly Fink
3023 Guilford Ave
Baltimore, MD 21218-3926

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Willem Arets
21 Smith St
Newburyport, MA 01950-2923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Stains
7 Melbourne Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20901-4927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Belfield
100 Oliver St Apt 619
North Tonawanda, NY 14120-5435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roy & Patricia Cohen
260 Storer Ave
New Rochelle, NY 10801-3119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janina Lem
17 Sound Beach Rd
Bayville, NY 11709-1430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Eberhart
111 Bellemeade Dr
Severna Park, MD 21146-1756

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eldon Carvey
68 Brookside Dr
Williston, VT 05495-8119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stacey Evans
33 Applewood Ln
Falmouth, ME 04105-1654

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stann Mercer
4425 Scotia Rd
Halethorpe, MD 21227-4812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Bonnell
370 Riverside Dr Apt 7B
New York, NY 10025-2107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carole Arbour
13 Grand Ave
Hudson, NH 03051-3671

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Wallace
3 Danbury Ct Apt 1705
Suffern, NY 10901-8033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lily Marvulli
2425 Kings Hwy
Brooklyn, NY 11229-1670

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Drew Politzer
13 Drummers Ln
Bethel, CT 06801-2036

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Mccarthy
173 Hetcheltown Rd
Schenectady, NY 12302-5821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kaitlin Fitch
1013 State Highway 351
Troy, NY 12180-7305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Gudzevich
83 Franklin St
Stoneham, MA 02180-1847

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irene Marsh
4912 40th Pl
Hyattsville, MD 20781-2103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
MM
150 W 30th St
New York, NY 10001-4003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jerry Lieblich
54 Lewis Ave Apt 1F
Brooklyn, NY 11206-6746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tim Moran
281 Mount Vernon Ave
Rochester, NY 14620-2446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stacey Evans
33 Applewood Ln
Falmouth, ME 04105-1654

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brien Weiner
394 W Valley Stream Blvd
Valley Stream, NY 11580-5241

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Broderick
104 Winding Brook Rd
Newbury, NH 03255-5213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ethan Houle
975 Morrill Rd
Danville, VT 05828-9302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Hubbard
49 Ten Rod Rd
Rochester, NH 03867-4244

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Stergas
79 Martin Ave
Johnson City, NY 13790-2917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marissa Jacques
270 Knibb Rd
Pascoag, RI 02859-2706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Papscun
PO Box 84
Glendale, MA 01229-0084

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Garcia
45 Broadway
Ossining, NY 10562-3252

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Albert Gamble
25 Sampan Ave
Jamestown, RI 02835-1736

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan Eisentrager
55 Mount Tom Ave # 2
Easthampton, MA 01027-2351

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Feingold
13420 87th Ave Apt 7G
Richmond Hill, NY 11418-1909

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lois Horst
124 Raymond Ave # 434
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Stewart
142 W End Ave
New York, NY 10023-6103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Brandt
59 Derwen St
Stamford, CT 06906-1202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Lathrop
33 Riverside Dr
Rotterdam Jct, NY 12150-9767

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Annie Bien
29 Tiffany Pl Apt 2F
Brooklyn, NY 11231-2997

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Hicks
12 Wireless Rd
East Hampton, NY 11937-3209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Hertlein
1 Ardell Rd
Bronxville, NY 10708-6501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Hayman
424 74th St
Brooklyn, NY 11209-2602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vera Depalma
57 Montague St
Brooklyn, NY 11201-3374

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Orlando Melendez
272 Wyckoff St Apt 7H
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2332

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Hohl Kennedy
43 Taylor Hill Rd
Montague, MA 01351-9507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Lucchino
444 2nd Ave Apt 15D
New York, NY 10010-2514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debra Paster
173 Dawson Rd
Hillsdale, NY 12529-5517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Waldron
423 Shawmut Ave Apt 33
Boston, MA 02118-3827

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joana Ortiz
5823 70th Ave
Ridgewood, NY 11385-5040

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dani Ortolano
145 Orchard St
New York, NY 10002-2235

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicole Rice
557 8th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-6920

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Blanche Greenstein
207 E 74th St
New York, NY 10021-3339

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Shipp
22 Anna Ct
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-3429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tim Beeken
2 Charlton St
New York, NY 10014-4909

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
L J Lanfranchi
311 Hardwick Rd
New Braintree, MA 01531-1562

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maritte (mara) Rahav
450 W 42nd St Apt 21B
New York, NY 10036-6896

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Maroney
98 Washington Sq
Salem, MA 01970-4070

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Desalle
18 W 90th St
New York, NY 10024-1547

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Tormes
133 Hancock St
Brooklyn, NY 11216-1931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Dall
PO Box 86467
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-6467

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Spadaccini
58 Rambling Rd
Vernon, CT 06066-5815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dana Rickman
35 Barron Ave
Lewiston, 04240-6445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Goldman
14752 Charter Rd Apt 37C
Jamaica, NY 11435-1343

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cameron Zavattero
232 Middle Tpke E
Manchester, CT 06040-4208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jenny Bryl
PO Box 332
Linthicum, MD 21090-0332

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219-3035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Miller
427 Marlborough St Apt 4
Boston, MA 02115-1205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Walsh
922 Kenilworth Ave
Newark, DE 19711-2638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Luloff
840 Broadway
Brooklyn, NY 11206-7304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Norko
50 Averill Pl
Branford, CT 06405-3801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gordon Abrams
649 Bugbee St Apt 31
White River Junction, VT 05001-2911

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Gilroy
25 Irving Ter Apt 1
Cambridge, MA 02138-3019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Sylver
112 Ward St
Watertown, NY 13601-4616

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Louis Sierra
95 W 195th St Apt 6F
Bronx, NY 10468-2579

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Chaffee
280 Narrow Ln
Phillipston, MA 01331-9459

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Noyes
132 Mezera Rd
Schuylerville, NY 12871-1867

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Jalbert
20 Forest Acres Dr
Bradford, MA 01835-8602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Candace Morrison
104 Russell St
Buffalo, NY 14214-1949

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Kaplan
145 Central Park W
New York, NY 10023-6296

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhea Troffkin
7808 Ivymount Ter
Potomac, MD 20854-3218

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Silo Monti
121 Thompson St
New York, NY 10012-3110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Mc Carthy
7 Heathbrook Dr
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-4805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Connie Flynn
PO Box 1833
Lenox, MA 01240-4833

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
S. Spacek
23219 Stringtown Rd
Clarksburg, MD 20871-9363

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Gravatt
3000 N Dale Ln
Bowie, MD 20716-1319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Church
65 Compo Rd S
Westport, CT 06880-4320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Johnson
15010 Athey Rd
Burtonsville, MD 20866-1644

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Soretta Rodack
310 E 6th St
New York, NY 10003-8705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheri Bresson
97 Hoyts Hl
Bethel, 06801-2710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle Brecker
4118 Crescent St Apt 7E
Long Island City, NY 11101-3859

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Elena Beros
99 Ridgeway
White Plains, NY 10605-3913

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Thaler
84 Bradstreet Ave
Revere, MA 02151-4112

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Mogavero
PO Box 293
Esopus, NY 12429-0293

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Harper
86 Brookfield Rd
Rochester, NY 14610-1017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Asha Fuller
167 Ridge St
New York, NY 10002-1842

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susannah Phillips
688 Carlisle Dr
Arnold, MD 21012-1606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elaine Hall
15 Peabody Row
Londonderry, NH 03053-3387

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sherry Breslau
295 Central Park W Ofc 6
New York, NY 10024-3021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chrystie Obrien
811 5th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11232-1848

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Lee
64 Hedge Brook Ln
Stamford, CT 06903-2029

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexia Coolidge
12 Claudette Dr Apt 4
Milford, MA 01757-1419

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Zimmerman
42 Willington Hill Rd
Willington, CT 06279-1725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Allen
101 W 55th St Apt 7H
New York, NY 10019-5348

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irene Franck
250 W 104th St
New York, NY 10025-4220

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kirk Smith
4826 Wilern Ave
Baltimore, MD 21215-5927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Weems
67 Richardson St
Brooklyn, NY 11211-1320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-9269

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sally Brodsky
68 Soller Heights Rd
Ghent, NY 12075-3017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Talbert
20 Forest Acres Dr
Bradford, MA 01835-8602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Barnhill
13320 221st St
Laurelton, NY 11413-1640

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Kyper
111 Centre St
Roxbury, MA 02119-1226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thea Van Der Ven
8036 Indian Hill Rd
Manlius, NY 13104-9714

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Paolucci
64 Henry St
Merrick, NY 11566-4010

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kellene Kiel
14 Pond View Ave
Medfield, MA 02052-2829

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Guy Winig
2766 State Route 23
Hillsdale, NY 12529-5915

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randolph Pfaff
81 Lexington St
Boston, MA 02128-1604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Draper
PO Box 4045
Cherry Grove, NY 11782-0998

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Mathews
3530 Henry Hudson Pkwy Apt 9N
Bronx, NY 10463-1311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Abigail Pratt
22 Stephen Ln
Leyden, MA 01301-9404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Cantwell
86 Dame Rd
Center Tuftonboro, NH 03816-5507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Clark
19 Overlook Dr
Sloatsburg, NY 10974-2201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hilarie Gade
1675 Lime Kiln Rd
New Haven, VT 05472-2092

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kerrin Tourville
7 Gannett St
Augusta, ME 04330-5352

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Gelfer
345 Lake Shore Rd
Putnam Valley, NY 10579-1318

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Molloy
34 Butler Pl Apt 17
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5152

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Germaine Hartle
2229 W Joppa Rd
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093-4601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kerry Burkhardt
5550 Strickler Rd
Clarence, NY 14031-1335

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Kuehnling
8 Shire Dr S
East Amherst, NY 14051-1814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Rising
25 Pinebrook Rd
New Rochelle, NY 10801-1319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Annie Briais
207 Prospect Park SW Apt 5A
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1557

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary deGozzaldi
19 Mount Gilboa Rd
Westmoreland, NH 03467-4705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Berg
100 Baldwin Hill Rd
Great Barrington, MA 01230-9005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Latus
8 Uplands Dr
Canton, CT 06019-2128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Biesanz
215 Watauga Ave
Corning, NY 14830-3233

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maura O'Grady
24 Douglass St
Brooklyn, NY 11231-4769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Schaem
PO Box 8029
New York, NY 10150-8029

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Bullis
2218 Furnace Rd
Fallston, MD 21047-1044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Robinson
20 Apollo Dr
Rochester, NY 14626-2702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kanwaldeep Sekhon
8229 259th St
Floral Park, NY 11004-1449

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Zeke A
12 Main St
Johnson City, NY 13790-2433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Wahlstrom
505C Ridgefield Cir
Clinton, MA 01510-1443

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Aronowitz
298 Harvard Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570-1922

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Gough
20422 Peridot Ln
Germantown, MD 20876-5646

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Suter
319 Willow St
New Haven, CT 06511-2431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Mewton
527 Gates Ave Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11216-6609

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Spaans
9013 Bush Creek Cir
Frederick, MD 21704-7844

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Cady
9 Ambassador Dr Unit D
Manchester, CT 06042-2444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tim Wadkins
8618 Manchester Rd Apt 4
Silver Spring, MD 20901-4300

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Peters
3 Sea Chase Dr # 3027526197
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971-9540

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Kenner
3539 Weatherhead Hollow Rd
Guilford, VT 05301-8395

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Stuart
11 Arlington St
Auburn, MA 01501-2637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan Shisler
4720 Kings Rd
Saint Leonard, MD 20685-3018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Shipp
22 Anna Ct
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-3429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Bullis
2218 Furnace Rd
Fallston, MD 21047-1044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicolaas Strik
67 Bishop Ave
Rumford, RI 02916-1814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gabrielle Coyne
269 Lincoln Ave
Sayville, NY 11782-1401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kay Allison
45 Spencer Dr
Windsor, CT 06095-2433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Horty
53 Hill Rd
Wilmington, DE 19806-2000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brenda Psaras
12 Woodbine Ln
East Moriches, NY 11940-1413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Costello
PO Box 2633
Providence, RI 02906-0970

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matt Couture
10 Weeping Willow Dr
Rochester, NH 03867-5052

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claire and Bruce Townend
123 Crane Rd
Windsor, MA 01270-9615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Glassman
89 Newport St
Arlington, MA 02476-7803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Collins
1935 Nault Rd
Dover, DE 19904-5823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dianne Wright
824 Route 3A
Bow, NH 03304-4018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Holton
9 Alewives Rd
Norwalk, CT 06850-2201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Gallagher
10 South Ave
Derry, NH 03038-2539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Schlacter
42 Landing Dr
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522-1182

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Krasowski
332 Summit St
Portland, ME 04103-2240

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jason Jacobs
136 Jean Rd
Stevensville, MD 21666-3044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Werner And Karla Mayer
26 Eklund Blvd
Nesconset, NY 11767-3115

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Desmarais
252 Wood Pond Rd
Glastonbury, 06033-3704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dwight Hutchison
155 Lamartine St Apt 401
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-1880

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Therese Larochelle
78 Purinton Ave
Augusta, ME 04330-4333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Ray
3077 State Route 370
Cato, NY 13033-9710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Scadova
145 Ledge St Apt 212
Nashua, NH 03060-6009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jan Fellenz
119 Kreag Rd
Fairport, NY 14450-3103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Rolla
124 Hickory Bend Rd W
Carmel, NY 10512-3789

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Rogers
147 Williamsville Rd
Hubbardston, MA 01452-1321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Rizzolo
24 Long Hill Farm
Guilford, CT 06437-1867

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Casale
213 Valley Ln
Hockessin, DE 19707-9710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Megan Lankenau
757 Silver Spring Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910-4662

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Kraemer
98 Fuller St # 3
Dorchester, MA 02124-3735

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Donnelly
6 Pinebrook Dr
Easthampton, MA 01027-9723

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Oldham
21 Ormond Pl
Shirley, NY 11967-2264

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kay Allison
45 Spencer Dr
Windsor, CT 06095-2433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Aiuto
5 Appletree Ln
Great Neck, NY 11024-1925

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Rosen
66 W 94th St Apt 18E
New York, NY 10025-7154

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Hines
51 Outlook Ave
West Hartford, CT 06119-1432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Caldwell
8868 Stonebrook Ln
Columbia, MD 21046-1468

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Cater
36 Ferry Ln
Barrington, RI 02806-4859

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nina Levine
194 3rd Ave
New York, NY 10003-2500

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Buhle
14 Green Acre Dr
Billerica, MA 01821-2006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Davi
32 Slack Brook Rd
Leominster, MA 01453-2500

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Veronica Dinovi
390 Lakeside Rd
Newburgh, NY 12550-1509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Lynch
1359 Friends Lake Rd
Chestertown, NY 12817-2117

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Tonnesen
3 Esther Dr
Bedford, NH 03110-4122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lucie Mckee
3 Monument Cir
Bennington, VT 05201-2134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Miklus
29 Skyline Dr
Essex Junction, VT 05452-3836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Paist Riches
3205 Opal Ct
Wilmington, DE 19810-2254

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Larry Musson
2500 W Henrietta Rd
Rochester, NY 14623-2326

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Carlson
7 Desoto Rd
Essex, MA 01929-1433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Barnhart
9701 Barwell Ter
Brooklyn, NY 11209-7804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shirley Morrison
241 Kings Lndg
Windsor, CT 06095-3572

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Rosenfeld
PO Box 508
Poolesville, MD 20837-0508

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Briney
46 Damson Ln
Naugatuck, CT 06770-2528

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claude Giroux
PO Box 487
Taunton, MA 02780-0487

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Henry
22 Perkins Ave
Northampton, MA 01060-2223

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
April Lewis
400 Gunby Rd
Salisbury, MD 21804-8606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Traver Cowles
29 Flat Rock Rd
Branford, CT 06405-3301

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Kristan
159 Dock Rd
Alna, ME 04535-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverly Van Ness
114 Roebling St
Brooklyn, NY 11211-3310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Ofenstein
75 South Rd
Pepperell, MA 01463-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Proctor
266 W 73rd St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10023-2780

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jim Wellehan
60 Woodlawn Ave
Auburn, ME 04210-4546

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Costigan
200 Engamore Ln Apt 102
Norwood, MA 02062-2413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anthony Cafaro
PO Box 403
Wells, ME 04090-0403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Desjardins
31 Bristol Rd
Windsor Locks, CT 06096-2046

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Valentine
79 Hamilton Ave
Jamestown, RI 02835-1274

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lucian Cohen
1 W 72nd St Apt 81
New York, NY 10023-3425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cassandra Treppeda
9 N Hillside Ave
Elmsford, NY 10523-3103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Howard Clark
57 Jefferson Ave
New London, CT 06320-5038

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Cohen
435A Classon Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238-1984

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Rosignoli
6 Hillside Ter Apt C
White Plains, NY 10601-1131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Horn
40 Upper College Rd
Kingston, RI 02881-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Miguel A Formosa
682 Tuckahoe Rd Apt 3A
Yonkers, NY 10710-5219

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Siersema
27 Abbott St
Greenfield, MA 01301-2509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Esther Robison
340 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10025-3423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Kramer
2306 Ocean Ave Apt D8
Brooklyn, NY 11229-3032

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Noel-Anne Brennan
231 Curtis Corner Rd
Peace Dale, RI 02879-2129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jo Roehrig
5683 Cheningo Solon Pond Rd
Cincinnatus, NY 13040-9702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Tucker
8816 Normal School Rd
Bowie, MD 20715-3329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Anna Jun-Morris
11 Kathy St
Hampton Bays, NY 11946-1982

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rayne Baer
40 Constitution St
Bristol, RI 02809-2121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allen Altman
PO Box 441
Great Barrington, MA 01230-0441

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robyn Phillips
129 Route 27
Raymond, NH 03077-1216

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3229

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Silva
124 Titicut Rd
Raynham, MA 02767-1527

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Esther Robison
340 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10025-3423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Toni Lapointe
291 Springfield St
Chicopee, MA 01013-2837

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheryl Nangeroni
70 Mansion Rd
Dunbarton, NH 03046-4606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allison Chartrand
2602 Pompey Center Rd
Manlius, NY 13104-9624

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Regina Riesenburger
305 E 40th St
New York, NY 10016-2189

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Bernstein
81 Alfred Rd E
Merrick, NY 11566-3017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kenyon Karl
110 Main St Apt 309
Saco, ME 04072-3514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lorna Kenly
10 Woodland St
Newburyport, MA 01950-2020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Halpin
501 Palmtree Dr Apt 7
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dave Shirley
197 Walnut Hill Rd
North Yarmouth, ME 04097-6508

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Glover
505 Quintard Ln
Orange, CT 06477-2512

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Walter Skelly
24 Voorhis Dr
Brentwood, NY 11717-2903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frieda Lim
165 8th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-3213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jim Santos
38 Hawthorne Dr Unit E106
Bedford, NH 03110-7034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Ellis Smith
100 Goddard Ave
Brookline, MA 02445-7421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phillip Lepore
820 S Bedford Rd
Bedford, NY 10506-1051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Pfitzner
19 Scott Ln
Lagrangeville, NY 12540-5714

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gregory Rouse
871 Cady Hill Rd
Cambridge, 05444-9860

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Lawson
29 W 65th St Apt 1G
New York, 10023-6635

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Neely
19 Pine St Apt 4
Wellsville, NY 14895-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kira Burleigh
131 Dorrance St
Hamden, CT 06518-3306

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brendan Clifford
833 Union Ave
Baltimore, MD 21211-2210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hillary Demetropoulos
89 Hicks St Apt 4B
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1749

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Valuckas
153 Porter St
Watertown, CT 06795-2213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Kellogg
320 Manns Hill Rd
Littleton, NH 03561-5522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
L Owen
319 East St
Sharon, CT 06069-2423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evelyn St.John
PO Box 13166
Wilmington, DE 19850-3166

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lessa Brill
183 France Rd
Barrington, NH 03825-5067

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Iamello
22 Frazer Rd
Arlington, MA 02476-4208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Candace Kirchner
17 Gretna Hill Rd
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569-6956

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Bonk
358 Rhode Island St
Buffalo, NY 14213-2238

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Pavoni
81 Van Deusenville Rd
Great Barrington, MA 01230-1153

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brenda Eastman
257 River Rd
Canaan, NH 03741-7138

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cassandra Brewer
35 Brentwood Dr
Johnston, RI 02919-4801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Leblanc
410 Gansvoort St
Fulton, NY 13069-1605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Constantine
200 W 54th St Apt 6B
New York, NY 10019-5567

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kim Zylla
5040 E Ruskin Ln
Canandaigua, NY 14424-8262

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cassandra Brewer
35 Brentwood Dr
Johnston, RI 02919-4801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Stillwagon
15119 79th St
Howard Beach, NY 11414-1716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jodie Williams
1024 Joyce Dr
Crownsville, MD 21032-1112

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
D. DeSimone
100 Half Moon Trl
South Kingstown, RI 02879-7706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frederick Bamber
60 Stone Rd
Belmont, MA 02478-3521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Betsy Barber
16 Ridge Rd Unit Z1
Greenbelt, MD 20770-2947

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Macomber
74 King St # 2
Scarborough, ME 04074-9290

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shirley Frederick
7 Riverwoods Dr Apt C104
Exeter, NH 03833-4373

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wendy Balder
2124 Freeland Rd
Freeland, 21053-9587

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Saporito
349 12th St Apt 1R
Brooklyn, NY 11215-5065

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Nowack
201 State Route 299
Highland, NY 12528-2527

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bethany O'Meara
73 Two Lights Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107-9507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rita Seclow
44 Redding Rd
Easton, CT 06612-1523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helen Silver
908 Edgerly Rd
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-7305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Murrin Johns
28 Salem Ln
Port Washington, NY 11050-4334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Carroll
643 Boston St
Lynn, MA 01905-1953

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lois Lynn
222 Riverside Dr # 8E
New York, NY 10025-6809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan Wojcik
17 Overlook Rd
East Hampton, CT 06424-1405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Wenning
11 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10023-2504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alison Beal
56 E 5th St
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1050

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maryann Wasko-Smith
111 Bayside Blvd
Betterton, MD 21610-9703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Nehms
4614 Keswick Rd
Baltimore, MD 21210-2517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Humphries-Brooks
3857 Fountain St
Clinton, NY 13323-3938

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sophie Friedman
266 Maple St Apt 1
Burlington, VT 05401-4532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Grady
274 Parsonage St
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-2111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dana Holmes
6188 Dry Harbor Rd Apt 5G
Middle Village, NY 11379-1521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caridad Romaine
417 E Main St Apt X4
Bay Shore, NY 11706-8530

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sister Sharon Goodremote
5229 S Park Ave
Hamburg, NY 14075-1520

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Layman
5132 Smith Rd
Rohrersville, MD 21779-1040

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wendy Walker
3 South St
Roxbury, CT 06783-1706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Quinn Attika
4407 Muncaster Mill Rd
Rockville, MD 20853-1434

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur Leibowitz
2 Salisbury Pt Apt 1C
Nyack, NY 10960-4721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Laraus
444 Moseley Rd
Fairport, NY 14450-3351

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Wescott
57 New Rd
Madison, CT 06443-2508

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Rose
1401 Elm Ave Apt D2
Brooklyn, NY 11230-5966

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caroline-Morgane De Provence
7 Loose Strife Dr
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-7218

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Dolan
217 Hungry Hollow Rd Fl 1
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Rieman
160 Heathcote Rd
Lindenhurst, NY 11757-1600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth barber
16 Ridge Rd Unit Z1
Greenbelt, MD 20770-2947

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ron Ives
157 E Hebron Tpke
Lebanon, CT 06249-2507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Reycraft
668 Ely Ave
Pelham, NY 10803-2402

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilana Aldor
5104 Winterhaven Dr
Newark, DE 19702-8311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Kass
101 Livermore Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314-2623

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheldon Steward
3002 Bayonne Ave
Baltimore, MD 21214-2321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alison Bateman-House
1990 Lexington Ave
New York, NY 10035-2902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mathew Goldstein
3838 Early Glow Ln
Bowie, MD 20716-3362

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Corby
58 Poplar Ave
Pine Plains, NY 12567-5531

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Annie Laurie
115 Sicard Ave
Dracut, MA 01826-2568

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Scheib
11 Sutton Ln
New Castle, DE 19720-2148

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Kaufman
93 Center St Apt 1
Rutland, VT 05701-4022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Krampf
9 Bumble Bee Ln
Littleton, MA 01460-1662

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Foster
89 Meyer Rd
Middletown, NY 10940-7450

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Lewis
1294 Trout Brook Dr
West Hartford, CT 06119-1157

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Sharfman
50 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10024-6555

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ed Skowron
117 Berry Corner Rd
Charlton, MA 01507-5249

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shannon Barbone
161 Whipple Rd
Middletown, NY 10940-7279

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bruce Payne
3043 Old Gamber Rd
Finksburg, MD 21048-2229

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erica Thompson
3 Pineland Ave
Worcester, MA 01604-1470

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Apt
39 Nevada St
Winthrop, MA 02152-1225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Moffat
77 Upper Stonehouse Mountian Rd
Orford, NH 03777-4831

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
N Debono
345 E 80th St
New York, NY 10075-0644

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Johnson
7101 Mill Run Dr
Derwood, MD 20855-1208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Mead
108 Pinehurst Ave
Albany, NY 12203-2524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Shade
14 Curtis Rd
Boxford, MA 01921-2705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert/Linda Cross
288 Saddlemire Hill Rd
Sloansville, NY 12160-2408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janine Wright
7 Holcomb Ave
Ticonderoga, NY 12883-1425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Dyas
171 W 79th St
New York, NY 10024-6449

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dylan Ford
60 Park Ave
New York, NY 10016-3007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Hansen
4541 39th Pl Apt 4J
Sunnyside, NY 11104-3555

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Shapiro
1204 Summit Circle Dr
Rochester, NY 14618-3961

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Liggio
709 Old Country Rd
Elmsford, NY 10523-2021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Alvarez
47 Maine Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314-2416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erin Carpenter
721 Parker St
Roxbury Crossing, MA 02120-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Theresa Riccardi
13715 Oak Ave
Flushing, 11355-4146

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Regina Zanettin
3 Martingale Ln
Medfield, MA 02052-1329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Art Sweeny
82 Clipper Way
Chestertown, MD 21620-6007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shannon Griffin
32 Greylock Rd
Cheshire, MA 01225-9622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Browne
PO Box 1095
Onset, MA 02558-1095

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Schachne
50 Orchard St
Greenfield, MA 01301-3014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Zall
20 Nahant Pl
Lynn, MA 01902-3226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Lawrence
120 Old Egypt Rd
Shutesbury, MA 01072-9761

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
June Balish
707 E 19th St
Brooklyn, NY 11230-1805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Benitz
425 Main St Apt 4N
New York, NY 10044-0240

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Carter
567 Tremont St
Rehoboth, MA 02769-1523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jay Perlberg
PO Box 829
Vernon, VT 05354-0829

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Keith
16 Crosby St
New York, NY 10013-3107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Devers
9 Scotts Manor Ct
Freeland, MD 21053-9400

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Mccoy
340 Castle Ave
Fairfield, CT 06825-5438

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Gorges
216 Main St
Montpelier, VT 05602-2432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Bojarski
9 Valerie Dr
Vernon, CT 06066-3518

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Alberghini
7740 250th St
Bellerose, NY 11426-2622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rita Rotunno
726 Scottish Isle Dr
Abingdon, MD 21009-3062

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Church
43 Tamarack Dr
Williston, VT 05495-9032

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tina Marie
359 71st St
Niagara Falls, NY 14304-4019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hilary Mcgregor
85 Metropolitan Ave
Ashland, MA 01721-2158

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Guy W Montgomery
450 Hoffman Ln
Hauppauge, NY 11788-3100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Schulman
65 W Broadway
Long Beach, NY 11561-4048

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Williams
14B Patricia Ln
Newtown, CT 06470-1230

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Snyder
PO Box 610
Williamstown, MA 01267-0610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Romanik
33 Bridle Rd
Billerica, MA 01821-1748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Wulf
93 Foote St
Hamden, CT 06517-2600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Ninno
1546 Westmoreland Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210-3446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Gilligan
75 Stevens St
Andover, MA 01810-3520

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Burgi Zenhaeusern
7017 Bybrook Ln
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-3166

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Joseph Signorelli
43 Sherwood Dr
Torrington, CT 06790-4229

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Daitsman
1 dewey pl
Brooklyn, NY 11233-3101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcel Liberge
144 S Cypress St
Manchester, NH 03103-3875

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Kite
NO 5 15th Ave
Schenectady, NY 12345-6000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Yeaw
5 Fishburn Ct
Provincetown, MA 02657-1501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dan Gallo
10 Indian Rock Ln
Greenwich, CT 06830-4054

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ross Hill
27 Prospect Park W Apt 3A
Brooklyn, NY 11215-1706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeni Demarco
9296 Scipio Rd
Nunda, NY 14517-9636

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peggy York
128 Summit Park Ave
Portland, ME 04103-2820

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eugene Brusin
73 Edison St
Quincy, MA 02169-5638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellis Woodward
3422 Seneca St
Baltimore, MD 21211-1415

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Costello
355 Aurora St
Lancaster, NY 14086-2945

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joy Smiley
1 Target Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-1130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joy Smiley
1 Target Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-1130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martina Victoria
1207 Carroll St
Brooklyn, NY 11225-2211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joy Smiley
1 Target Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-1130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Rounds-Atkinson
1070 Elton Dr
Endicott, NY 13760-1407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Allard
21 Lynch Ave
Somerset, MA 02726-4036

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Antle
1963 Four Mile Rd
Allegany, NY 14706-9729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Nelson
1687 Clendenning Rd
Painted Post, NY 14870-9751

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Libertini
305 E Joppa Rd Apt 906
Towson, MD 21286-3237

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nathan Reilly
54 Forest St
Medford, MA 02155-3164

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nan Duerling
204 Johnson St
Cambridge, MD 21613-1231

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marya Friedman
315 8th Ave
New York, NY 10001-4809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Zimbel
2214 Great Meadow Rd
Dedham, MA 02026-4073

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sasha Kirby
1 Summit Ave
New City, NY 10956-1114

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Vrbanic
1710 Avenue H Apt A3
Brooklyn, NY 11230-1824

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Schissel
257 Corbin Rd
Newport, NH 03773-2208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Roelofs
385 Salt Pond Rd
Blue Hill, ME 04614-6411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Blumenthal
120 Kellogg Rd
Sheffield, MA 01257-9575

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Fleishman
401 8th Ave Apt 65
Brooklyn, NY 11215-3597

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacek Ziemski
165 Huntington Rd
Stratford, CT 06614-4008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Benjamin
3757 Beech Ave
Baltimore, MD 21211-2249

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Barone
47R Cold Spring Rd
Westford, MA 01886-2213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sean Kent
6 Riverwind Dr
Rexford, NY 12148-1222

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dorene Higgins
347 High St A
Newburyport, MA 01950-3645

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lani Varga
12 Lyle St
Attleboro, MA 02703-3553

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Flores Ehrlich
1745 E 12th St Apt 6K
Brooklyn, NY 11229-1031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheilah Schumann
9 Diellen Ct
Commack, NY 11725-3905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Gorman
560 Hill Rd
Boxborough, MA 01719-1007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kendra Holt
1111 University Blvd W
Wheaton, MD 20902-3351

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Esther Wikander
255 North Rd Unit 18
Chelmsford, MA 01824-1439

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pete Friedrich
75 Byram Lake Rd
Mount Kisco, NY 10549-3419

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John H. Taylor
5 Falcon Ct
Wilmington, DE 19808-4317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Kane
900 Hope St
Stamford, CT 06907-2330

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arleen Kalenich-Pace
601 Warburton Ave
Hastings on Hudson, 10706-1561

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Bosch
44 W 4th St
New York, NY 10012-1106

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Zygmont
14 Bridge St
Colchester, CT 06415-2302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Hasmann
20 Peachtree Rd
Penfield, NY 14526-1406

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Camelio
10 Innitou Rd
Woburn, MA 01801-4902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Curt Johnson
46 Stratton Rd
Williamstown, MA 01267-2943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Hunnewell
PO Box 75
Water Mill, 11976-0075

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Seward
211 Oldtown Rd
Goldsboro, MD 21636-1182

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rai Montalvo
8425 109th Ave
Ozone Park, NY 11417-1410

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Beck
400 Decatur Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566-2110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Trevor Thomas
90 Rossini Rd
Westerly, RI 02891-4750

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Rodekohr
2122 Bollinger Mill Rd
Finksburg, MD 21048-2709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Pollock
PO Box 422
Buffalo, NY 14231-0422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Morrissey
10 Alden Ave
New Haven, CT 06515-2711

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carla Odonoghue
254 Harbor Watch Ct
Sag Harbor, NY 11963-2945

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Finneran
98 Folsom Ave
Huntington Station, NY 11746-1036

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Alibrandi
2 Old Redding Rd
Redding, CT 06896-2201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ethan Osman
22 Hillside Ave
Great Neck, NY 11021-1945

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marge Dakouzlian
115 Stuyvesant Pl
Staten Island, NY 10301-1936

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alison Jaskiewicz
576 Jackson Rd
Mason, NH 03048-4800

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Wagner
62 Harriman Rd Ext
Averill Park, NY 12018-4821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
J Diamond
195 W 10th St
New York, NY 10014-6400

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Berg
40 Old Lake Shore Rd
Gilford, NH 03249-6522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Hopkns
6 Peck Ave Apt 62B
Rye, NY 10580-4033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cullen Mclane
28 Henso Dr
Danbury, CT 06811-3620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Corliss Davis
5 Park St
Belfast, ME 04915-6215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Berg
40 Old Lake Shore Rd
Gilford, NH 03249-6522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Singer
439 Potter Blvd
Brightwaters, NY 11718-1605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew & Kathleen Wittenborn
152 Mountain Rd
Pleasantville, NY 10570-1935

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Gottlieb
189 Remus Rd
Cheshire, CT 06410-3534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Lugo
28940 Kemptown Rd
Damascus, MD 20872-1339

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evin Epstein
205 Melbourne Rd
Great Neck, NY 11021-4912

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Shurman
24 Delloro St
West Haverstraw, NY 10993-1204

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gale Hartel
205 Wallace St
Cumberland, MD 21502-2038

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Bremner
471 Gilmore Pond Rd
Jaffrey, NH 03452-6124

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle Deconge
4616 Hawksbury Rd
Pikesville, MD 21208-2126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katie Clark
49 Boston Tpke
Coventry, CT 06238-1305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Mikolajczyk
5854 State Route 96 Apt 227A
Romulus, NY 14541-9572

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Heller
1633 Brimfield Cir
Eldersburg, MD 21784-5940

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ivano Battistella
10001 Sterling Ter
Rockville, MD 20850-4626

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Coughlin
1 Tsienneto Rd Unit 13
Derry, NH 03038-1511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Dolan
11 Lamprey Ln
Lee, NH 03861-6551

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sunil Misra
7025 Flintfeet Ln
Columbia, MD 21045-5206

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Cirillo
20 Wildwood Rd Apt B1
Hartsdale, NY 10530-1642

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rob Howard
88 Scamman St
South Portland, ME 04106-4536

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Salgado
8717 250th St
Bellerose, NY 11426-2315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Waksman
54 Minot Rd
Concord, MA 01742-1919

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Mader
89 Greenpoint Ave Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11222-2256

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Garrett
2427 Linwood Rd
Linwood, NY 14486-9722

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mara Wiley
104 Slocum Rd
Dartmouth, MA 02747-3904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Kelly
22 Weitz Rd
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-6815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Esten
50 Eighty Ln
Deer Isle, ME 04627-3532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lilli Ross
390 W End Ave Apt 8DS
New York, NY 10024-6107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bryan Zarpentine
120 Thornton Cir N
Camillus, NY 13031-1431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Natalia Aristizabal
80 Bay State Ave
Somerville, MA 02144-2135

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bryan Zarpentine
120 Thornton Cir N
Camillus, NY 13031-1431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donnell Richardson
5843 Suitland Rd
Suitland, MD 20746-3397

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Girshick
PO Box 22
Hampton, CT 06247-0022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauryn Slotnick
4530 217th St
Bayside, NY 11361-3528

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Bannister
5418 High Tor Hl
Columbia, MD 21045-2440

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Vignec
12516 83rd Dr Apt 5G
Kew Gardens, NY 11415-1927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vicki Meyer
198 Deer Meadow Rd
Webster, NH 03303-7805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Beth Fritz
971 Hopmeadow St
Simsbury, CT 06070-2035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Barnes
29 Isaac Davis Rd
Concord, MA 01742-1513

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Sharfman
50 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10024-6555

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Clarence Sutton
4016 Murdock St
Temple Hills, MD 20748-1617

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deb Block
128 W Ring Factory Rd
Bel Air, MD 21014-5388

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Souza
1 S Stream Rd
Bennington, VT 05201-8978

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Studier
325 E 201st St
Bronx, NY 10458-1847

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Baker
198 Woodward Ave
Buffalo, NY 14214-2314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randy Ketchen
83 Gail Ln
Yarmouth, ME 04096-7132

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Stimpson
153 Bergen St Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Angela Yildiz
5 Marlboro Rd
Berlin, MA 01503-1304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debra Pollack
53 Cogswell Ln
Stamford, CT 06902-1322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Arteaga
25 Holmes St # 2
Malden, MA 02148-2408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Barnacoat
204 Lunenburg Rd
W Townsend, MA 01474-1134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Andreykovic
742 E Branch Rd
Patterson, NY 12563-2118

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Hamburgh
200 Cabrini Blvd
New York, NY 10033-1100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
MS
1 Ellington
Depew, NY 14043-4305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sue Copeland
12 Bellwood Way
Framingham, MA 01701-2819

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Lyles
5513 Hill Way
Camp Springs, MD 20746-4311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Valentine
37 Dyer Ave
Montpelier, VT 05602-8464

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jenn Smithwood-Green
10 Prospect St
Maynard, MA 01754-1315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erma Lewis
1736 63rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11204-2801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Louise Yohalem
PO Box 102
Mill River, MA 01244-0102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Benedicte Henschien
204 Lincoln Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-3708

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Dander
2 Hawthorne Pl
Boston, MA 02114-2343

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela DeGeyter
78 Oak Hill Rd
Ghent, NY 12075-1601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelvin Hobson
4 Crosswall Ct
Nottingham, MD 21236-2610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy D'Angelo
10 Wesley St
Center Moriches, NY 11934-3718

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia O'Leary
6010 Westchester Park Dr
College Park, MD 20740-2821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marianne Dietrich
29 Great Oak Ln
Pleasantville, NY 10570-2139

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Lenhart
105 Beaconsfield Rd
Brookline, MA 02445-3302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Kennedy
100 Newbury Ct Apt 5521
Concord, MA 01742-4167

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Scharf
435 W 146th St Apt 1
New York, NY 10031-5219

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Ireland
373 New Whitfield St Apt D
Guilford, CT 06437-3432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Gromulat
61 S Lawn Ave
Elmsford, NY 10523-3615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wendy Ryden
40 Irving Pl
Oyster Bay, NY 11771-2315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jackie Carey
45 Lookout Pt
Ocean Pines, MD 21811-1539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Lewis
171 Forest St
Whitman, MA 02382-1114

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maren Solomon-Wang
68 Fernview Ave Apt 3
North Andover, MA 01845-4444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meghan Barbay
19 Center St
Seneca Falls, NY 13148-1911

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Art Hasson
366 Buttermilk Falls Rd
Schaghticoke, NY 12154-3406

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tara Contractor
1214 Chapel St Apt 31A
New Haven, CT 06511-4731

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Harvey
3555 Olinville Ave Apt 5H
Bronx, NY 10467-5559

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Cote
136 W Spruce St
Milford, MA 01757-2419

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael d Schaible
8 W 13th St Apt 7RW
New York, NY 10011-8059

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Warner
4300 Roland Ave
Baltimore, MD 21210-2747

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Williams
380 Salt Springs St Apt 216
Fayetteville, NY 13066-2270

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vic Gaffan
9 Sansun Ln
Saint James, NY 11780-3147

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barry Kosherick
4 Monterey Ln
Framingham, MA 01701-2850

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Gilbert
80 Lake Shore Dr S
Rock Hill, NY 12775-6217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Maxwell
12 W 11th St
New York, NY 10011-8778

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Darcy Fuguet
134 Coolidge Hl
Cambridge, MA 02138-5522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Malone
29 Cottage Pl
Trumbull, CT 06611-5227

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alicia Kenny
16 Cannongate Rd Apt 20
Tyngsboro, MA 01879-1422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Lange
37 Mason Dr
Manhasset, NY 11030-2006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margery Groten
27 Hornbeck Rdg
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-4205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcia Ferguson
227 Ann Dr
Middletown, DE 19709-2605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Ford
183 Division St
New Haven, CT 06511-1843

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Cutler
123 Welfare Ave
Warwick, RI 02888-2326

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Jenkins
25 Rim Rock Ct
Tiverton, RI 02878-4420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Whit Wildman
20 Tahmore Pl
Shelton, CT 06484-1740

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Karste
16 Elder St
Milford, CT 06460-6469

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Petruccelli
24 Albright Rd
Coram, NY 11727-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Soule
50 Douglas Rd
Medford, MA 02155-4420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elisa Monte
39 Great Jones St Apt 3
New York, NY 10012-1129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Braico Braico
10 Ashley Pl
Queensbury, NY 12804-2552

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Soule
103 Vesper Pond Dr
Brewster, MA 02631-2149

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Ganzhorn
11 Pearson Rd Apt 1
Somerville, MA 02144-1316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Herbert
513 Plattekill Ardonia Rd
Wallkill, NY 12589-4637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Lewis
11 Rambler Ln
Stamford, CT 06903-5126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen O'Connor
38 Rutgers St Apt 9A
New York, NY 10002-7416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marina TRUE
500 Easley St Apt 302
Silver Spring, MD 20910-4527

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mojubaolu Olufunke Okome
724 E 18th St
Brooklyn, NY 11230-1801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Harrison
612 Beach Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403-4104

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mercedes Gallagher
PO Box 424
Becket, MA 01223-0424

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Burtnick
2608 Bradshaw Ter
Silver Spring, MD 20905-6511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Grant Walker
71 Philadelphia St
Teaticket, MA 02536-6748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philip Rich
400 Hudson Ave Apt 117
Albany, NY 12203-1238

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Howard Simonin
8844 Soule Rd
Holland Patent, NY 13354-3718

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arlene Uzmed
5435 Broadway Rd
White Hall, MD 21161-8915

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maude Rith
540 Main St
Etna, NY 13062-7703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Colleen Kydd-Sumberg
123 Edgemere Ave
West Hartford, CT 06110-1003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Oksana Kaido
19 Hampshire Rd
Methuen, MA 01844-1134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sonja Plumb
5 Central St
Warwick, RI 02886-1203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maura Kolinsky
10 Wayburn Rd
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-4613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melanie Smith
130 Richard Ave
Falconer, NY 14733-1547

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurence Coronis
22 Bennington Battle Trl
Wilton, NH 03086-5300

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Mahoski
14 Breezy Hill Dr
Fort Salonga, NY 11768-2613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randi Byron
83 Deepwood Dr
Avon, CT 06001-3135

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Reens
8 Flo Dr
Syosset, NY 11791-3904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Mangold
5 Echo Ave
Nashua, NH 03062-1413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stu Erris
1010 Amherst Pl
Cheshire, CT 06410-1607

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Quirk
147 Avenue A Apt 2R
New York, NY 10009-4998

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lee Carson
134 Argilla Rd
Ipswich, MA 01938-2646

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Blake Scyocurka
51 Southwood Dr
Ludlow, MA 01056-1632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Bain
2657 Hemenway Rd
Bridport, VT 05734-4413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Hashem
822 Nh Route 49
Thornton, NH 03285-6523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Sullivan
41 Presidential Dr
Abington, MA 02351-2901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Bartels
50 E 10th St
New York, NY 10003-6221

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cait Maloney
62 Robert Ave
Port Chester, NY 10573-2214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glenna Waterman
58 Greenough St
Brookline, MA 02445-6140

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Seay
6 Fuller Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11215-6007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carmine Tronolone
327 W 30th St Apt 3C
New York, NY 10001-0049

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catherine Turner
6805 40th Ave
University Park, MD 20782-1418

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
L Cline
4 Lorraine Ct
Riverhead, NY 11901-5623

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Kaszyca
111 Tamarack Ln
Trumansburg, NY 14886-9767

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilana Wallach
139 Payson Ave Apt 2H
New York, NY 10034-2710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhyda Conant
23 Kingsbridge Rd
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971-1428

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Hassett
4115 44th St Apt 2J
Sunnyside, NY 11104-2251

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deirdre Middleton
3919 Broadheath Cir
Burtonsville, MD 20866-3118

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Clancy
15 Hickok Ave
Bethel, CT 06801-1407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julia Jackson
8600 Tabb Ct
Bowie, MD 20720-4444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Davidson
18 Colony Dr
Orleans, MA 02653-2737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arlene Uzmed
5435 Broadway Rd
White Hall, MD 21161-8915

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carmen Ristorucci
528 E 23rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11210-1126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keira Flynn-Carson
10 Larch Pl
Roslindale, MA 02131-2121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shirley Mccarthy
16 Rockland Park
Branford, CT 06405-4778

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Heymann
98 Caya Ave
West Hartford, CT 06110-1175

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Rich
1904 Gaylord Dr
Suitland, MD 20746-1435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Murphy
4106 Quintana St
Hyattsville, MD 20782-2116

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Teresia LaFleur
80 Moore Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-1914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Richmond
613 Lowell St
Peabody, MA 01960-2316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Penny Bryant
PO Box 437
Oxford, ME 04270-0437

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Mandelbaum
444 E 86th St Apt 19B
New York, NY 10028-6494

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alberto Detres
11508 Summer Oak Dr
Germantown, MD 20874-1930

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Peckover
2157 Ocean Ave Apt 1A
Brooklyn, NY 11229-1434

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Weir
PO Box 3153
Peterborough, NH 03458-3153

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Mitchell
716 Harrisburg Dr
Davidsonville, MD 21035-1923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marion Buckley
307 North Dr
Buffalo, NY 14216-1924

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claudette Preisinger
8605 N Monroe Ave
Lindenhurst, NY 11757-2900

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Zipora Urbach
35 Punch Bowl Dr
Falmouth, MA 02540-2342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Federico Burgos
646 Arbuckle Ave
Woodmere, NY 11598-2702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle La Rocco
301 W 110th St Apt 15J
New York, NY 10026-4064

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gadrielle Chen
3716 Bayview Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11224-1602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Somuah
3300 Janet Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20906-4044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nick Byrne
PO Box 49
Bedford, NY 10506-0049

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pierre Beauregard
10903 Troy Rd
Rockville, MD 20852-2431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Tymkiw
303 Delaware Cir Apt 3
Newark, DE 19711-7126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Erenberg
3573 Lakeland St
Mohegan Lake, NY 10547-1264

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Martin
16 Robert Rd
Danvers, MA 01923-1844

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Bastian
1523 Enyart Way Unit 303
Annapolis, MD 21409-5963

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean DalBello
6405 Casey Way
Owings, MD 20736-4257

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Free
141 Pierce St Apt 23
Malden, MA 02148-1546

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Neil Ramos
166 Phelps Ln
North Babylon, NY 11703-4020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Citron
PO Box 1785
Manchester Center, VT 05255-1785

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan M.
12534 Hemlock Ridge Rd
Medina, NY 14103-9769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carrie Mullen
PO Box 228
Orangeburg, NY 10962-0228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Barney
20065 Appledowre Cir Apt 32
Germantown, MD 20876-5732

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Hughes
32 Highland Rd
Binghamton, NY 13901-1211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Williamson
37 Bullocks Point Ave Apt 1A
Riverside, RI 02915-5340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valorie Hochberg
7 Quoin Cres
Victor, NY 14564-8937

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Lichtman
3419 Irwin Ave Apt 2102
Bronx, NY 10463-3731

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Nemethy
3 Washington Square Vlg
New York, NY 10012-1836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Field
16 Windingwood Ln
Acton, MA 01720-4776

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fay Forman
355 8th Ave Apt 9F
New York, NY 10001-4889

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Perras
354 Stratford Rd
Stratford, CT 06615-7839

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christa Caron
105 McKie Hollow Rd
Cambridge, NY 12816-5003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Perlaki
31 Union Sq W
New York, NY 10003-3203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
L. Mel
55 Brattle St
South Berwick, ME 03908-1702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Faunce
109 Pikes Hl
Norway, ME 04268-5316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pauline Mulqueen
25 Cheryl Ave
Staten Island, NY 10312-1404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Morong
30 Beacon St
Bridgeport, CT 06605-3403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norwell Therien
548 S Centerville Rd
Middletown, NY 10940-8460

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Brown
42 Donald Rd
Burlington, MA 01803-1521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Berkowitz
1312 Walter Rd
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Smith
830 Holt Rd Apt 321
Webster, NY 14580-9207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Pizzardi
10 Meryl Ln
Nesconset, NY 11767-1812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Fegan
150 Main St
Nanuet, NY 10954-2803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Wessner
3917 Canterbury Rd
Baltimore, MD 21218-1704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kerry Driscoll
83 Metacomet St
Belchertown, MA 01007-9795

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Cotterell
128 MacDougal St
New York, NY 10012-5027

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allison Walsh
22 Putnam Grn Apt F
Greenwich, CT 06830-6068

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Dearman Mills
32 Garden St
Wells, ME 04090-5949

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Lowe
22 Harlow St
Arlington, MA 02474-6802

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Raymond Jussaume
1091 Prospect St
Somerset, MA 02726-4423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Shepherd
330 Haven Ave Apt GH
New York, NY 10033-5356

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Marschner
139 Uncatena Ave
Worcester, MA 01606-1815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie Heaton
226 Jeffrey Dr
Middletown, DE 19709-9249

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rose Hawkes
77 Wilson Rd
Bedford, MA 01730-1320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Detlef Joerss
821 Soundview Dr
Mamaroneck, NY 10543-4224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jehangir Vevai
9 Quartz Mill Rd
Newark, DE 19711-2329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rusty Glicksman
36 Cleveland St
Arlington, MA 02474-6916

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Darian Mark
225 E 57th St Apt 4S
New York, NY 10022-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Fotos
26 Truell Rd
Hollis, NH 03049-6271

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Camila Perryman
12512 Covenant Way
Hagerstown, MD 21742-4822

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Higgs
9 Gatehouse Ln
Wilmington, MA 01887-3921

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Kennedy
17 Hinds Ln
Pelham, NH 03076-3012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vanessa Giraldo
1444 Park Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11213-3046

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Szekely
231 Park Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238-4345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Gingras
52 Bradford Commons Ln
Braintree, MA 02184-8256

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nico J
45 Rockefeller Plz
New York, NY 10111-0100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Olga Kachook
14 Washington Pl Apt 9B
New York, NY 10003-6664

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Wierzbowski
7 Forest Rd
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-7557

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julia Hardy
2 Ellis Ct
North Andover, MA 01845-2406

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane West
7 Valerie Dr
Plainville, MA 02762-1403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aimee Whitman
28 Wood Rd
Bedford Hills, NY 10507-1218

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Collin Hein
23615 Town Creek Dr
Lexington Park, MD 20653-6342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dana Loew
700 Wachusett St
Leominster, MA 01453-5029

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicole Mola
5 Richlee Rd
Norwalk, CT 06851-6016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Myrna Borus
160 E 89th St
New York, NY 10128-2305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dawn Henry
205 Bayberry Ln
Westport, CT 06880-1603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yvonne Peraza
9150 Chicot Ct
Ozone Park, NY 11417-2016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea Roth Kimmich
7 York St
Kennebunk, ME 04043-7110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rita Racioppo
209 Currie Ave
Staten Island, NY 10306-3903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edith Mann
2942 Coates Rd
Penn Yan, NY 14527-8933

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Chatterton
54 Horseshoe Dr
Belmont, NH 03220-3460

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bill Stasiulatis
520 W 19th St
New York, NY 10011-2844

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lea Morgan
135 Allengate Ave
Pittsfield, MA 01201-2891

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Collins
140 Beachwood Ave
Kennebunkport, ME 04046-5213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Christiansen
470 Hammett Hill Rd
East Montpelier, VT 05651-4034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pete Oliver-Krueger
32 Pennydog Ct
Silver Spring, MD 20902-4168

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel L. Harris
142 Richmond Ave
Medford, NY 11763-3700

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles London
6 Seavey Pasture Rd
Stratham, NH 03885-4211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Dezen
7928 Shire Ln
Victor, NY 14564-8732

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bre Chevalier
62 Wedgewood Dr
Saco, ME 04072-9376

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helen Hutt
2113 Lake Ave
Baltimore, MD 21218-3129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Zink
1273 Old Route 9
Windsor, MA 01270-9389

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverly Rice
3 E 85th St
New York, NY 10028-0417

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Myrvaagnes
59 Morseland Ave
Newton, MA 02459-1151

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Holland
21 Black Smith Rd Unit 2
Wells, ME 04090-5746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Johnny Shuler
33 Cohawney Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583-2224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Emery
96 Dewey Hill Rd
Stark, NH 03582-6651

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Davis
154 Gaywalden Rd
Fairlee, VT 05045-9401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronnie Greenberg
1533 E 66th St
Brooklyn, NY 11234-6005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jan Schilling
253 Bartlett Hill Rd
Jeffersonville, VT 05464-4416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jo Emerson
18 Random Woods
Pittsford, NY 14534-1440

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janette Lynch
16 Lynch Dr # ME4020
Cornish, ME 04020-3318

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Brech
56 Admirals Way
Elkton, MD 21921-7054

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alex Brown
432 Johnson Rd
East Montpelier, VT 05651-4250

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bob Speck
98 Elton Rd
Stewart Manor, NY 11530-3809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daryl Denning
9 Highland Dr
Corning, NY 14830-2425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mona White
1245 Reber Rd
Willsboro, NY 12996-4426

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bruce Carley
41 Liberty Square Rd Unit A
Boxborough, MA 01719-1639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Wise
5 Brooks Rd
Rockport, MA 01966-1917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phillip Hope
248 10th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-3908

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edith Raskin
53 Craftsland Rd
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467-2678

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Skolnick
545 Washington Ave Apt 704
Brooklyn, NY 11238-2789

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nadine Wolff
1469 Lexington Ave
New York, NY 10128-2525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shane Dunne
900 Washington Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11225-1001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Mlawski
834 Raleigh Ln
Woodmere, NY 11598-2333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Leonard
17 Franklin St
Danvers, MA 01923-2909

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Daley
9521 Ewing Dr
Bethesda, MD 20817-2469

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M Lopez
470 N Broadway Apt A25
Yonkers, NY 10701-1946

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Mcgovern
83 Seneca Dr
Canandaigua, NY 14424-1146

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Dahlgren
96 Silver Ln Apt C2
East Hartford, 06118-1007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danilo Mendoza
108 Wells Ave
Glen Burnie, MD 21061-2727

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Clause
2211 Upper Mountain Rd
Sanborn, NY 14132-9324

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tricia Toliver
212 18th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-5303

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joshua Angelus
69 Hillside Ave
Waterbury, CT 06710-2220

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Gallant
343 Music Mtn
Stockbridge, VT 05772-9618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Arbogast
73 Prospect St
Portsmouth, NH 03801-3675

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Diamantini
236 Windstone Dr
Portsmouth, RI 02871-3743

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christina Fraber
8433 Greenbelt Rd Apt 202
Greenbelt, MD 20770-2517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cathy Marczyk
15 Tiros Ave
Highland Mills, NY 10930-2637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rich N
PO Box 142
Lisle, NY 13797-0142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Parks
47 Danbury Ln
Kenmore, NY 14217-2101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kim Spooner
86 Ladd St
East Greenwich, RI 02818-4334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Penny Altman
46 Orchard Hill Dr
Sharon, MA 02067-3314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roslyn Bernstein
196 E 75th St Apt 6D
New York, NY 10021-3259

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Mcallen
146 High St
Milford, CT 06460-3279

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Theresa Wiecezak
25 Jefferson St
New Hyde Park, NY 11040-1911

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Reid
PO Box 354
Alfred, ME 04002-0354

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Madzik
46 Beacon Hill Ter
Bethel, CT 06801-2334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Hinkelman
348 Ripplewood Dr
Rochester, NY 14616-1510

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Stauber
58 John Paul Cir
Braintree, MA 02184-1012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Jervey
129 Merrimac St Unit 14
Newburyport, MA 01950-2455

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Hallow
14 Muirfield Ln
Clifton Park, NY 12065-1202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Sandel
135 Beacon Valley Rd
Beacon Falls, CT 06403-4910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Drucker
66 Browns Point Rd
Bowdoinham, ME 04008-4804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elana Katz Rose
1 Pond View Cir
Sharon, MA 02067-1136

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Martin
179C Lakeshore Rd
Boxford, MA 01921-1005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donn Carroll
651 Five Mile Dr
Ithaca, NY 14850-9374

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Terpstra Jr
32 Huntington Dr
Plattsburgh, NY 12901-6611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Koo
8615 Broadway
Elmhurst, NY 11373-5821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Dew
340 Hoods Mill Rd
Woodbine, MD 21797-9144

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheri Tyree
17 Mayflower Cir
Brewster, MA 02631-2109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sherita Wilson
10 N French Rd
Amherst, NY 14228-2003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rob Stern
88 Easthampton Rd
Westhampton, MA 01027-9602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Napoli
105 Arden St Apt 5C
New York, NY 10040-1119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Georgia Yen-Patton
PO Box 354
Mattapoisett, 02739-0354

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ray Wager
5236 Dunton Rd
Middlesex, NY 14507-9702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Styrcula
5479 Vantage Point Rd
Columbia, MD 21044-2637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jamie Vient
21 Sarah Maker Ln
Brewster, MA 02631-2532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Bosman
81 Somerset Ave
Mastic, NY 11950-4224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philip Lyman
9 Brattle Rd
Syracuse, NY 13203-2803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Robohm
PO Box 526
Jacksonville, VT 05342-0526

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Clark Nelson
34 Farms Village Rd
Wethersfield, CT 06109-1422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph Fell
67 Morning Dove Rd
Naugatuck, CT 06770-4805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wanda Neilson
45 N Chestnut St Apt 101N
New Paltz, NY 12561-1422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jodi Rodar
223 N Valley Rd
Pelham, MA 01002-9770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ina Doyle
3010 Bronson Hill Rd
Livonia, NY 14487-9716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Holland
20 Morse St
Freeport, ME 04032-1224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Olsen-Hoek
514 W 213th St Apt 3C
New York, NY 10034-1720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Benjamen Wetherill
400 Vfw Pkwy
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467-3716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Johanna Wermers
9712 Delamere Ct
Rockville, MD 20850-3729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Grod
298 Main St
Cold Spring, NY 10516-1400

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tess Fraad
209 E 7th St Apt 1E
New York, NY 10009-5988

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Beach
31 Mountain View Ave
Albany, NY 12205-2803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Di Russo
995 Hyde Park Ave
Hyde Park, MA 02136-3161

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Blake Stoll
422 Waller Rd
Milton, VT 05468-4227

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Nortman
169 Ruth Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210-2807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jason Dionne
129 Locust St
Holliston, MA 01746-1337

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Crosby
19 Linden St
Marblehead, MA 01945-2363

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Berndt
10 Jackson Rd
Belmont, MA 02478-3550

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janine Vinton
1 Walter St
Albany, NY 12204-1604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrei Harabadji
2249 E 21st St
Brooklyn, NY 11229-3669

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christian Rivera
130 Princeton St
Amsterdam, NY 12010-1408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Bernier
4 Carousel Dr W
Riverside, RI 02915-3664

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brooks Appelbaun
274 S Main St
Wallingford, CT 06492-4601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Dickinson-Adams
PO Box 250
Suffield, CT 06078-0250

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Brownstein
14 Berry Knoll Rd
Thornton, NH 03285-6892

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brenda Troup
21 Meadow Rd
Bolton, MA 01740-1119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marion Corbin
9 Woods Rd
Rhinebeck, NY 12572-3007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Cargo
6392 Scarlet Petal
Columbia, MD 21045-4524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Resa Blatman
42 Bartlett St
Somerville, 02145-3604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Wheeling
103 Mapes Rd
Middletown, NY 10940-7300

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Stratton
57 Mason Ave
Binghamton, NY 13904-1327

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Christina Magalas
632 Warburton Ave Apt 3E
Yonkers, NY 10701-1633

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Urban
1010 Waltham St Apt 299
Lexington, MA 02421-8089

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Dunkavich
30 Billard St
Meriden, CT 06451-2031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Hamilton
9087 Tioughanack Rd
Canastota, NY 13032-4224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nick Alba
982 Woodland Valley Rd
Phoenicia, NY 12464-5339

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dean Hoover
17024 Cadbury Cir Unit 236
Lewes, DE 19958-7055

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Rawden
568 Russell Ct
Orange, CT 06477-2534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Obrig
2020 Foster Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11210-1044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jerry Maltz
40 1st Ave Apt 8F
New York, NY 10009-7637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rima Fand
623 Franklin Ave Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11238-3360

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Gannett
B2 Stonehedge Dr
South Burlington, VT 05403-7364

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Best Friend
5001 Sentinel Dr Apt 13
Bethesda, MD 20816-3521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nathan Yaple
PO Box 157
Monterey, MA 01245-0157

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Fox
842 Genesee Park Blvd
Rochester, NY 14619-2144

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cath Speirs
39 Glenwood Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-3301

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
R Fain
29 Hewlett Ln
Port Washington, NY 11050-4514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jaclyn Pillitteri
175 Elm St
Cambridge, MA 02139-1426

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Nortman
169 Ruth Ave
Syracuse, NY 13210-2807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Fanselow-Likes
325 Oscawana Lake Rd
Putnam Valley, NY 10579-2006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Klein
618 Chambers St
Spencerport, NY 14559-9766

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
philip likes
325 Oscawana Lake Rd
Putnam Valley, NY 10579-2006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Parsons-Borland
800 Bergen St Apt 6B
Brooklyn, NY 11238-7430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Marchefka
37 Barton Rd
Greenfield, MA 01301-9725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caitlin Davidson
10 Pebblestone Cir
Suffield, CT 06078-1929

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Timothy Dunn
24 Dundee Ave
Babylon, NY 11702-2634

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jay Rosin
12228 Bluffwood Ter
Clarksburg, MD 20871-5359

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Grosbard
115 Central Park W Apt 5E
New York, NY 10023-4212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joann Koch
134 Olenick Rd
Lebanon, CT 06249-2026

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Hines
11 Pennywhistle Rd
East Granby, CT 06026-9757

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Kurtz
117 Maybrooke Rd
Rochester, NY 14618-1719

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda & James Seewagen
9925 Whitworth Way
Ellicott City, MD 21042-5625

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terri Schneider
151 Ridge Rd
Valley Cottage, NY 10989-2473

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rima Rosenthal
632 Bayside Rd
Ellsworth, ME 04605-3825

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Mcguire
28681 Emanuel St
Easton, MD 21601-8423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Schrad
11001 Old Court Rd
Woodstock, MD 21163-1105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erica Gardner
847 Leray St Apt 114
Watertown, NY 13601-1370

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Ducharme
269 Osborne Rd
Ware, MA 01082-9216

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheila Palevsky
215 W 98th St
New York, NY 10025-5628

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Gower
22590 Stevenson Rd
Ridgely, MD 21660-1329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Morgan
353 Taylor Rd
Stow, MA 01775-1609

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Moser
596 Campus Pl
North Baldwin, NY 11510-1715

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emma Ravitz
83 Wyckoff Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11237-2900

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Grace Wu
789 Saint Marks Ave Apt 19E
Brooklyn, NY 11213-1466

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doris Tillman
901 MacPhail Woods Xing Apt 4D
Bel Air, MD 21015-5878

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Owens
811 W Padonia Rd
Cockeysville, MD 21030-1724

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sue Nuccio
608 Plymouth Dr
Syracuse, NY 13206-3146

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Gorn
852 Farmington Ave
New Britain, CT 06053-1350

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Francis Eddy Magai
221 10th St
Troy, NY 12180-2927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Pfahning
43 White Ave
Riverside, RI 02915-3522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Blithe Hogan
29 Drummer Rd
Acton, MA 01720-5201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Townsend
85 Metropolitan Ave
Ashland, MA 01721-2158

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marty Weaver
149 Charles St
Belfast, ME 04915-6158

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Kessler
PO Box 1572
Grantham, NH 03753-1572

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Beattie
745 Kilgor Ct
Newark, DE 19702-4068

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Baker
1722 Roydon Trl
Annapolis, MD 21401-6654

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracy Anderson
1157 43rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11219-1248

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gusti Bogok
130 W 16th St Apt 41
New York, NY 10011-6288

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kyle Tierce
100 Morton St Apt 51
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-3754

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Pinnola
73 Church Ave
Islip, NY 11751-3901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlene Englerth
140 Quinn Rd
Rochester, NY 14623-4012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Heinze
122 Kripplebush Rd
Stone Ridge, NY 12484-5623

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Lennon,
6401 N Charles St
Baltimore, MD 21212-1016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Krumrein
PO Box 261
Lincolnville, ME 04849-0261

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alex Stavis
65 E 96th St Apt 9A
New York, NY 10128-0776

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
J D Scott-Hoffman
3101 Independence St
Baltimore, MD 21218-3611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M. S. Worrell
3307 Hammocks Dr
Canandaigua, NY 14424-8511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Watts
16 Starks Pl
Lynbrook, NY 11563-4025

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vanessa Raskin
230 Taconic Rd
Greenwich, CT 06831-3141

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Gibbs
32 Allen Rd
Norwalk, CT 06851-1719

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Gregory
5715 Park Heights Ave
Baltimore, MD 21215-3943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle Lemieux
14 Cottonwood Rd
Brookfield, MA 01506-1780

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Verity
102 Liberty Ave
North Bellmore, 11710-2432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Richman
3207 Oberon St
Kensington, MD 20895-2931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Carr
134 Jenkins Rd
Bedford, NH 03110-5042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marijane Reilly
2869 Sevier Rd
Marietta, NY 13110-4210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Greg Paxton
189 E 3rd St
New York, NY 10009-7412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Apfel
201 E 17th St Apt 23J
New York, NY 10003-3680

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norm & Cheryl Minekime
28300 Honeysuckle Dr
Damascus, MD 20872-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Juliet Neidish
35 W 92nd St
New York, NY 10025-7639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meghan Wenzel
251 Powers St
Brooklyn, NY 11211-5032

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amelia Jones
30240 Cochise Ct
Mechanicsville, MD 20659-2339

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Temple
4226 69th St
Woodside, NY 11377-3923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Monteleon
PO Box 1302
Southwest Harbor, ME 04679-1302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Esther Tanzman
162 Eastland Ave
Rochester, NY 14618-1031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Natalia Kant
22 Barnett Rd E
Monroe, NY 10950-3904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Malis-Andersen
24 Silver Rdg
Veazie, ME 04401-7085

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Sheridan
12 Kevin Dr
Burnt Hills, NY 12027-9421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Fritsch
255 Upper Garland Rd
Dexter, ME 04930-2680

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine King
146 College Hwy Apt 7
Southampton, MA 01073-9432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Lincow
94 William St Apt 2
New Haven, CT 06511-4939

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur Heiserman
20 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024-3604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Welles
42 Bedford Rd
Lincoln, MA 01773-2039

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Justine Tilley
255 Promenade St Apt 121
Providence, RI 02908-5752

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Candace Pratt
450 Oak Knoll Rd
Williston, VT 05495-2058

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hannah Dube
737 Carrie Howe Rd
Roxbury, VT 05669-9762

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Provost
151 Tibbetts Rd
Exeter, ME 04435-3420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Knowles
28 Indiana Ter
Newton Upper Falls, MA 02464-1315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Harkness
4 Highland Ave
Ipswich, MA 01938-1324

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Carlson
9 E Belle Terre Ave
Lindenhurst, NY 11757-6507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Robbins
59 Wilson Rd
Concord, MA 01742-2230

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
F Corr
128 E Chestnut Hill Rd
Montague, MA 01351-9558

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Irwin
612 N Augustine St
Wilmington, DE 19804-2604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie M Valcy
631 Court St
Brockton, MA 02302-2813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stacey Skole
322 E 61st St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10065-8759

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Josh Olin
139 S Freeport Rd
Freeport, ME 04032-6107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lori Murphy
60 Hope Farms Dr Apt C
Feeding Hills, MA 01030-2043

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jaclyn Behringer
610 Millshire Dr
Millersville, MD 21108-1629

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Rupp
2134 Westfall Rd
Rochester, NY 14618-3129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dawn Vicknair
20 5th Ave
New York, NY 10011-8831

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leonard Schoch
27 Pine St
Salamanca, NY 14779-1519

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Gormalley
600 Holmes Rd
Pittsfield, MA 01201-7130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Colleen Kelly
2113 Prior Rd Apt E
Wilmington, DE 19809-1140

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Grimwood
19 Maple St Apt 20
Amesbury, MA 01913-1328

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Waller
12 Louise Dr
Cortland, NY 13045-3311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jared Cornelia
125 Denn Pl
Wilmington, DE 19804-3505

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie Farr
646 N Stark Hwy
Weare, NH 03281-4215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Douglas Mason
1575 Tremont St
Roxbury Crossing, MA 02120-1677

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sonia Goldstein
321 W 24th St Apt 13H
New York, NY 10011-1554

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
MaryAnn Gianantoni
92 Furnace Ave Unit 86
Stafford Springs, CT 06076-2200

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tara Didonna
122 Tallow Wood Dr
Clifton Park, NY 12065-2828

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Johnson
7101 Mill Run Dr
Derwood, MD 20855-1208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randi Saslow
71 E Gate Ln
Hamden, CT 06514-2231

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lesli Reilly
29 Corner Stone Dr
Dover, NH 03820-6014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Coates
217 Brookmeade Cir
White River Junction, VT 05001-4660

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bridgette Hartung
1128 Cloister Ct
Liverpool, NY 13090-1403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Utah Nickel
129 Locust St
Holliston, MA 01746-1337

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Wrightsman
152 N Wolfeboro Rd
Wolfeboro, NH 03894-4522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Baird
16 Damon Ct
Keene, NH 03431-3119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erica Pfister
265 Quaker City Rd
Charlestown, NH 03603-7430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessalyn Timson
1808 Bank St
Baltimore, MD 21231-2506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lara Phillips
11714 85th Ave
Richmond Hill, NY 11418-1848

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Haley Kelly
9010 Simms Ave
Parkville, MD 21234-1316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcia Cooper
170 Evelyn Rd
Waban, MA 02468-1042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randy Squillace
134 Bassett St # 2F
Syracuse, NY 13210-2142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bernadette Belcastro
68 Crocus Ave
Floral Park, NY 11001-2640

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Zolandz
2705 S Riding Dr
Wilmington, DE 19808-3644

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Dolleman
25 Ellingwood Rd
West Paris, ME 04289-5510

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Bowler
10106 E Bexhill Dr
Kensington, MD 20895-3205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Birkbeck
61 Old Canterbury Tpke
Norwich, CT 06360-1752

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lora Smith
11172 County Route 9
Clayton, NY 13624-3203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Ellersick
11 Boston Ave
Medford, MA 02155-6721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joe Michael
201 East St
Frostburg, MD 21532-1412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Litt
86 Great Hill Rd
Newtown, CT 06470-1747

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alicen Weida
529 W 29th St Apt 12G
New York, NY 10001-1435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Polonka
1419 Longview Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566-4858

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meya Law
7100 Mount Forest Ter
Forestville, MD 20747-3968

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Sanders
9 Deepwood Dr
Manchester, 06040-3805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Gutman
10 Pine St
Delmar, 12054-3408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adriana Battle
230 W Willow St Apt 302
Syracuse, NY 13202-1073

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Berg
40 Old Lake Shore Rd
Gilford, NH 03249-6522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Perras
3201 Stonegate Dr
Rensselaer, NY 12144-8309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Carpenter
203 S Main St
Providence, RI 02903-2992

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Nixon
6 North St
Old Greenwich, CT 06870-2131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meghan Frost
57 Quarry Village Rd
Cheshire, CT 06410-2062

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lee Margulies
32 Glenridge Ave
Stony Brook, NY 11790-2402

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Altmann
701 Empire Blvd Apt 3H
Brooklyn, NY 11213-5692

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Tarlow
12 Fieldstone Dr Apt 381
Hartsdale, NY 10530-1542

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Tola
448 Bridge Rd
Florence, MA 01062-4509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Young
140 Woodbridge St
South Hadley, MA 01075-1130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Angel Ramos
3026 Bronx Park E
Bronx, NY 10467-6704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie-ann Pesetzky
10 Humphries Pl
Newburgh, NY 12550-4225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Cashman
35 Stage Harbor Rd
Marlborough, CT 06447-1113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Space
63 Cross Rd
Northfield, MA 01360-9631

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mitchell Stachowicz
2420 Loring Pl
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Moskow
16 Carriage Rd
Wilton, CT 06897-1601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheila Powers
39 Maple Ave
Old Saybrook, CT 06475-2449

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liza Lorwin
806 Carroll St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-1427

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Gengo
27 5th St
Norwalk, CT 06855-2402

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Land
PO Box 305
Washington Grove, MD 20880-0305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Goldsmith
PO Box 1
Harmony, RI 02829-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Maroney
3406 32nd St Apt 12D
Astoria, NY 11106-2725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marsha Hunter
84 Cedar Ave Apt C
Natick, MA 01760-5324

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Delude
38 Woodlawn Dr
Trumbull, CT 06611-3814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Val Chamberlain
333 Northwood Dr
Guilford, CT 06437-1126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shelly Wierman
1 Dailey Dr
Croton On Hudson, NY 10520-3536

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randi Field
9307 Long Branch Pkwy
Silver Spring, MD 20901-3644

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alix Nunez
2500 Johnson Ave
Bronx, NY 10463-4925

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pablo Bobe
1 Main St
New York, NY 10044-0052

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Tyndall
156 Hager Ln
Boxborough, MA 01719-1832

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha D. Perlmutter
119 Bellows Ln
New City, NY 10956-2440

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Spitz
106 Seaverns Bridge Rd
Merrimack, NH 03054-3813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Roane
123 Bronson Ter
Springfield, MA 01108-2626

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Crofut
2 New Hartford Rd
Sandisfield, MA 01255-9784

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gregg Greenough
31 Pondview Ave
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-2050

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Waxenberg
30 E 10th St Apt 7S
New York, NY 10003-6216

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracy Eve
7323 Narrow Wind Way
Columbia, MD 21046-1244

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Capson
23 Hilltop Cir
Fishkill, NY 12524-2620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Boaz Kanarek
8935 Moline St Fl 2
Queens Village, NY 11428-1441

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Animae Chi
188 Ludlow St
New York, NY 10002-1598

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fran Grady
3 Charles St
Johnstown, NY 12095-1128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Anne Tanner
316 W 79th St Apt 7E
New York, NY 10024-6127

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elana Katz rose
1 Pond View Cir
Sharon, MA 02067-1136

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristine Winnicki
PO Box 28
Chester, VT 05143-0028

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Logalbo
71 Congress St
Belfast, ME 04915-6312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Miller
154 Vin Gate Dr
Rochester, NY 14616-3452

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Schaub
38 W 31st St
New York, NY 10001-4403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Gadol
555 Plutarch Rd
Highland, NY 12528-2932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Samantha Russo
2 Greenwood Ln
Woodbury, NY 11797-2630

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Jessen
204 Lakeland Ave
Sayville, NY 11782-1921

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Loveday
1318 Blue Factory Hill Rd
Cropseyville, NY 12052-3017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gambino Alvarez
41 W 112th St Apt 9L
New York, NY 10026-3918

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Sicard
73 Oakland Ave
Seekonk, MA 02771-2421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Boutet
30 West St
Westford, MA 01886-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hanna Boyle
439 Cambridge Tpke
Concord, MA 01742-3726

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Gage
87 Erb St
Buffalo, NY 14215-3905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paulette MacMillan
5106 Maple Park Ave
Gwynn Oak, MD 21207-6516

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janine Moore
32 Gilman St
Waterville, ME 04901-5441

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Leitner
77 Myrtle Blvd
Larchmont, NY 10538-2319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Frances
6617 Fairfax Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-6520

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Keeling
9420 May Day St
La Plata, MD 20646-3104

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Byron Connell
50 Dove St
Albany, NY 12210-1811

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jan Hansen
32 Ross Ave
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hugh Freund
38 Cheehaak Road
South Freeport, ME 04078-0327

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tsee Lee
428 W 26th St
New York, NY 10001-5603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Hale
105 Stover Rd # Na
Rochester, NY 14624-4451

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Cavelier
1801 Dorchester Rd
Brooklyn, NY 11226-6755

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Harris
2 Arbor Dr
Hudson Falls, NY 12839-2142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Ahearne
15 Sheridan Sq
New York, NY 10014-6847

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Jane Delmastro
2177 Baird Rd
Penfield, NY 14526-2421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Larry Crabtree
804 Church St
North Syracuse, NY 13212-2447

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Juliet Menditto
1708 Gates Ave Apt 2R
Ridgewood, NY 11385-9302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jenna Adams
2 Massasoit St
Medway, MA 02053-1225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Serafin
525 Columbia Street Ext
Cohoes, NY 12047-3806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Busler
30 Main St
Townsend, MA 01469-1357

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Hittel
250 W 90th St Apt 10H
New York, NY 10024-1142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doreen Murphy
620 N Westfield St
Feeding Hills, MA 01030-1253

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Wong
4848 Oceania St
Bayside, NY 11364-1121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aline Oudin
168 New St
Rehoboth, MA 02769-2917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrice Serret
101 W 12th St Apt 4M
New York, NY 10011-8108

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie Gousha
5 White Horse Dr
Berlin, MD 21811-1610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Lawrence Lustig
225 River Dr
Hadley, MA 01035-9638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Sarovec
14 Clarendon Rd
Lake Ronkonkoma, NY 11779-1612

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Nolde
459 Sargent Rd
Boxborough, MA 01719-1203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erin Taylor
43 Everett St
Arlington, MA 02474-6901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Biliske
23556 Gilpin Point Rd
Preston, MD 21655-1841

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Larry Tetenbaum
38 Summit Ct
Plainview, NY 11803-1445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Wylie
271 Mooseneck Rd
Addison, ME 04606-3543

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christian Marte
189 Allen St Apt 7B
New York, NY 10002-1437

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marydana Gershanoff
4 Grey Stone Path
Dedham, MA 02026-4068

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Winkelmayer
79 Brandywine Dr
Ocean Pines, MD 21811-1914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Lewin
20 Montauk Ave
East Moriches, NY 11940-1349

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Len Messina
1618 Country Club Rd
Middletown, CT 06457-2368

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Powers
PO Box 1874
Orleans, MA 02653-1874

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julianne Salzman
PO Box 95
Haydenville, MA 01039-0095

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Greenbaum
14 Cleft Rock Ln
Woodbridge, CT 06525-1417

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Kester
3923 W Walworth Rd
Macedon, NY 14502-9311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Tsang
545 E 12th St Apt Gdn
New York, NY 10009-3861

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linn Kloster
451 Park Dr Apt 2B
Boston, MA 02215-3840

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ron Wish
112 Highmount Ave
Nyack, NY 10960-1509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Glinski
859 Mammot Rd
Alden, NY 14004-9212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Racine
48 Mount Vernon St
West Roxbury, MA 02132-2810

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Briana Espitalier
177 Ludlow St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10002-1569

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gordon Smith
21 Bodwell St
Brunswick, ME 04011-2801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matt Macfadden
413 8th Ave
Wilmington, DE 19805-4745

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Fredrickson
21 Farm View Rd
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590-6212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Crane
28 Fencourt Rd
Canton, MA 02021-3256

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Farkas
50 Lake Dr
Enfield, CT 06082-2337

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Haagensen
12 Forbes St
Westborough, MA 01581-2010

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Carivan
10 Regent St
Albany, NY 12202-1122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Mitchell
209 Victory Rd
Quincy, MA 02171-3102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Cyr
146 Pinney St Apt 15
Ellington, CT 06029-3647

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Bowers
59 Rotary Ave
Binghamton, NY 13905-4144

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheila Geist
100 La Salle St
New York, NY 10027-4703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Raphael
10 Kendalls Ml
Woburn, MA 01801-5376

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Karpel
230 W 55th St
New York, NY 10019-5220

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mj Casserly
2103 Dayton St
Silver Spring, MD 20902-4221

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dwight Johnson
84 Brian Rd
South Windsor, CT 06074-3131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Scotto
320 W 56th St Apt 6C
New York, NY 10019-4228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Repp
1314 Jericho Tpke
New Hyde Park, NY 11040-4608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Peltzer
842 Bentley Rd
Parkton, MD 21120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Silverman
30 Rose Rd
West Nyack, NY 10994-2116

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amanda Scuder
175 W 92nd St Apt 6D
New York, NY 10025-7523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Graham
1075 Whisper Ridge Dr
Chittenango, NY 13037-9729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Burns
45 Harriet St
Vernon Rockville, CT 06066-4606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shariann Lewitt
110 Porter St
Somerville, MA 02143-1434

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leonor Molina
272 Brower Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570-2606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Shaw
3422 Linda Ln
Baldwinsville, NY 13027-9217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
J Droege
10 Parkington Cir
East Syracuse, NY 13057-3102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Martucci
352 Newtown Tpke
Wilton, CT 06897-3606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karyn Fellion
137 Andrews St Apt B
Massena, NY 13662-2805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anne Richards
280 Mere Point Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011-7709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Stockdale Wolfe
160 Claremont Ave Apt 4B
New York, NY 10027-4638

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bettina Mayer
24 Franklin Ave
Croton On Hudson, NY 10520-3051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Brower
985 Metropolitan Ave Apt 2L
Brooklyn, NY 11211-2632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Bossers
57 Gaylord Rd
Gaylordsville, CT 06755-1519

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Cordes
20 College View Hts
South Hadley, MA 01075-1608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rashida Paul
48 Johnsontown Rd
Sloatsburg, NY 10974-1105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Hoffmann
501 Lamarck Dr
Buffalo, NY 14225-1177

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Roman
208 Tudor Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-6330

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Loretta Ryan
92 Van Cortlandt Park S Apt 4A
Bronx, NY 10463-2925

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Gaidry
30 W Denis Ln
Coram, NY 11727-3550

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Pease
84 Bronson St
Littleton, NH 03561-3902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Gutsin
1021 Dulaney Valley Rd
Baltimore, MD 21204-2753

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lara Bonn
95 Wells St
Burlington, VT 05401-5042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dale Goldstein
50 Constable Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-4338

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M Komara
41 Wangum Rd
Westbrook, CT 06498-1733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheila Gilmour
134 High St
Greenfield, MA 01301-2702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Townley
4 Frost St
Natick, MA 01760-1004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilana Laporte
9129 221st St
Queens Village, NY 11428-1350

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ira Weissman
71 Pierrepont Ave
Potsdam, NY 13676-2109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Hibbard
1 Lawton Ave
Glens Falls, NY 12801-3169

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bruce Rogers
41 Seaman Ave
Castleton, NY 12033-1309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mildred Badlu
7109 Sutton Pl Fl 1
Flushing, NY 11365-4135

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacki Goldhammer
270 Seaman Ave
New York, NY 10034-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nina Kinsey
407 Aggies Cir Unit H
Bel Air, MD 21014-2869

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paulette Hamilton
437 Black Plain Rd
North Smithfield, RI 02896-8026

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Blundell
341 Finch Rd
Raynham, MA 02767-1191

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helen Kotsky
25 Highfield Rd
Glen Cove, NY 11542-3517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pedro-Martin De Clet
118 Village Ln
Branford, CT 06405-2656

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen North
1857 County Road 19
Shortsville, NY 14548-9203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Stillman
42 Creek Run Rd
Newburgh, NY 12550-2816

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Prellwitz
28 Schooner Dr
Dover, NH 03820-5018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Lasko
175 W 93rd St Apt 16F
New York, NY 10025-9345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanna Sharf
374 Lang Rd
Cornish, NH 03745-4212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Edlich
432 Downing St
Buffalo, NY 14220-2746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie McCarthy
188 Hare St
Phillips, ME 04966-4340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhondashay Grogan
6A Hamilton Court
Stamford, CT 06902-3578

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terry French
139 Pine St APT 2
North Conway, NH 03860-5212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Williams
13 Rowley Ct
Jamestown, NY 14701-2657

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jenette D'Alessandro
15153 21st Ave
Whitestone, NY 11357-3703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessi Atwood
144 Spencer St Apt 204
Brooklyn, NY 11205-3956

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Miller
2425 E Genesee St
Syracuse, NY 13210-2223

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jamshid Lotfi
3 Houndstooth Ct
Owings Mills, MD 21117-1503

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Murphey
14 Stowebury Rd
Waterbury Center, VT 05677-7007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynn Skibinski
49 Elmwood Park W
Tonawanda, NY 14150-3314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Harlow
70 Old State Rd
Binghamton, NY 13901-1960

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Dubois
1722 State Route 32
Modena, NY 12548-5009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Solomon
2212 E Baltimore St
Baltimore, MD 21231-2001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gloria Rudolph
220 Loft St
Townsend, DE 19734-2845

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jo Anne Caputo
52 Helmsman Dr
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-2466

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bob Austen
379 East St Apt 9
Pittsfield, MA 01201-5340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
P.Jacquelyn Schmidt
PO Box 183
Dracut, MA 01826-0183

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Clarke
636 Hillview Rd
Richmond, VT 05477-9143

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Posnick
61 Southfield Cir
Concord, MA 01742-3447

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Corinne Dodge
92 Warner Hill Rd
Derry, NH 03038-4719

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Dowty
116 Sisco St
Westport, NY 12993-2022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Seldin
11300 Knights Landing Ct
Laurel, MD 20723-2050

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Zachary Nayer
PO Box 326
Copake, NY 12516-0326

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Leung
67 Vestal Ave
Hancock, NY 13783-1033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Medeiros
33 Holmes St
Rehoboth, MA 02769-1914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Noreen Voltz
8736 Lake Shore Rd Apt 1
Angola, NY 14006-9591

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lilian Burch
7111 Woodmont Ave Apt 504
Bethesda, MD 20815-6233

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
JOHN D'ANDREA
5801 246th Cres
Douglaston, NY 11362-2053

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronald Carter
PO Box 377
Pine Bush, NY 12566-0377

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Prisca Foures
260 Stoney Brook Rd
De Ruyter, NY 13052-6538

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marc Laverdiere
28 Wethersfield Rd
Bellingham, MA 02019-1039

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John McHenry
3580 Lander Rd
Jefferson, MD 21755-7825

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Libby Haycock
2 Nashua St
Shirley, MA 01464-2501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Janauer
1978 Weston-Andover Rd
Andover, VT 05143-8694

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Edelson
32 Bay Ridge Dr Apt I
Nashua, NH 03062-4720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heidi Ray
24 Bennett St
Plainfield, CT 06374-1705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Musial
40 Macdougal St Apt 9
New York, NY 10012-2929

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Pakaln
35 High Ave
Nyack, NY 10960-2101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Ceglowski
PO Box 38
Rupert, VT 05768-0038

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Teegarden
482 11th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-4308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jake Rubinsky
275 W End Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11235-4903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Angelson
562 W End Ave Apt 11B
New York, NY 10024-2721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Reina Berner
145 E 16th St
New York, NY 10003-3405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Koons
2221 Patapsco Rd
Finksburg, MD 21048-1116

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Manganiello
PO Box 1001
Norwich, VT 05055-1001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joe Connolly
40 Michael Ln
Newington, CT 06111-2330

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Mcluckie
PO Box 693
Eastham, 02642-0693

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Reina Berner
145 E 16th St
New York, NY 10003-3405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marija Stroke
201 W 89th St
New York, NY 10024-1848

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Scarborough
3068 Andrews Lake Rd
Frederica, DE 19946-1940

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Gordon
84 Wawayanda Rd
Warwick, NY 10990-3342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peggy Braun
295 Holmes Rd
Pittsfield, MA 01201-7157

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Castelli-Hill
518 Sweet Hollow Rd
Melville, NY 11747-2008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joshua Burson
68 Josephine Ave # 2
Somerville, MA 02144-2207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Badia Baker
1236 Chestnut Pl
Cambridge, MD 21613-1220

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marta Schaaf
357 6th Ave Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11215-3414

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Marino
4 Chase Ln
Foxboro, MA 02035-1064

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Tschetter
370 LAFAYETTE AVE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238-1320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eddie Ward
1405 Ackerly Pond Ln
Southold, NY 11971-3060

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Busch
43 Waterside Ln
Clinton, CT 06413-2142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Santos
2740 Hoyt Ave S Apt 6N
Astoria, NY 11102-1990

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Man Ling Tam
1765 65th St
Brooklyn, NY 11204-3737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Simonelli
21 W Hill Dr
Cranston, RI 02920-1932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tad Welch
85 Youngs Rd
Merrill, NY 12955-2400

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Frishkopf
2 Munroe Rd
Lexington, MA 02421-7812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katrina Relyea
53 Union St
Camden, NY 13316-1128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Herath-Veiby
16 Nipmuck Dr
Westborough, MA 01581-3365

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Faircloth
984 Proctors Purchase Rd
Hartly, DE 19953-1838

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur And Lois Finstein
9 Randy Rd
Framingham, 01701-4529

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glenda Lilling
395 Westchester Ave Apt 3N
Port Chester, NY 10573-3631

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristine Cassar
438 Pierce Run
Newark, DE 19702-4310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Henry
250 Pine Hill Rd
New Fairfield, CT 06812-2209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Esther Weaver
47 Hawleys Corners Rd
Highland, NY 12528-2716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heidi Sikina
23 Mill Rd
Harvard, MA 01451-1314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Mayerat
2949 Cloverbank Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075-3431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Nicholas
45 Oak Hill Ter
Penfield, NY 14526-2312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Wilson
5314 Ross Neck Rd
Cambridge, MD 21613-3550

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arielle Digiacomo
178 Hicks St
Brooklyn, NY 11201-2303

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jo Pa
1730 Mulford Ave
Bronx, NY 10461-4318

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nina David
101 W 12th St Apt 7A
New York, NY 10011-8112

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Shapiro
1129 Godfrey Ln
Niskayuna, NY 12309-2711

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Marallo
173 Union Center Rd
Ulster Park, NY 12487-5241

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Foresteire
9 Illinois Rd
Tewksbury, MA 01876-4124

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Smith
22 Lincoln Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-4475

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brady Fergusson
28 Nelson St
Rochester, NY 14620-1522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allison Tupper
526 W 46th St Apt 1
New York, NY 10036-2206

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracey Smallwood
1322 Harwich Dr
Waldorf, MD 20601-3322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Nevins
570A Heritage Vlg
Southbury, CT 06488-1538

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Monica Rangne
210 1st Ave Apt 11
New York, NY 10009-3717

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cora Impenna
48 Baron De Hirsch Rd
Crompond, 10517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Lenz
PO Box 59
Leverett, MA 01054-0059

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Hart
921 Glenhaven Sq
Troy, NY 12180-8491

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Calvin Foster Jr
399 Westbury Dr
Riva, MD 21140-1407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Jennings
27 Pine Hill Ln
Dix Hills, NY 11746-6531

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Sanders
2942 Strathaven Ln
Abingdon, MD 21009-1823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roger Green
PO Box 95
North Waterford, ME 04267-0095

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melissa Goldsmith
29 Butler Pl Apt 2
Northampton, MA 01060-3307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Woodruff
142 Blackwell Ln
Henrietta, NY 14467-9730

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Takatsch
67 Schoolhouse Rd
Port Jervis, NY 12771-3544

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M Gutierrez
30 Cooper Sq
New York, NY 10003-7120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Ave # 323
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Bronner
141 Morse Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-1714

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andy Ticco
521 Thorncliff Rd
Buffalo, NY 14223-1160

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elba M Dube
202 Cramer Ave
Walkersville, MD 21793-9128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Long
833 Oregon Ave
Niskayuna, NY 12309-6423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Riggione
1 Gulfview Ct
Milford, CT 06460-7212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Mayerat
2949 Cloverbank Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075-3431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Grace Peters
33A Kingston St
Somerville, MA 02144-2722

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bruce Armour
198 Maeder Ave
Merrick, NY 11566-2023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Shattes
23 Eastwood Rd
Miller Place, NY 11764-1812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Garrell Berger
12 Lakeview Dr
Plattsburgh, NY 12901-6932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wilfredo R. Santiago
262 45th St Apt 1R
Brooklyn, NY 11220-1052

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anthony Meoni
14125 Clarksville Pike Address 2
Highland, MD 20777-9524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Pross
3607 Littledale Rd
Kensington, MD 20895-3435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhodie Jorgenson
6116 Temple St
Bethesda, MD 20817-3240

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Olivo
75 Tryon Park
Rochester, NY 14609-6811

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Stowers
5 Mecca Ln
Derry, NH 03038-4804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Cross
259 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222-4880

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Heilman
812 Stuart Ave
Mamaroneck, NY 10543-4121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Tana
14717 Locustwood Ln
Silver Spring, MD 20905-6425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Meyer
7 Maple Ln
Huntington, NY 11743-1945

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dianne Hoaglin
73 Hickory Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-2928

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelley Scanlon
281 Norwood Ave
Syracuse, NY 13206-1648

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Spencer
2 Samuel Dr
Concord, NH 03301-3051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lewis Holmes
261 S Prospect St
Burlington, VT 05401-3520

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Nelson
21 Howard St
New York, NY 10013-3136

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Grove
78 Forest Hill Rd
New Windsor, NY 12553-7649

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ron & Karen Riggert
133 Moore Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-1923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Salhus
6 Naugatuck Ave
Norfolk, MA 02056-1121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Cosgrove
7565 State Route 9
Plattsburgh, NY 12901-5346

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhoda Levine
18 E 8th St Apt 2A
New York, NY 10003-5918

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tom Sharkey
2 Arrowwood Ct
Granby, CT 06035-2414

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randolph Williams
PO Box 326
Salisbury, CT 06068-0326

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Boehm
507 W 111th St Apt 2
New York, NY 10025-1996

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Heckman
16 Fairway Dr
Manorville, NY 11949-2908

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Feldman
73 Red Maple Rd
Shokan, NY 12481-5618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Gregg
604 Ivydale Rd
Wilmington, DE 19803-4332

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Somerville
3228 Guilford Dr
Waldorf, MD 20602-2586

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marylen Flood
14909 Piney Grove Ct
North Potomac, MD 20878-2445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Steamer
640 Pittsford Victor Rd
Pittsford, NY 14534-3922

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Romeo Pascone
1380 Riverside Dr Apt 11B
New York, NY 10033-1028

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philip Spadaro
109 Lower Rd
Constantia, NY 13044-2618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leticia Colon de Mejias
393 Palisado ave
Windsor, CT 06095-2021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Konstan
10 Cordner Rd
Belchertown, MA 01007-9491

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marsha Richelli
35 Spinnaker Way
Portsmouth, NH 03801-3371

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Madge Baker
59 Cross Rd
Shapleigh, ME 04076-4315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Manning
12 Cross Rd
Johnsburg, NY 12843-2509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jussi Gamache
575 Cambridge St
Allston, MA 02134-2447

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Devin Anctil
36 1st St
Westport, MA 02790-1504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sabra Morton
80 Lyme Rd Apt 103
Hanover, NH 03755-1229

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aileen Grant
958 Longview Dr
North Attleboro, MA 02760-4319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Natasha Arroyo
4489 Broadway
New York, NY 10040-2405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Iraheta
2 Marble St Apt 2
Haverhill, MA 01832-4625

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Berlant
8 1st Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11231-3408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melinda Hogan
43 Cottage St
Troy, NY 12180-6467

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ralph Baker
55 E 87th St Apt 6B
New York, NY 10128-1056

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Cosenza
5 Foothill Ln
Sanford, ME 04073-5327

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Davison
1057 Lochland Rd
Geneva, NY 14456-3244

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claire Webser
14 S William St
Homer, NY 13077-1205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Sandberg
149 W 4th St Apt 3D
New York, NY 10012-1061

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Fergot
7 E 75th St Apt 2A
New York, NY 10021-2630

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Silverstein
2031 E 37th St Ph
Brooklyn, NY 11234-4923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maryanna Foskett
101 Brantwood Rd
Arlington, MA 02476-8005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Sachs
PO Box 151
Thurmont, MD 21788-0151

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Greenblatt
482 Kings Hwy
Sparkill, NY 10976-1110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Verran
103 E 10th St Apt 2C
New York, NY 10003-7576

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Rizzo
365 W 28th St Apt 17F
New York, NY 10001-7917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristin Vanhorne
2441 Atwater Rd
King Ferry, NY 13081-8704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlene Cooper
246 Plank Rd
Poestenkill, NY 12140-3309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sonal Shah
66 Leonard St
New York, NY 10013-3455

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arlene Lokomowitz
185 Ardsley Loop Apt 12H
Brooklyn, NY 11239-1308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Kiralis
410 Potato Hill Rd
Fairlee, VT 05045-9598

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peggy Kurtz
220 Foss Dr
Nyack, NY 10960-1139

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deb Leon
203 Copeland Hill Rd
Holden, ME 04429-7017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aviva Shliselberg
9840 64th Ave Apt 1B
Rego Park, NY 11374-2514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Armistead
66 Fresh Pond Pkwy
Cambridge, MA 02138-3334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Gilson
20 Temple St
West Roxbury, MA 02132-3902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Luckhardt
99 Hardy Rd
Londonderry, NH 03053-2825

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Harriet Berke
28 Marksman Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-5110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Rivers-Flasko
260 Nepas Rd
Fairfield, CT 06825-2332

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Mcloughlin
915 166th St Apt 5C
Whitestone, NY 11357-2226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Comaskey
1430 Thieriot Ave Apt 4J
Bronx, NY 10460-3804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susana Carella
27 Admirals Way
Chelsea, MA 02150-4002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Blank
PO Box 96
Mount Rainier, MD 20712-0096

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Rosen
112 Slade St
Belmont, MA 02478-2205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dean Bruce Langmuir
9 Bentbrook Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-2507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Salob
47 Jefferson Blvd
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776-1336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Guardino
477 Paddock St
Watertown, NY 13601-3960

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eva Goss
57 Wentworth Hill Rd
Sandwich, NH 03227-3308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruthellen Corbett
171 Huckleberry Hill Rd
Avon, CT 06001-3120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Ellen Bowen
36 Buckland St Unit 33
Plantsville, CT 06479-7605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Oliver Boffi
1 Ressique St
Carmel, NY 10512-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Brouillet
34 Little River Rd
Berwick, ME 03901-2523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Demers
5632 Bent Branch Rd
Bethesda, MD 20816-1048

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eileen Craffey
98 Center St
Bridgewater, MA 02324-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shawn Kane
135 Hidden Lake Rd
Otisfield, ME 04270-6021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philip Milgrom
PO Box 1210
Warren, 01083-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Butts
9 Yandow Dr
South Burlington, VT 05403-7841

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gregory Jones
3716 Elm Ave Apt 9
Baltimore, MD 21211-2275

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Olivolo
5 Philbrick Ln
Kittery, ME 03904-1349

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aaron Koch
45848 Church Dr
Great Mills, MD 20634-2539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Vingo
70 Taylor Ave
Norwalk, CT 06854-2044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
E Joseph
106 High Service Ave
North Providence, RI 02911-3041

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Hurley
2010 Elm St
Bel Air, MD 21015-1504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gordon Metz
137 Crescent Hill Rd
Pittsford, NY 14534-2406

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Morrison
4502 Brownsville Hartland Rd
West Windsor, VT 05089-9786

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Lyles
5513 Hill Way
Camp Springs, MD 20746-4311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean T Sweet
919 Blackbird Station Rd
Townsend, DE 19734-9311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Gitschier
494 Marshall St
Leicester, MA 01524-1853

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Plovnick
67 Risley Rd
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467-3273

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Silas Belvin
10 Denver St
Lexington, MA 02421-6502

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Regina Hlavac
900 S Caton Ave
Baltimore, MD 21229-5201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kirsten Hopkins
115 Vermilyea Ave Apt 5B
New York, NY 10034-3281

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Franca Curry
46 Wampatuck Ave
Scituate, MA 02066-2930

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Noah Hanmer
130 Sunrise Dr
Bristol, RI 02809-5021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charmaine Thompson
43 Kyle Ct
Meriden, CT 06450-7290

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Lynch
136 Lincoln Rd
Lincoln, MA 01773-3813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
jean sweetman
919 Blackbird Station Rd
Townsend, DE 19734-9311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Spiegel
108 Albion St # 2
Somerville, MA 02144-2620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Feldman
404 Lee Pl
Frederick, MD 21702-4147

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Swigert
51 Lovell Ave
Staten Island, NY 10314-4981

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd
Webster, NY 14580-2614

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Matthews
12 Spy Glass Ln
Staatsburg, NY 12580-5109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Schwartz
2136 33rd Rd
Astoria, NY 11106-4285

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Manuel Perry
241 Cypress St
Brookline, MA 02445-6717

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Millie Schaefer
269 Old Dutch Hollow Rd
Monroe, NY 10950-4235

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Bill
PO Box 142
Montgomery, VT 05470-0142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Macadam
52 School St
Chatham, MA 02633-2435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kosta Blyznakov
308 Eckford St
Brooklyn, NY 11222-2481

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Artem Maloratsky
2590 35th St Apt 2A
Astoria, NY 11103-4825

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
June Davenport
PO Box 228
Princeton, MA 01541-0228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Missigman
454 Woodruff Ave
Syracuse, NY 13208-3037

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Don Thompson
11 Blackstone St Apt 7
Cambridge, MA 02139-3783

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Gooderham
2310 Ridgeway Rd
Wilmington, DE 19805-2629

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Davis
101 Buena Vista Ave
Federalsburg, MD 21632-1224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Thomson
77 Marblehead St
North Reading, MA 01864-1509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Gaertner
11 Apple Ln
Commack, NY 11725-3603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Audrey Gurtman
49 Ashwood Rd
Port Washington, NY 11050-1637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Calcaterra
12 Abbey Rd
Brighton, MA 02135-1203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mitchell Alperin
52 Fitchburg Rd Apt 225
Townsend, MA 01469-1242

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Greg Kimber
PO Box 525
Temple, ME 04984-0525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Becker
69 Milton St Apt 3
Dedham, MA 02026-2936

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Paro
246A Yantic St
Norwich, CT 06360-4134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ginger Blackman
48 Blackman Rd
Chichester, NH 03258-6101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
R Martire
201 E 17th St Apt 14A
New York, NY 10003-3677

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Naughton
6 Metzger Dr
Orchard Park, NY 14127-2018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Devaleena Das
317 16th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-5857

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lori Brown
706 Highwood Dr
Baltimore, MD 21212-2709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Paulsen
37 Chestnut Hill Rd
Trumbull, CT 06611-4113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Dufresne
42 Malbone St
Lakeville, MA 02347-2227

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Medaglia
72 Nicholas Rd Apt 62
Framingham, MA 01701-3462

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Firth
38 E 61st St
New York, NY 10065-8007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric And Jean Lind
31 Ward Rd
Sudbury, MA 01776-1607

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Dike
35 Ipswich Rd
Boxford, MA 01921-1807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Senesman
2902 Flag Marsh Rd
Mount Airy, MD 21771-4004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard M. Lowe
861 Harold L Dow Hwy
Eliot, ME 03903-3109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phil Schuster
9 High St
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370-1205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea Boyarsky-Maisel
7105 45th St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-6034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Priscilla Skerry
95 Emery St
Portland, ME 04102-3781

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Pipke
41 Fern St
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-2014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Curtis
20 Fahey St
Marlborough, MA 01752-4337

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amber Ouellet
101 Quarry Rd
Sullivan, ME 04664-3043

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sabina Gross
123 Rivendell Ave
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eileen Coffee
403 Devonshire Ct
Aberdeen, MD 21001-1948

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shannon Whitmore
989 Broadway
South Portland, ME 04106-4206

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mitchell Shea
2 Perkins Sq
Boston, MA 02130-1737

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Dannecker
12 Sunnyside Dr
Owego, NY 13827-1138

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Mansfield
19912 17th Ave
Whitestone, NY 11357-3307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lee Pershan
143 Avenue B Apt 4D
New York, NY 10009-5026

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melissa Forbes-Nicoll
5 Holman St
Allston, MA 02134-1506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dale Musselman
888 8th Ave Apt 9A
New York, NY 10019-5710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tony Tsang
2055 W 10th St
Brooklyn, NY 11223-3538

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea Chaloux
21 Green St
Rensselaer, NY 12144-2815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Harold Veeder
48 Hurlihe St
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-3914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Williamson
70 Spring Pond Dr
Ossining, NY 10562-2034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jordan Bain
5 Jacobs Rd # 3
Norwood, MA 02062-4316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Jackson
193 Kent St
Brooklyn, NY 11222-5416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shawn Demeyer
39 Woodstock Mdws
Woodstock, CT 06281-2342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbranaral Eaton
PO Box 615
Easthampton, MA 01027-0615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Manon Roberge
95 Crispin Dr
South Burlington, VT 05403-4460

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Angela Gratta
9 Sheffield Ct
Nesconset, NY 11767-2264

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Mentes
800 Brewster St Apt 6
Bridgeport, CT 06605-2964

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Palmer
80 Littell Rd
Cornish, NH 03745-4215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gilbert Lawall
71 Sand Hill Rd
Amherst, MA 01002-1114

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Caputo
478 Pelton Ave
Staten Island, NY 10310-2132

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melody Fiore
PO Box 66
Orangeburg, NY 10962-0066

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcia Robinson
3 Peter Cooper Rd Apt 11H
New York, NY 10010-6632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Mentes
800 Brewster St Apt 6
Bridgeport, CT 06605-2964

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Arney
4361 Wild Filly Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21042-5931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilrania Wootson
203 Palermo Dr
Bear, DE 19701-2525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Kliskey
PO Box 266
Portsmouth, NH 03802-0266

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Daloia
43 Country Side Loop
Elkton, MD 21921-3308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Brown
99 John St Apt 2403
New York, 10038-2935

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Beneduce
625 W Allenton Rd
North Kingstown, RI 02852-6509

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rl Smith
525 E 82nd St
New York, NY 10028-7116

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keren Park
177 W Squire Dr
Rochester, NY 14623-1721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chrystoph Demos
PO Box 684
Wells, 04090-0684

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachelle Fredette
7 Peachtree Ln
Albany, NY 12205-2533

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Kardiak
244 E 13th St Apt 4
New York, NY 10003-5611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bobbie Flowers
418 W 17th St Apt 22A
New York, NY 10011-5826

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alice Norwick
97 Minortown Rd
Woodbury, CT 06798-3037

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Browne
53 Stuart St
Watertown, MA 02472-1629

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stacy Seaver
5 Berkley Dr
Potsdam, NY 13676-1608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Hegeman
100 Riverside Dr # 10C
New York, NY 10024-4822

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Pokorny
10 Willow Rd
Old Bethpage, NY 11804-1134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denis Quinlan
83 Fernwood Farms Rd
Canaan, NH 03741-7246

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Schwartz
2414 Sugarcone Rd
Baltimore, MD 21209-1034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marvin Blaustein
2193 E 7th St
Brooklyn, NY 11223-4933

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patti Witzgall
152 Udall Rd
West Islip, NY 11795-2322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Lowenthal
112 Lewis Rd
Belmont, MA 02478-3425

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Re'
661 Blandford Rd
Granville, MA 01034-9701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Rivera
27 Goodwill Ln
Holbrook, NY 11741-3314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alice Merkl
28A Federal St Unit 2
Salem, MA 01970-3868

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Tannenbaum
338 W 72nd St
New York, NY 10023-2643

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alex Zackrone
5 Franklin Ave Apt 2R
White Plains, NY 10601-3838

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Wiecezak
25 Jefferson St
New Hyde Park, NY 11040-1911

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marc Gold
305 W 16th St
New York, NY 10011-5981

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Alexander
381 Front St Apt 2B
Richmond, ME 04357-1228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Rice
77 Fieldstone Rd
Elkton, MD 21921-8403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Keegan
281 Denton Ave
Lynbrook, NY 11563-2109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Kormendi
17 Chittenden Ave Apt 3D
New York, NY 10033-1130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen and Kevin McCarthy
32 South St
Marblehead, MA 01945-3265

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lani Ludwig
629 E 5th St
New York, NY 10009-6890

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Dexter
66 Mayflower Rd
Springfield, MA 01118-1407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aaron Ucko
503 Pleasant Dr
Rockville, MD 20850-5880

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Larrivee
211 Cumberland Ave Apt 506
Portland, ME 04101-4915

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
SB
325 E 21st St Apt 30
New York, NY 10010-6575

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phillip Mcmurray
PO Box 300
Brewster, NY 10509-0300

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rochelle Leal
2940 Ocean Pkwy Apt 23K
Brooklyn, NY 11235-8202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Spyros Braoudakis
110 Storrs Ave
Braintree, MA 02184-4018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Herr
26 School St
Addison, ME 04606-3129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liam O'Brien
79 Elmwood Rd
Lunenburg, MA 01462-1466

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mona Yoes
2500 Johnson Ave
Bronx, NY 10463-4925

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paulette Osborne
325 W 43rd St
New York, NY 10036-6422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Porter
735 Brockett Rd
Dolgeville, NY 13329-2316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Lavoie
21 Linden Rd
North Conway, NH 03860-5610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daphne Bernard
135 Prospect Park SW
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1262

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dahlia Rudavsky
17 Upland Rd
Waban, MA 02468-1619

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Mccloskey
87 Shoshone St
Buffalo, NY 14214-1031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Scott
103 Stimson Pl
Wilmington, DE 19810-4416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Rutenber
18 Briarwood Ter
Albany, NY 12203-5309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David & Diane Christi
223 Dogwood Ln
Kingston, NY 12401-7118

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Roberts
367 Village Rd
Steuben, ME 04680-2733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jackie Stolfi
267 Harbor Ln
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-4012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Shafer
7307 S Abbott Rd
Hamburg, NY 14075-6903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie Keith
524 E 5th St Apt 5
New York, NY 10009-6577

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Wurtz
513 Grand St
New York, NY 10002-4103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jaimie Frost
17 Silver Doe Ln
Merrimack, NH 03054-2917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Potts
405 Cedar Grove Rd
Edgewater, MD 21037-2916

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Clark
12265 Boyd Rd
Clear Spring, MD 21722-1606

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kay Olan
2 Kerr Dr
Wilton, NY 12831-1255

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Peyser
34 Westfield Dr
Newark, DE 19711-3540

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Jacobson
342 Dean St
Brooklyn, NY 11217-1905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Muok
6119 Rossland Cir
Cicero, NY 13039-8871

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vinnedge Lawrence
299 Saddleback Rd
West Baldwin, ME 04091-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Van Riper
21 W Shore Dr
Putnam Valley, NY 10579-1932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Grimm
5 Cook Ln
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520-1901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Florence Christoplos
6410 Sandy St
Laurel, MD 20707-2992

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catherine Rokaw
50 Mill Rd Apt 114
Littleton, MA 01460-1524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Fexis
47 Lakeview Dr
Nottingham, NH 03290-4929

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Houllahan
627 Hope St
Providence, RI 02906-2653

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Heather Waterman
63 Frances Dr
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-5344

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Evans
1 Willow Ln
Farmington, CT 06032-2336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margarita Milot
22 Mill Pond
North Andover, MA 01845-2903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christina Mendrinos
11 Stock St
Dorchester, MA 02122-2018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Bettino
16 Upland Ter
White Plains, NY 10604-2315

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Myers
2403 Cheverly Ave
Cheverly, MD 20785-3013

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura HAHN
105 Shaver Ave # 18
Syracuse, NY 13212-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nick Fleming
1536 Saint Johns Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11213-3922

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brigid Vele
134 Lyman Rd
East Patchogue, NY 11772-6212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Craig
5 Harvest Hollow Dr
Harwich Port, MA 02646-1345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
June Hurst
215 E 95th St Apt 9H
New York, NY 10128-4080

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Parus
3909 Kennedy St
Hyattsville, MD 20781-1734

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Henry Faryna
5138 County Route 70A
Bath, NY 14810-9333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Kaminsky
101 Middle St Amherst Ma
Amherst, MA 01002-3011

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
- Hera
145 Coldbrook Rd
Bearsville, NY 12409-5707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Bader
121 E 31st St Apt 7B
New York, NY 10016-6836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Cassel
2 Mayfair Ln Apt 303
Nashua, NH 03063-7622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Reardon
PO Box 156
Mystic, CT 06355-0156

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Staley
65 Maple St
Acton, MA 01720-3537

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Myung
331 E 29th St Apt 7O
New York, NY 10016-8345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Bates
778 Macsherry Dr
Arnold, MD 21012-1329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Loncosky
350 Front St Apt 211
Olean, NY 14760-2928

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Lipsky
1385 York Ave Apt 21A
New York, NY 10021-3908

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Greenspan
114 Liberty St Apt 302
New York, NY 10006-1006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612-1640

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Rogell
9110 Fernwood Rd
Bethesda, 20817-3020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Arvay
11 Carriere Way
Rouses Point, NY 12979-1445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Silvana Tropea
10920 Queens Blvd Apt 6I
Forest Hills, NY 11375-5333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mini Liu
135 Eastern Pkwy Apt 13I
Brooklyn, NY 11238-6034

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Bailey
17 Forest Glen Rd
Reading, MA 01867-1370

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brett Kinney
85 Witchtrot Rd
South Berwick, ME 03908-2152

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Roosa
5 Old Sturbridge Rd
Arnold, MD 21012-2553

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverly Linton
25 Udine St
Arlington, MA 02476-7006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlie Holland
179 Roaring Brook Rd
Killington, VT 05751-9788

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Randall
104 N Liberty St
Centreville, MD 21617-1021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karine Gordineer
11 Shadow Ln
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533-5705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Schittino
28 Allegheny Ave Apt 1707
Towson, MD 21204-1311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Green
23 Abbot Ave
Bath, NH 03740-4100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
MaryGrace Brown
107 Mount Sinai Ave
Mount Sinai, NY 11766-2357

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Ray
219 W Edgewater Way
Newark, DE 19702-2307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Yancey
3919 Halifax Rd
Copenhagen, NY 13626-3528

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Oliver Yourke
525A 6th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215-4978

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Beck
1130 Main Dalton Rd
Windsor, MA 01270-9502

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Venidis
PO Box 3214
Kingston, NY 12402-3214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Teplin
846 Palmer Rd Apt 1A
Yonkers, NY 10708-3323

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mina Tang
1615 Rose Ave
Mamaroneck, NY 10543-3133

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Cawley
95 Clark Ln Apt 115
Waterford, CT 06385-2133

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter J. Keiser
131 W Seneca St
Manlius, NY 13104-2444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Swari Hhan
1911 Huntridge Dr
Clifton Park, NY 12065-7162

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Dodge
641 Thompson Station Rd
Newark, DE 19711-7505

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Burge
128 Cucumber Hill Rd
Foster, RI 02825-1610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
A Leeson
14 Euclid Ave
Middletown, NY 10940-6702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Dodge
641 Thompson Station Rd
Newark, DE 19711-7505

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Schmoyer
1567 Odell Rd
Waterloo, NY 13165-9548

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carole Mcauliffe
40 Way 35 Off Briar
Wellfleet, MA 02667-7233

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Nanos
2520 S Saint Marks Ave
Bellmore, NY 11710-5010

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Swari Hhan
1911 Huntridge Dr
Clifton Park, NY 12065-7162

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carlos Luna
77 Fulton St
New York, NY 10038-1864

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Clough
170 W 23rd St Apt 4D
New York, NY 10011-2408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Gates
15 Elmdale Rd
North Scituate, RI 02857-3024

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Panayi
15 Chambers Street
New York, NY 10007-1203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Feinberg
2 Horatio St Apt 11B
New York, NY 10014-1632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fran Sullivan
3 Margauxs Way
Norfolk, MA 02056-1820

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jon Singleton
45 Rockefeller Plz
New York, NY 10111-0100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
S. Nam
165 Bennett Ave Apt 4L
New York, NY 10040-4080

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Ollove
105 Gregory Island Rd
South Hamilton, MA 01982-2639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laraine Snooks
11 Joyce Rd
Framingham, MA 01701-3365

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Francesca Heller
640 W 231st St Apt 6B
Bronx, NY 10463-3258

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Omar Siddique
4517 Rebecca Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21043-6010

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jamie Rose Bukowski
1608 Union St Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11213-4762

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lily Pink
2 Horatio St Apt 11B
New York, NY 10014-1632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Davonte Whitely
250 Circle Rd
Stony Brook, NY 11790-3401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Watson
28001 Barnes Rd
Monrovia, MD 21770-8806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christy Gordon
9701 Leatherfern Ter
Montgomery Village, MD 20886-6334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Johanna Elias
3178 Nostrand Ave Apt 6G
Brooklyn, NY 11229-3219

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Robertson
21 Birchwood Rd
Stamford, CT 06907-1902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susannah Hershey
45 Rocky Brook Rd
Cold Spring, NY 10516-4321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allen Price
44 Brookside Dr
Cranston, RI 02910-1214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erma Gluck
236 Birchwood Rd
Coram, NY 11727-3628

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Paris
PO Box 2057
New York, NY 10108-2057

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ken Ward
140 Bleecker St
Gloversville, NY 12078-2373

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Billings
5 Laurel Dr
Wallingford, CT 06492-5009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gertrude Battaly
112 Chelsea Rd
White Plains, NY 10603-1110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jan Herndon
484 W 43rd St Apt 34A
New York, NY 10036-6331

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hahnah Seminara
262 Central Park W Apt 7E
New York, NY 10024-3512

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
S. Robertson
17 Grove St
Shrewsbury, MA 01545-4622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Teich
40 W 24th St
New York, NY 10010-3215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Zoe Strassfield
PO Box 1429
Water Mill, NY 11976-1429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glenda Stowell
71 N Maple St # 14
Hadley, MA 01035-9770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dinah Basson
495 W End Ave Apt 5
New York, NY 10024-4351

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Walker
22 Pennicott Cir
Penfield, NY 14526-9541

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judi Wilbur
24 Bradner Dr
Warwick, NY 10990-3601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glenda Stowell
71 N Maple St # 14
Hadley, MA 01035-9770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marc Heilemann
31 Woodland Dr
Brooklyn, CT 06234-1731

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caroline Sévilla
4 Alle Marc Chagall
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hood
29000 Ridge Rd
Mount Airy, MD 21771-4431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Louise Bekkouche
843 Gibbs Rd
Newport Center, VT 05857-9416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susanna Stone
5 Barberry Ln
Middle Island, NY 11953-1503

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Hollinrake
35 Morningside Ave
New York, NY 10026-1539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claudia Berdeen
PO Box 317
West Kennebunk, ME 04094-0317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maura Spiegel
54 Morningside Dr Apt 1
New York, NY 10025-1759

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Jenkins
PO Box 1163
Rockville, MD 20849-1163

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marco Protano
1153 Union St
Manchester, NH 03104-2240

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Wilsey
2702 Whitney Ave
Baltimore, MD 21215-4149

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bethany Martens
6304 Frederick Rd
Catonsville, MD 21228-2306

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
A Ratner
7 Rye Field Rd
Old Lyme, CT 06371-4305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Martens
6304 Frederick Rd
Catonsville, MD 21228-2306

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Niehus
2 Brentwood Dr
Homer, NY 13077-9770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Domenico Mastrototaro
30 Fayette St
Boston, MA 02116-5507

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sherill Tippins
1827 Frost Valley Rd
Big Indian, NY 12410-5429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcia Baltz
1 Bayview Pl E
Massapequa, NY 11758-7746

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kim Savarino
42 Martense St Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11226-3282

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ken Sommer
237 Windom Ave
Orchard Park, NY 14127-1517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracey Toth
309 Bedford Ave Apt 2R
Brooklyn, NY 11211-4231

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Cox
321 E 71st St
New York, NY 10021-4729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Mildenberger
101 Western Ave Apt 35
Cambridge, MA 02139-3769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Pearl
132 Erin Ln
East Setauket, NY 11733-6446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Fasano
3803 27th St
Long Island City, NY 11101-2701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Edick
341 Steuben St
Herkimer, NY 13350-1209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paige Sinclair
300 River Rd Apt 501
Manchester, NH 03104-2484

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Killheffer
112 Bishop St
New Haven, CT 06511-7307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Lindley
11 Doane Rd
Medford, MA 02155-1305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Val Woolley
202 N Truro St
Hull, MA 02045-3058

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julia Buckingham
2nd St
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lyndsey Milcarek
2838 Orangeville Center Rd
Warsaw, NY 14569-9731

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joe Chamberlan
133 Ashland Ave
Buffalo, NY 14222-2149

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stefan Spaeth
57 Stewart Ave
Roscoe, NY 12776-5105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Paterson
PO Box 409
Taftsville, VT 05073-0409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gilda Carrington
45 W 54th St
New York, NY 10019-5404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brenda Braham
12217 Peach Crest Dr Apt C
Germantown, MD 20874-2545

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Trevor Combs
317 S Market St
Frederick, MD 21701-6544

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott De Mercado
68 Rising Rock Rd
Stamford, CT 06903-3501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roni Unger
340 E 93rd St Apt 16A
New York, NY 10128-0188

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Quinet
141 Church St
Willimantic, CT 06226-2613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ken Ward
140 Bleecker St
Gloversville, NY 12078-2373

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melanie Hanan
111 Columbia Hts # 1
Brooklyn, NY 11201-1608

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lucille Laccavole
227 N Main St Apt D
Manchester, CT 06042-2047

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Schulman
538 Richmond Rd
Hinesburg, VT 05461-8918

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Larrivee
211 Cumberland Ave Apt 506
Portland, ME 04101-4915

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alistair Cairns
335 Main Rd N
Hampden, ME 04444-1703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susie Margolin
194 Heritage Hls Unit B
Somers, NY 10589-1002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Kleinfelder
11905 Tarragon Rd Apt G
Reisterstown, MD 21136-4334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Victoria Gibson
1 Mill St Apt 1325
Tiverton, 02878-1145

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Gibson
1 Mill St Apt 1325
Tiverton, 02878-1145

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Santos
PO Box 646
New York, NY 10025-0646

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacky Westoby
71, Blackburn Avenue
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Murray
1684 W 1st St
Brooklyn, NY 11223-1756

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Goodwin
13 Rockledge Dr
Shirley, NY 11967-2639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dody Decker
530 Prospect Hill Rd
Cuddebackville, NY 12729-5012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Malissa Hampton
50 Long Rd
Harwich, MA 02645-3214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Esposito
578 Morgan Ave Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11222-4448

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Ryle
9 Marjorie Rd
Wilmington, MA 01887-1709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
nathalie camus
8624 Palermo St
Hollis, NY 11423-1220

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cameron Dupuis
7230 Silver Thorn Way
Beltsville, MD 20705-1485

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Lewis Gage
3 Partridge Ln
Walpole, MA 02081-2230

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marlenny Rodriguez
93 Grand St
Worcester, MA 01610-1730

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Banks
14 Maple St
Center Barnstead, NH 03225-3602

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Francis Mastri
87 Jones St
West Haven, CT 06516-5435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Larson
295 Lafayette Ave
Buffalo, NY 14213-1456

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Garrison
4 Arcadia Ave
Albany, NY 12209-1413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Martinez
1614 Bell Blvd
Bayside, NY 11360-1640

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hilary Mueller
PO Box 838
West Hyannisport, MA 02672-0838

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Esposito
2501 Nicole Dr
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776-4285

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Baglio
1291 Indian Church Rd
West Seneca, NY 14224-2050

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jon Fields
16L Madison Park Gdns
Port Washington, NY 11050-3204

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlene DeForest
1 Salisbury Rd
Delmar, NY 12054-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Flythe
102 N Main St
Mont Vernon, NH 03057-1405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Solomon
733 River Ave
providence, RI 02908-2312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Sylvester
46 Cliftwood Dr
Huntington, NY 11743-2103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Towns
PO Box 771
Rockville Centre, NY 11571-0771

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Doin
139 Wood Cliff Dr
Plattsburgh, NY 12901-6056

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ken Canty
30 Center Rd
Dudley, MA 01571-6309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Bellomo
22 Deerfield Dr
Rochester, NY 14609-3035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Arel
4 Longfellow Dr
Dennis, MA 02638-2438

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Veronika Kot
67B Narragansett Ave W
Wakefield, RI 02879-3805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Plaxico
3303 Shore Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403-4724

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosalie Hermos
86 Toxteth St
Brookline, MA 02446-6910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dale Cundy
5300 Post Rd Apt 359
East Greenwich, RI 02818-3072

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Duea
77 Barrow St
New York, NY 10014-3725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur Fawcett
3 Morgan Crescent
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Forman
351 W 24th St Apt 12C
New York, NY 10011-1514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Atkinson
277 E Grand St
Mount Vernon, NY 10552-2348

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Ianello
9 Lochbourne Dr
Clinton, CT 06413-1411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Tholl
140 Warren St
Needham, MA 02492-3029

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lindzey Beal
3770 Town Hill Rd
Wolcott, VT 05680-3160

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vivian Laroche
595 Providence Pike
North Smithfield, RI 02896-9353

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peggy Alt
PO Box 322
Philmont, NY 12565-0322

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
warren rosenstein
PO Box 1462
Woodstock, NY 12498-8462

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Fink
380 13th St Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11215-7338

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Shepherd
33 Randolph St Apt 17
Abington, MA 02351-1688

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Kozlowski
139 McKinley Ave
New Haven, CT 06515-2007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Diefenbach
48 McKeel Ave Apt 5
Tarrytown, NY 10591-3451

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily ionescu
4545 Center Blvd Apt 2916
Long Island City, NY 11109-5961

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Davidson
2 Ashley Cir
Acton, MA 01720-5829

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Aileen Mcevoy
191 W Pine St
Waverly, NY 14892-9211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Morley
1140 Bragg Hill Rd
Norwich, VT 05055-9593

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irene Tremper
5800 Swarthmore Dr
Berwyn Heights, MD 20740-2633

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Richards
PO Box 1540
Concord, NH 03302-1540

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Genaze
334 Harvard St Apt C-3
Cambridge, MA 02139-2008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlene Robillard
870 Brownsville Hartland Rd
West Windsor, VT 05089-9488

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rhesa Antone
184 Vandyke Greenspring Rd
Townsend, 19734-9636

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Hook
2292 Scottsville Rd
Scottsville, NY 14546-9611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Seth Schneider
67 Windingwood Rd S
Rye Brook, NY 10573-1129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Dunlap
PO Box 946
Rangeley, 04970-0946

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Boback
71 Arbutus Trl
Charlestown, RI 02813-3403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
cornelia hoskin
325 Pond St
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-2445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Stine
12907 Draper Rd
Clear Spring, MD 21722-1319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caroline Kerr
482 Dry Brook Rd
Willseyville, NY 13864-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lyne Loomis
123 South St
Medfield, MA 02052-2708

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Marwood
PO Box 789
Willimantic, CT 06226-0789

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marion Gannett
157 Old Peterborough Rd
Dublin, NH 03444-8423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Benson
327 S Riverside Dr
Crownsville, MD 21032-1712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Fran Burke
PO Box 866
North Eastham, MA 02651-0866

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mimi White
166 Locke Rd
Rye, NH 03870-2419

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Murphy
1437 Brooklyn Blvd
Bay Shore, NY 11706-4014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Rhee
91 N 4th St
Brooklyn, NY 11249-3795

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kirk Colon
356 Montreal Ave
Staten Island, NY 10306-4412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pam Ward
PO Box 195
Lyndeborough, NH 03082-0195

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ginny Schneider
16 Belmeade Rd
Portland, ME 04101-1804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Abrahamson
1 Ahrens Pl
Fredonia, NY 14063-1340

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Burton
17109 Qn Victoria Ct Apt 101
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-3620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerhard Bedding
25 Ivy Dr Apt 43
Keene, NH 03431-3978

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marnie Millington
53 Martin Rd
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481-2409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sammia Panciocco
60 Telfer Cir
Salem, NH 03079-3329

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leonard Baczek
138 Preston Ave
West Harrison, NY 10604-2761

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Doctrow
8715 1st Ave Apt 213D
Silver Spring, MD 20910-3530

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Mahoney
27 Lauren Dr
Seekonk, MA 02771-5035

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvie Delamotte
26 Old Wood Rd
Storrs Mansfield, CT 06268-1610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Henry Westmoreland
PO Box 600
Wingdale, NY 12594-0600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Vestal
257 Pierce Hill Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-5307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Goedde
305 Haile Ave
Baltimore, MD 21225-3628

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Lagos
72 Pleasant St
Wellesley, MA 02482-4649

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Trevor Pontbriand
110 Holbrook Ave
Wellfleet, MA 02667-7413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Bacher
17 Copper Ln
Centerville, MA 02632-3605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eulaila Ishee
275 Classon Ave Apt 503
Brooklyn, NY 11205-4398

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Jirsa
5 Libby Ln
Brunswick, ME 04011-7838

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Sylvander
PO Box 387
Shrub Oak, 10588-0387

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marion Rice
12 Spyglass Cir
Groton, CT 06340-6203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Crowe
103 Colonial Dr
Fairfield, CT 06824-6817

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Derrick Tingley
234 Ruth St # 25
Minoa, NY 13116-1720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rain Lindaman
52 Oconnell Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-6009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jo-Ann Lechner
1444 Dewey Ave
North Bellmore, NY 11710-2131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robbin Kotajarvi
150 Green St Ste 1
Melrose, MA 02176-1948

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Shields
344 Old County Rd
Pembroke, ME 04666-4625

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Murphy
385 Watervliet Shaker Rd
Latham, NY 12110-4741

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracy Trobridge
3150 Pfefferkorn Rd
West Friendship, MD 21794-9408

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jenne Sindoni
119 Marion St
Wilmington, MA 01887-4700

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dianne Herrick
6707 Saint Johns Pkwy
Victor, NY 14564-9255

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Kopell
412 Arbutus St
Middletown, CT 06457-5121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly McCausland
136 Barton Rd
Stow, MA 01775-1527

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Smyth
29 Josephine Ave
Somerville, MA 02144-2312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Carroll
902 Stone Barn Rd
Towson, MD 21286-1454

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dmitry Landa
8330 98th St Apt 5G
Woodhaven, NY 11421-1655

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Marino
32 Oak St
Winchester, MA 01890-2126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terri Warren
908 Rambling Dr
Catonsville, MD 21228-5316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Brown
32 Hunt Pond Rd
Sandown, NH 03873-2132

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pete Klosterman
372 Central Park W Apt 12A
New York, NY 10025-8209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Sweeney
4005 Gray Rock Dr
Ellicott City, MD 21042-3794

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brendan Havner
50 Guterl Ter
Pearl River, NY 10965-1404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Magda Poirier
59 Messer St
Laconia, NH 03246-2721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Frank
23 Washington Ave
Irvington, NY 10533-2620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Georgeson
PO Box 331
Oneonta, NY 13820-0331

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Seelenbinder
565 Guernseytown Rd
Watertown, CT 06795-1820

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Owen Shows
30 Goldsmith St
Boston, MA 02130-3129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Rangnow
8 Alden Dr
Campton, NH 03223-4103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Stevenson
149 Young Rd
Augusta, ME 04330-8521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Grossman
17 Greenway St
Hamden, CT 06517-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jessica Chick
227 Sullivan St Apt 4A
New York, FL 10012-4808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Griffin
107 S Broad St
Sackets Harbor, NY 13685-4113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Ridgeway
PO Box 282
Clintondale, NY 12515-0282

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
lechner lechner
1444 Dewey Ave
North Bellmore, NY 11710-2131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Sutton
20 Race Brook Rd
West Hartford, CT 06107-3110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Vernon
115 Keller Rd
Fonda, NY 12068-5409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark George
37 Loring St
Auburn, MA 01501-2831

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Wolslegel
321 Prospect St
East Longmeadow, MA 01028-3156

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Hilton
7505 Weather Worn Way Unit B
Columbia, MD 21046-2514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Johnson
PO Box 624
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520-0624

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeannine Poles
60 Beaumont St Apt 2
Dorchester, MA 02124-5024

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Wachtell
215 W 92nd St Apt 6D
New York, NY 10025-7477

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Sampson
13 Wings Falls Ct
Queensbury, NY 12804-9137

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sidney Harring
210 Warner Hill Rd
Mayfield, NY 12117-3823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Jourdenais
627 Symphony Woods Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901-5065

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Barrett
684 Jennings Ave
West Hempstead, NY 11552-3832

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shoshana Brown
537 Walnut St
Fall River, MA 02720-5213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Smith
58 W 72nd St Apt 4B
New York, NY 10023-4176

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth Youngclaus
2 Grace Ct Apt 6C
Brooklyn, NY 11201-4199

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catharine Bartlett
33 Beaver Brook Rd
North Andover, MA 01845-3370

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Cohen
1 Partridge Rd
Hopkinton, MA 01748-2639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Clapp
PO Box 341
Blue Hill, ME 04614-0341

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Harry Lowenthal
PO Box 244
Dublin, NH 03444-0244

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Engst
5421 Skinner Hill Rd
Moravia, NY 13118-4328

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mel Neuhaus
6547 160th St Apt 5D
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365-2547

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Graeme Stasyshyn
235 Curtis St
Meriden, CT 06450-5910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Walsh
26 Hillcrest Ave
Brewster, NY 10509-3023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheila Out
247 Valley Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-6152

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Tumolo
21 Breakneck Hill Rd
Dayville, CT 06241-1702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Girard
250 W 90th St Apt 5A
New York, NY 10024-1165

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julian Shepherd
45 Moore Ave
Binghamton, NY 13903-3120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rita-Ann Fitzgerald
834 Walker Rd
Essex, NY 12936-2610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Craig Beach
417 Cockeys Mill Rd
Reisterstown, MD 21136-5111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Mcnaull
2521 W Danby Rd
Spencer, NY 14883-9668

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Geiger
943 Riversedge Cir
Annapolis, MD 21401-6899

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Craig b
417 Cockeys Mill Rd
Reisterstown, MD 21136-5111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Study
2342 Stony Point Rd
Grand Island, NY 14072-1833

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Miller
8224 Brandon Dr
Millersville, MD 21108-1343

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Krisna Becker
22511 Schoolfield Ct
Clarksburg, MD 20871-9451

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Vickery
71 Arbor St
Lunenburg, MA 01462-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sally Donatello
301 Bent Ln
Newark, DE 19711-3607

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Peralta
15 Elmhurst Ave
Providence, RI 02908-2802

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandra Selikson
145 High St
Hastings On Hudson, 10706-3308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristin Bebelaar
47 2nd Ave
New York, NY 10003-8696

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Collins
1816 Berrywood Rd
Parkville, MD 21234-3808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Haydee Foreman
PO Box 1654
Blue Hill, ME 04614-1654

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randi Gelfman
722 Pendexter Rd
Parsonsfield, ME 04047-6337

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lj Soddano
1 Washington Ave
Saugerties, NY 12477-1522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Sultzer
96 Lincoln Blvd
Merrick, NY 11566-4016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emma Tepfer
1109 Ditmas Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11218-6033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Liddiard
220 E Tioga Ave Apt 465
Corning, NY 14830-2843

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anmorya Nolan
PO Box 2
Brookline, NH 03033-0002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary McCoy
400 Indiantown Farm Ln
Centreville, MD 21617-2358

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dawn Odonnell
54 Bumphill Rd
Greenfield Center, NY 12833-1017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dianne Gove
43 Canal Rd
Orleans, MA 02653-2404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carlos Dunahugh
340 Lanafield Cir
Boonsboro, MD 21713-1107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
gail wilmott
180 Peaceful Point Rd
Waltham, ME 04605-8842

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Cogguillo
59 Cedarhurst Ln
Milford, CT 06461-2721

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Person
80 Old North Road
brewster, MA 02631-1316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Merikangas
3158 Gracefield Rd Apt 601
Silver Spring, MD 20904-0820

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Bittner
136A Arch St
Keene, NH 03431-2185

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacy Good
254 Martine Ave Apt 4C
White Plains, NY 10601-3418

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Letendre
78 Granville Rd Unit 31
Westfield, MA 01085-4056

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katharine Kohler
21 W 4th St Apt 10
Frederick, MD 21701-5272

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hunger
5 Thurston St
Providence, RI 02907-3748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katrina Maloney
25 Chittenden Ave Apt 6B
New York, NY 10033-1142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
E Neiman
5509 S Bend Rd
Baltimore, MD 21209-4525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irene Pszenny
18 Bellevue Ave
Haverhill, MA 01832-5423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Diamond
596 Prospect St
New Haven, CT 06511-2113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynn Rosenfeld
131 Allen St Fl 4
New York, NY 10002-3002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mina Baccelli
PO Box 613
Fairhaven, MA 02719-0613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Hughes
18 Crestview Dr
Westborough, MA 01581-1710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dan Quill
4 Great Meadow Rd
Byfield, MA 01922-1614

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Patton
7 Waldron Ave
Pikesville, MD 21208-4853

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Mesirow
4970 Sentinel Dr Apt 206
Bethesda, MD 20816-3567

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wojciech Rowinski
26 McKinley Ave
Easthampton, MA 01027-2040

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Howard
PO Box 19
Biddeford Pool, ME 04006-0019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Coulter
294 W Post Rd
White Plains, NY 10606-2931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Mesirow
4970 Sentinel Dr Apt 206
Bethesda, MD 20816-3567

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Abby Bline
PO Box 15
Kinderhook, NY 12106-0015

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Logan
904 Greenleigh Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212-1601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Colette Quirion
67 Purinton Ave
Augusta, ME 04330-4334

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Martin
26 Laurel St
Danbury, CT 06810-5321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amanda Mcgrail
10 Hawk Rise Ln
Owings Mills, MD 21117-5031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Hughes
4903 Edgemoor Ln Apt 816
Bethesda, MD 20814-5350

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emma Houseman
20 Reid Rd
Chelmsford, MA 01824-3720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cecile Danehy
10 Merrick St
Rumford, RI 02916-2712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Cechony
60 1st Ave Apt 12H
New York, NY 10009-7336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Clapp
17 7th St
Harwich, MA 02645-1132

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Carter
12 Drake Ln
Scarborough, ME 04074-7414

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cindy Sherburne
14 Sullivans Ct
West Newbury, MA 01985-1405

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Myra Aronow
1 Haddam Dock Rd
Haddam, CT 06438-1306

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Cantrell
18 Squirrel Run St
Yarmouth Port, MA 02675-1834

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Alabiso
26 Dillingham Way
Plymouth, MA 02360-8272

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Derek Johnson
326 Sherman Hare Rd
Grantsville, MD 21536-2305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ben Larochelle
5 Lindsey Way
Hampden, ME 04444-1524

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Priem
276 Van Yahres Rd
Cooperstown, NY 13326-4148

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Wiechecki
2848 Kennedy Rd
Wilmington, DE 19810-3430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Eisenhower
24 Dudley St
Medford, MA 02155-4008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Short
308 Mississippi Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910-5113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Domina
100 Meadowcroft Rd
Rochester, NY 14609-3007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Isidor Patapis
5518 Amesfield Ct
Rockville, MD 20853-2536

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katia Iannacome
168 Cypress St
Rochester, NY 14620-2302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Winifred Sequeira
18 Stuyvesant Oval Apt 2G
New York, NY 10009-2256

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eileen Roberts
302 Centre Dr
Albany, NY 12203-4474

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terence Bleakley
700 Beech Hill Rd
Northport, ME 04849-3437

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leo Kuczynski
20 Gateway Ct
Cheshire, CT 06410-2239

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Chin
8 Deerhaunt Dr
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520-1119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anthony Ferrara
12 Runco Crst
Monroe, NY 10950-2662

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Lippman
234 W 21st St
New York, 10011-3446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Weaver
196 Monroe St
Brooklyn, NY 11216-1312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Mackay
72 Broadway
Bangor, ME 04401-5202

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Damboise
169 Town Farm Rd
New Gloucester, ME 04260-4435

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
D Iris Thor
410 Bunn Hill Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-5916

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Yvonne Wester
3920 Greenpoint Ave
Sunnyside, NY 11104-4532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Ervin
65 Arbor St
Lunenburg, MA 01462-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dotty Kelly
745 Highland St
Holliston, MA 01746-1102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Anderson
129 Oakland St
Manchester, CT 06042-2364

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Vertal
4441 Broadway Apt 4B
New York, NY 10040-2693

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Constance Hamblin
5921 Quinn Rd
Frederick, MD 21701-6707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Smith
19 Vincent St
Binghamton, NY 13905-4514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathryn O'Grady
6300 Prout Farm Ln
Tracys Landing, MD 20779-2109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ezra Leonard
134 Quarry Rd
Perkinsville, VT 05151-9610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Silberberg
116 N Valley Rd
Pelham, MA 01002-9769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Parus
3909 Kennedy St
Hyattsville, MD 20781-1734

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Casey Cochran
337 Haverhill St
North Reading, MA 01864-1450

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Silberberg
116 N Valley Rd
Pelham, MA 01002-9769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Erica Mulcahy
2605 Smith Point Rd
Nanjemoy, MD 20662-3521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leo Sandy
PO Box 44
Chesterfield, NH 03443-0044

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Asteinza
7337 Austin St Apt 6D
Forest Hills, NY 11375-6217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julia Mercier
2006 Monroe Pl
Wilmington, DE 19802-3924

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bill Glatfelter
41 Old Colony Dr
Westborough, MA 01581-3412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Reilly
27 Leslie Ln
Katonah, NY 10536-3431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Dumler
41 Bramblewood Dr
Berlin, MD 21811-1624

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Toy
19 Connemara Dr
Chichester, NH 03258-6041

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Gaglioti
4923 Beach 49th St
Brooklyn, NY 11224-1105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Richards
55 Indian Ledge Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186-4304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karl Hildenbrand
636 County Route 54
Pennellville, NY 13132-3280

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frank Fiore
1 Countryside Rd
Fairport, NY 14450-2807

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Redling
100 Old Oak Ln
Levittown, NY 11756-4618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Elkins
14801 Maydale Ct
Silver Spring, MD 20905-5552

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Thibault
246 Saint Lawrence Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216-1360

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Hummel
262 Lake Ave Apt 1
Newton, MA 02461-1210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
barbara shade
14 Curtis Rd
Boxford, MA 01921-2705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Guier
255 W 108th St
New York, NY 10025-2976

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lewis Gray
71 Mudhole Rd
Canterbury, CT 06331-1516

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M Schwarzkopf
PO Box 277
Lancaster, MA 01523-0277

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Flewelling
142 Hudson Ter
Pittsford, VT 05763-9438

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilse Heinigen
9 Ponderosa Dr
Voorheesville, NY 12186-9508

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Champlin
3104 Drew Circle Rd
Cuba, NY 14727-9456

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Hochberg
135 Wright Ave
Malverne, NY 11565-2130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debra Pozzetti
186 Rose Hill Rd
Portland, CT 06480-1009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Schreier
333 Central Park W Apt 95
New York, NY 10025-7106

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle LeBlanc
11 Russell St
Portland, ME 04102-3161

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Lynch
276 Gansevoort Blvd
Staten Island, NY 10314-5106

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Kugler
164 Crossbow Ln
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-2701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brittney Barr
199 Pierce St
Westbrook, ME 04092-2431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Metakos
115 Dillon Rd
Montpelier, VT 05602-9475

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Sorgeler
26435 Creekwood Cir
Millsboro, DE 19966-5927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Mellen
182 North St
Hingham, MA 02043-1872

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Fletcher
41 Wesley Rd
Framingham, MA 01701-4358

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Philip Gatov
7400 Highland Estates Ct
La Plata, MD 20646-4944

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Baugh
273 Derby Ave Unit 302
Derby, CT 06418-2085

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Shelby
9309 Summit Street Rd
Le Roy, NY 14482-8904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nathan Madeira
4 Russell Rd
Cumberland Foreside, ME 04110-1430

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle leBlanc
11 Russell St
Portland, ME 04102-3161

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melissa Lowitz
37 Walker St Apt 1
Somerville, MA 02144-1622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Suta
83 Clark St
Eastport, ME 04631-3209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Luz jr.
117 Laplante St
Fall River, MA 02724-1828

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amanda Hollenbeck
59 Mirror Lake Rd
North Woodstock, NH 03262-2474

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Klisiaris
111 Edwards St
Quincy, MA 02169-6903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Berkowitz-Berliner
80 Grove St
Mount Kisco, NY 10549-2908

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Mobilia
400 W 37th St Apt 4H
New York, NY 10018-5636

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kira Smith
55 Reeve Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11218-1305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Cooperstock
355 E 72nd St
New York, NY 10021-4655

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Frank
9013 201st St
Hollis, NY 11423-2710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kayann Vance
4338 39th Pl Apt 11
Sunnyside, NY 11104-4320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Cladis
50 N Lake Dr
Barrington, RI 02806-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Kachik
747 Rustling Leaf Ct
Sykesville, MD 21784-8530

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marian Meinen
367 Wadsworth Ave Apt 25
New York, NY 10040-3167

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Harry Harrison
28 Barstow Rd
Warwick, RI 02888-4605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Angelosanto
22 N 6th St Apt 28B
Brooklyn, NY 11249-3096

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David White
1552 State Highway 102
Bar Harbor, ME 04609-7149

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Harry Harrison
28 Barstow Rd
Warwick, RI 02888-4605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dominick Delorenzo
9 Wiggins St
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779-4113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Bariss
235 Goddard Ave
Brookline, MA 02445-7411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Burke
1165 Broadway Ave
Holbrook, NY 11741-5403

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Mathis
5814 Catoctin Vista Dr
Mount Airy, MD 21771-6024

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Buchanan
14 Evergreene
Wallingford, 06492-2973

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Martin
4520 Yates Rd
Beltsville, MD 20705-2629

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Cline
100 McChesney Ave Apt K-2
Troy, NY 12180-8877

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Dolan
10 Upper Lake Rd
Mahopac, NY 10541-3349

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Rynasiewicz
329 Hopkins Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212-1820

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doug Drenik
4 Oakland Ter
Natick, MA 01760-4338

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Mills
3356 VT Rte. 66
Randolph Ctr., VT 05061-4451

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Montague
266 N Plain Rd
Housatonic, MA 01236-9720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bradford Gleim
20 Germania St
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-2372

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Clark
135 Rice Corner Rd
Brookfield, MA 01506-1806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Delmonico
775 N Mountain Rd
Gardiner, NY 12525-5026

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Burton
29 Brooks Dr
Stony Point, NY 10980-1725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Garry Sisco
42 Kensington Mnr
Middletown, NY 10941-1800

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Zeiger
63 Beacon Hill Rd
Ardsley, NY 10502-1632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Heinzelman
21 Farm Field Ln
Pittsford, NY 14534-2863

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Cox
2212 Summit Circle Dr
Rochester, NY 14618-3966

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Becker
12913 Turkey Branch Pkwy
Rockville, MD 20853-3342

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stewart Pierson
35 Fenway Dr
Framingham, MA 01701-4012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Nicholson
7 Chase Dr
Minetto, NY 13115-7702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carrie Stamos
123 Lincoln Rd
Lincoln, MA 01773-3812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Rohl
107 Brookhill Dr
Hockessin, DE 19707-9518

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Ward
520 E 81st St Apt 14D
New York, NY 10028-7045

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Minore
2529 E 24th St
Brooklyn, NY 11235-2514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dustin Keyes
117 Withers St Apt 2L
Brooklyn, NY 11211-2347

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carrie Kistner
266 Main St Apt 107
Windsor Locks, CT 06096-1906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Hines
8 Carriage Dr
Simsbury, CT 06070-2163

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Bryan
664 Hempstead Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570-1350

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Dingman
670 Massasoit Rd
Eastham, MA 02642-1511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Tobin
32 Whites Ave # 5504
Watertown, MA 02472-4305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Koshofer
150 1/2 Front St Apt 8
Schenectady, NY 12305-1345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ramsay Kieffer
3829 Paradise Alley Rd
Harrington, DE 19952-3051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caroline Mislove
315 Lincoln Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238-5757

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Levine
12 Tanglewood Dr
Glastonbury, CT 06033-2625

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
nicholas sarruda
154 Taylor St
Pembroke, MA 02359-2841

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Tollick
5493 Vantage Point Rd
Columbia, MD 21044-2637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Rovetto
90 Edson Meadow Ln
Stowe, VT 05672-5427

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Siranko
17 Jefferson Ave
Danbury, CT 06810-7913

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tiffany Witmer
156 Thunder Hill Dr
Stamford, CT 06902-1024

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tami Paluca
27 Middle Rd
Southampton, MA 01073-9584

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Trixie Brunson
E7 Gillmore Vlg
Utica, NY 13502-5543

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ramsay Kieffer
3829 Paradise Alley Rd
Harrington, DE 19952-3051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carole Kruse
4 Big Bear Rd
Troy, NY 12182-1004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Barber
92 Pinecrest Dr
Essex Junction, VT 05452-2926

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Baum
15 Middle Rd
Hampton Bays, NY 11946-3753

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Pataki
1874 Pelham Pkwy S Apt 6P
Bronx, NY 10461-3750

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Statius-Muller
190 Davenport Farm Ln S
Stamford, CT 06903-5100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lois Hall
5 Victory Ln
Hopkinton, MA 01748-1019

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hannah Todd
442 Old County Rd
Etna, 04434-3817

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Rivenburg
54 Sagamore Rd
Meriden, CT 06450-2543

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelsey Sampson
16A Webster Ave
Somerville, MA 02143-3310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Alexander
441 Martin Point Rd
Friendship, ME 04547-4325

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sean Smith
711 W End Ave
New York, 10025-6821

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Slining
1 Chisholm Ln
Pittsford, NY 14534-1717

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Drew Panko
14 Dunham Rd
Hartsdale, NY 10530-1213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Rauff
217 Cahoun Rd
Greene, NY 13778-2360

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Ann Fredenthal
438 W 37th St Rm 5B
New York, NY 10018-9559

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Goodlin
543 Magoon Rd
Morrisville, VT 05661-8931

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vincent Ditizio
233 Ilyssa Way
Staten Island, NY 10312-1381

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Rogers
94 Neal St Apt 3
Portland, ME 04102-3428

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Driscoll
53 Liberty St
Dansville, NY 14437-1637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marybeth Diss
302 Clifton Pl Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11216-1107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lily Bushman-Copp
716 Broadway
New York, NY 10003-9517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Fahlman
9224 Sandy Lake Cir
Gaithersburg, MD 20879-1478

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tom Zoubek
44 Fitch Ave
Darien, CT 06820-5336

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cathy Foster
648 Hanover Center Rd
Hanover, NH 03755-4921

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catherine Murphy
44 Oakwood Dr
Albany, NY 12205-1710

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Anderson
123 Maple Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403-3925

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jody Condon
133 Powerhouse Rd
Chittenden, VT 05737-9866

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janine Doria
7052 Lakeside Dr
Niagara Falls, NY 14304-4661

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lana Carlsson-Irwin
73 Plain Rd
Wayland, MA 01778-2311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christina Trivelli
1 S Chicago Ave
Bay Shore, NY 11706-7000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Perina
4535 McIntyre Rd
Trumansburg, NY 14886-9645

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Berkeley
10 Camelot Dr
Boxford, MA 01921-1841

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Schwartz
225 High St
Brookline, MA 02445-7054

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Theresa M Boisseau
60 Tompion Ln
Saratoga Spgs, NY 12866-9248

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Depaolo
28 Erik St
Merrimack, NH 03054-4592

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Martin
90 Fox Holw
Rensselaer, NY 12144-8420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dominique Edmondson
10706 Wyld Dr
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772-4662

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Mcvey
208 Woodhampton Dr
White Plains, NY 10603-1913

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lily Gershon
700 Wood Rd
Freeville, NY 13068-5733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linnea Roy
222 E 3rd St Apt 3D
New York, NY 10009-7573

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eva Ianeva
1 Tupperware Dr Unit 130
North Smithfield, RI 02896-6872

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea Zinn
629 E 24th St
Brooklyn, NY 11210-1131

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Isabelle Solomon
16 Salem Pl
White Plains, NY 10605-3719

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Loper
38 Mark Dr
Tiverton, RI 02878-3100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Corinne Italiano
15 Cherry Ln
Lynbrook, NY 11563-4140

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Brewster
10 Oakwood Rd
Dundalk, MD 21222-2407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Posner
709 Woodside Pkwy
Silver Spring, MD 20910-4250

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marvin J Ward
15 Cottage St Apt 413
Easthampton, MA 01027-6102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeanneq Stein
PO Box 857
Rangeley, ME 04970-0857

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeanette Roper
315 W 70th St
New York, NY 10023-3504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Darby
5 Midwood Pl
Glen Cove, NY 11542-4120

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Samantha Hagan
383 E 17th St # 4
Brooklyn, NY 11226-5773

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Nicholson
215 Hills St
Chittenango, NY 13037-1410

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Lemme
4333 46th St
Sunnyside, NY 11104-2061

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Koch
20 Casablanca Lane
Woodstock, NY 12498-2427

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Natalka Roumeliotis
8515 94th St
Woodhaven, NY 11421-1720

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dora Nuetzi
PO Box 311
Maryknoll, NY 10545-0311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joseph & Sandra Windwalker
4211 Mormon Hollow Rd
Corning, NY 14830-9775

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Simons
3 Field Rd
Lexington, MA 02421-8014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Traci Higgins
105 Mendon St
Upton, MA 01568-1437

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Larry Liquori
79 Locust Dr
Kings Park, NY 11754-2226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kevin Schuster
1414 Lilac Ln
Dover, NH 03820-8402

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Hagar
912 Green Mor Ave
Salisbury, MD 21804-6618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nils Bruzelius
1973 Main Rd
Westport Point, MA 02791-9101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judy Taylor
135 Coles Neck Rd
Wellfleet, MA 02667-7022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Garisto
2 Duryea Ln
Nanuet, NY 10954-3121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Griffiths
430 Warren St
Hudson, NY 12534-2415

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Skopin
11 Skyline Dr
Essex Junction, VT 05452-3836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Harrington
120 Hanian Dr
Weymouth, MA 02189-1718

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Graf
6C Walker Rd
Cummington, MA 01026-9607

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Downes
5807 Liebig Ave
Bronx, NY 10471-2111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Spinner
43 Roosevelt Ave
Waterville, ME 04901-4927

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Jamieson
300 Riggs Ave
Severna Park, MD 21146-4424

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie E.
504 E 63rd St
New York, NY 10065-7919

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Reichen
40 Brighton 1st Rd Apt 11L
Brooklyn, NY 11235-8130

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Sullivan
105 Arden St Apt 5E
New York, NY 10040-1119

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
ZY
3660 Monroe Ave Apt 21
Pittsford, NY 14534-1225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donald Williams
81 College Ave
Somerville, MA 02144-1957

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Davis
PO Box 985
Chestertown, MD 21620-0985

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Gifford
20 Summer St Apt 312
Watertown, MA 02472-3485

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stuart Nezin
3752 85th St
Jackson Heights, NY 11372-7304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Batya Billinkoff
42 May St
Rochester, NY 14620-2808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sara Butler
3511 Hull Ave Apt 5C
Bronx, NY 10467-1667

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marie Garescher
96 Main St
Tarrytown, NY 10591-3622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Kopf
3102 Tyndale Ave
Baltimore, MD 21214-3428

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Selmayr
380 Harpswell Rd
Brunswick, ME 04011-7815

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sharon Lane
105 Main St Apt 7
Monson, MA 01057-1328

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Chatigny
PO Box 1496
Newburyport, MA 01950-8496

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hannah Wood
63 Wall St Apt 2012
New York, NY 10005-3016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeannette Rice
31 Rice Rd
Rensselaerville, NY 12147-2121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caroline Kern
12 Payson St
Lexington, MA 02421-7924

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charmaine Hildebrand
PO Box 295
Portsmouth, NH 03802-0295

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Megan Kania
73 Cottonwood Ln
Centerville, MA 02632-1909

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adinah Barnett
17 Atlantic St
Portland, ME 04101-4412

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Louis Linder
21 Pine Rd
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510-2209

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Hamel
13403 Country Ridge Dr
Germantown, MD 20874-1144

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Renda
261 Ridgewood Dr
Buffalo, NY 14226-4943

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leo Gib
49 Flints Grove Dr
North Potomac, MD 20878-2479

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katya Gib
49 Flints Grove Dr
North Potomac, MD 20878-2479

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Addie Smock
469 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11216-4440

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Luberda
113 W Tiana Rd
Hampton Bays, NY 11946-3722

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christel Bel
130 Pinecrest Dr
Annapolis, MD 21403-3705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Bell
23035 Forest Way
California, MD 20619-6006

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sue Pierce
732 Concord Stage Rd Lot 43
Weare, NH 03281-4743

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lareina Higuera
93 Appletree Ln
Dalton, MA 01226-1351

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Siens
51 Libby Hill Rd
Unity, ME 04988-3414

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melvin & Martha Rosenblatt
19 Decatur St
Gloucester, MA 01930-3219

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rae Urban
13 Hill Street
Franklin, ME 04634-3417

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Draper
26 N Main St Unit 9
Mont Vernon, 03057-1431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Reto Pieth
409 Route 121 E
Grafton, 05146-9626

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Moore
38 Waters Edge Ct
Babylon, NY 11702-4217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Volodia Georgiev
100 Woodale Ave
Peekskill, NY 10566-5523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerald Kline
215 E 68th St Apt 12X
New York, NY 10065-5724

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Mcdougall
400 E 77th St Apt 7G
New York, NY 10075-2324

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beau Bushor
7029 Texas Rd
Croghan, NY 13327-2604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rita Jaskowitz
121 7th Ave Apt 3F
Brooklyn, NY 11215-1311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Sampson
PO Box 1563
East Orleans, MA 02643-1563

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joyce Sarkady
2664 Compass Dr
Annapolis, MD 21401-7148

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Haverkamp
722 Billsboro Rd
Geneva, NY 14456-9713

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Isabel Martins
43 Clinton St
New York, NY 10002-2416

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pedro Mier
8310 35th Ave Apt 4V
Jackson Heights, NY 11372-5318

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marc Payson
6 Greenwood Ext
Raymond, NH 03077-2464

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Bentley
9502 Ridgely Ave
Baltimore, MD 21234-3319

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deanna Cleary
PO Box 3
Cherry Plain, NY 12040-0003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sally Johnson
292 Streeter Pond Dr
Sugar Hill, NH 03586-4106

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Hughes
3 Donnell St Apt 3
Cambridge, 02138-1305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Roberta Fay
8450 State Route 22
Copake Falls, NY 12517-5307

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ellen Westbrook
214 Ricky Nelson Rd
Strafford, NH 03884-6659

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Jasper
110 Hampton Way
Merrick, NY 11566-5025

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Perlman
616 Kennebec Rd
Hampden, ME 04444-3018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Mirand
181 Boxelder Ln
Buffalo, NY 14228-1352

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Miller
298 Bald Hill Rd
Brooktondale, NY 14817-9716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lorrie Roussi
121 West St
Granby, MA 01033-9449

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cathy Revis
66 Brandy Ln
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590-6445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
K Julianne Jackson
1 Westbourne Apt 4B
Bronxville, NY 10708-2620

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helene Stoller
62 Pierrepont St
Brooklyn, NY 11201-2452

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brenda Woodward
3442 28th St Apt 3F
Astoria, NY 11106-3517

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pam Mcfarland
90 Quarter Landing Rd
Annapolis, MD 21403-2335

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wendy Forster
South Farm Granary Lamesley R
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hal Smith
205B Garrett Rd
Windsor, NY 13865-1622

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Khristine Hopkins
18 Alden St
Provincetown, MA 02657-1404

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Fanale
11 Brattle St Apt 17
Arlington, MA 02476-4321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Lowe
150 Green St
Vergennes, VT 05491-8655

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diana Balmonte
1 Rattlesnake Gutter Rd
Leverett, MA 01054-9726

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurence Berg
325 E 79th St
New York, NY 10075-0954

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jarryd Audette
890 VT Route 15
Underhill, VT 05489-9333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Conny Hatch
20 Bradbury St
Belfast, ME 04915-6155

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Mueller
234 Laurelton Rd
Rochester, NY 14609-4320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tania Wolf
14121 85th Rd Apt 2F
Jamaica, NY 11435-5906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Wolf
360 Smith St Apt 3C
Brooklyn, NY 11231-5095

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jyrica Gough
230B Hilltop Ln Apt 207
Annapolis, MD 21403-1214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Winifred Sequeira
18 Stuyvesant Oval Apt 2G
New York, NY 10009-2256

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Reis
711 Copley Ln
Silver Spring, MD 20904-1312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Frances Riggs
201 Temple Rd
New Ipswich, NH 03071-3432

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Dance
136 Roosevelt Dr
Utica, NY 13502-5725

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Bawel
7888 Strutt St
Wayland, NY 14572-9312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Galst
360 W 22nd St Apt 14B
New York, NY 10011-2634

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrew Fell
301 E 1st St
Corning, NY 14830-2901

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Moore
7 Sagamore Rd
Bolton Landing, NY 12814-7734

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cris Van Dyke
344 Barretts Mill Rd
Concord, MA 01742-1532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carmela Beverly
430 Allied Pl Apt 1423
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-3185

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Debakey
15 Robinson St
Somerville, MA 02145-3610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maryann Kauffman
1001 Carroll Pkwy Apt 103
Frederick, MD 21701-4047

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Hofman
483 Devon Rd
Lee, MA 01238-9343

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Traub
197 Lake Shore Dr
Cheshire, MA 01225-9546

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Larry Weingart
900 W 190th St Apt 5J
New York, NY 10040-3656

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Murugan Pandian
5541 Cairns Trl
Clay, NY 13041-9706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karin Magid
PO Box 809
West Tisbury, MA 02575-0809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
JoEllen Holland
9122 Clubhouse Dr
Delmar, MD 21875-2373

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Estes
10325 68th Ave
Forest Hills, NY 11375-3267

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marlene Hodgdon
1092 Osgood Hill Rd
Westford, VT 05494-9748

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Herbert Stein
144 Barnes Rd
Washingtonville, NY 10992-1932

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Brewer
93 Wayside Rd
Portland, ME 04102-1818

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Guernieri
418 N Main St
Boonsboro, MD 21713-1014

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Emery
34 Mountain Ave
Larchmont, NY 10538-1937

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverley Shields
17228 Grand Central Pkwy
Jamaica, NY 11432-1305

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Conrad
64 Cumberland Rd
N Yarmouth, ME 04097-6544

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rose Weber
36 Tail of the Fox Dr
Berlin, MD 21811-1911

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Clifford
26 North St Apt 133
Douglas, MA 01516-2062

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lana Mcmakin
3 Colonial Dr
Fairport, NY 14450-4102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elise Marks
87 Fairmont Pl
Burlington, VT 05408-1928

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Schwartz
66 Purling Beck Rd
Washington, NH 03280-3205

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amar Duggirala
9208 Jones Mill Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-5612

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norma Enstrom
4838 Bonnie View Ct
Ellicott City, MD 21043-6702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hans Laufer
57 Davis Rd
Storrs, CT 06268-2525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Herbert Rosenblum
66 W 94th St Apt 17E
New York, NY 10025-7153

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Birgit Hofbaur
1445 Spring Valley Rd
Delhi, NY 13753-8704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Gerard
577 Empire Blvd Apt 8C
Brooklyn, NY 11225-3185

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Priscilla Liebowitz
1409 Washington St
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567-6309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joshua Gray
33 Goodale St
West Boylston, MA 01583-1407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hans Laufer
57 Davis Rd
Storrs, CT 06268-2525

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debra Teplin
504 W 136th St Apt 4D
New York, NY 10031-7978

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Grace Kelly
PO Box 275
New Baltimore, NY 12124-0275

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nikki Alger
8481 Albany Post Rd
Tivoli, NY 12583-5612

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Citron
PO Box 1785
Manchester Center, VT 05255-1785

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Gitto
3830 210th St
Bayside, NY 11361-1950

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ida Schmulowitz
193 Ives St
Providence, RI 02906-3814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chaz Plant
100 Willoughby St Apt 11D
Brooklyn, NY 11201-4939

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Hotaling
526 Mercer St
Albany, NY 12208-3204

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Schaal
9767 Pearson Rd
Middleport, NY 14105-9706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Terry Palin
PO Box 20671
Staten Island, NY 10302-0671

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Forecast
11 Charlotte Rd
Newton, MA 02459-1707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Irena Zaretskaya
11609 Everglade Ct
North Potomac, MD 20878-2590

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Migdalia Ayala
PO Box 230735
Hartford, CT 06123-0735

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alice Arnold
28 Clinton St
New York, NY 10002-1770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michele Soddano
PO Box 111
Barryville, NY 12719-0111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Audrey Huzenis
20 W 72nd St
New York, NY 10023-4100

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lorna Kepes
11 Arnold Rd
Pelham, MA 01002-9757

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Lombard
27 Victor St Apt 24
Haverhill, MA 01832-5808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Lambe
720 Bayfield St
Takoma Park, MD 20912-7302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lawren Hancher
15 Jolly Ln
Westerly, RI 02891-3021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Bush
29 Fellsway E
Malden, MA 02148-8313

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Mendez
237 Allston St
Cambridge, MA 02139-3917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Salsman
8354 Montgomery Run Rd Apt B
Ellicott City, MD 21043-7457

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Renee Langlois
93 College St
Worcester, MA 01610-3004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alison Soldano
10 Knoll St
Riverside, CT 06878-2111

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Russo
278 Weatherly Trl
Guilford, CT 06437-1201

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hank Broege
37 Payson Ave
New York, NY 10034-2701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicole Esther
13 Tiedemann Ct
Monroe, NY 10950-4474

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Ordway
40 Macintosh Ln
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064-1481

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Zuniga
12200 Brookhaven Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20902-1504

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Georgia Stauffer
82 Alpine Dr
Colchester, CT 06415-2162

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sue De Gregorio-Rosen
10 Berwick Cir
Highland Mills, NY 10930-8309

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Grace Jurgens
409 Peoples Ln
Saugerties, NY 12477-4121

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachel Stipano
92 3rd St
Glens Falls, NY 12801-4127

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elsa Rivers
9 Heather Ln
Elmsford, NY 10523-1703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dan Fraizer
230 Washington Blvd
Springfield, MA 01108-2522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nicole Myers
25 Kulenkampf Pl
Valley Stream, NY 11581-1422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jesse Thornton
312 Richard Ct
Pomona, NY 10970-2310

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ronna Kabler
26 Donna Rd
Framingham, MA 01701-7910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Bosco
310 Waverley Ave
Newton, MA 02458-2714

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Huebner
451 Boxwood Ln
Middletown, DE 19709-9659

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thelma Garvin
3200 Netherland Ave Apt 3L
Bronx, NY 10463-3411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Georgia Conroy
1772 Lang Dr
Crofton, 21114-2145

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Kahigian
8 Country Hill Ln
Haverhill, MA 01832-1269

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hazel Arnett
10 Rogers St
Cambridge, MA 02142-1246

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Debbie Koundry
61 Oakley Ln
Waltham, MA 02452-5613

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Sadler
1527 New Jersey Ave Apt 1
New Castle, DE 19720-2645

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Avram Arian
21 Pinebrook Dr
White Plains, NY 10605-4712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
E. Thomee
28 Geiser Rd
Wynantskill, NY 12198-2503

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Bane
909 1st St
Rockville, MD 20850-1444

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ryan Houlette
11 Newman St
Cambridge, MA 02140-1012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
E. Thomee
28 Geiser Rd
Wynantskill, NY 12198-2503

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosa Marjia
616 Huntington Rd
Bridgeport, CT 06610-1711

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Oeinck
405 County Route 18
Central Square, NY 13036-2212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Kivic
PO Box 171
Fort Covington, NY 12937-0171

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanna Holden
53 Chestnut Ave
Pelham, NY 10803-1033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catherine Nettesheim
66 Windmill Dr
Huntington, NY 11743-3023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Pray
17 Overlook Dr
South Burlington, VT 05403-7884

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Cottle
PO Box 147
Chilmark, MA 02535-0147

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Downing Cless
48 Spy Pond Ln
Arlington, MA 02474-8263

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward James
226 Causeway St
Medfield, MA 02052-2910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Steepy
4 Live Oak Ct
Penfield, NY 14526-2614

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gerise Brandt
108 Burlington Blvd
Smithtown, NY 11787-3431

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Todd Gukelberger
230 Toll House Ln
Fairfield, CT 06825-1052

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Thurlow
60 Dillon Rd
Montpelier, VT 05602-9472

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jodi Lawaich
58 Dugway Rd
Waitsfield, VT 05673-6116

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Sherwood
96 Barnes St
Long Beach, NY 11561-2615

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wendy Scherer
1419 Salt Springs Rd
Syracuse, NY 13214-1302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Josh Becker
54 Woodfield Dr
Claymont, DE 19703-3534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Regina Prince
150 William St # 17
New York, NY 10038-2603

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bill Schmidt
11 Dean Rd
Ashland, MA 01721-1757

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shannon Soltysiak
576 Leonard St Fl 4
Brooklyn, NY 11222-3252

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joshua Rubin
280 Park Ave S Apt 2M
New York, NY 10010-6127

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
June Sciola
11 Windsor Rd
Beverly, MA 01915-2635

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristen Vigneau
601 Corning Rd
Manchester, NH 03109-5028

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Safran
29 Goodnow Ln
Framingham, MA 01702-5575

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Florence Morris
955 Culver Rd
Rochester, NY 14609-7155

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Thornton
17 Hickory Dr
Hebron, CT 06248-1017

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amanda Parker
100 Cedar St Apt B17
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522-1022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alice Casey
154 Pleasant St
Willimantic, CT 06226-3308

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christina Kirk
25 E 9th St
New York, NY 10003-5934

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Kahigian
PO Box 6259
Haverhill, MA 01831-6259

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Dutton
51 Bateman Ave
Newport, RI 02840-4373

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Caitlin Maloney
83 Egbertson Rd
Campbell Hall, NY 10916-2415

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Christie
38 E Manning St
Providence, RI 02906-4048

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Gryk
85 Marjorie Ln
Manchester, CT 06042-2078

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Gabel -Brett
11 Cobbs Rd
West Hartford, CT 06107-1402

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Keats
27 Jeffrey Rd
Springfield, MA 01119-2735

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Hoffmann
501 Lamarck Dr
Buffalo, NY 14225-1177

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Hannahlore Trickett
50 Father Rasle Rd
Norridgewock, ME 04957-3711

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Krista Fischler
20 Big Hollow Rd
Lake George, NY 12845-6301

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vicki Mckinney
501 Stony Fort Rd
Saunderstown, RI 02874-1102

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glen Worrell
9210 Summit Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20910-4132

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paul Adler
361 Harvard St Apt 13
Cambridge, MA 02138-4224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Hale
80 India St
Brooklyn, NY 11222-1605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martin Lupowitz
13 Suominen Ln
Ulster Park, NY 12487-5343

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Guzewski
140 Forest Glen Rd
Pine Bush, NY 12566-7406

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Davidson
310 W 106th St
New York, NY 10025-3429

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Donna Holland
268 Light St
Stratford, CT 06614-5219

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvie Blondeau
540 9th St
Brooklyn, NY 11215-4206

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle Fahey
21 Harvard St
Halifax, MA 02338-1008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Pierson
47 Westwood Rd
Branford, CT 06405-4836

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Gary
80 Van Cortlandt Park S Apt F3
Bronx, NY 10463-3039

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Eckman
35 Circular Ave
Bridgeport, CT 06605-3051

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Wayne Mcjetters
25 Stonewall Ln
Wilmington, DE 19809-2814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Catherine O'donohue
936 5th Ave
New York, NY 10021-2653

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lauren Degenaro
27 Champa St Unit 2
Newton, MA 02464-1224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Loraine Ferrara
76 Newton Ave
Braintree, MA 02184-3610

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Candela Prol
305 W 13th St
New York, NY 10014-1211

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Woodwell-Freedman
66 Watkins Dr
Sandy Hook, CT 06482-1367

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Neil Glaser
115 Fort Greene Pl Apt 1C
Brooklyn, NY 11217-1487

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Dunlevy
202 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10025-7251

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kellie Smith
13 Brandy Ln
Deering, NH 03244-6500

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Greer
3030 Johnson Ave Apt 4K
Bronx, NY 10463-3579

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jason Caramico
40 Baylawn Ave
Copiague, NY 11726-5000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth Spaeth
10 E 63rd St
New York, NY 10065-7210

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Faith Freewoman
1772 Crittenden Rd Apt 5
Rochester, NY 14623-1428

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Maier
113 Taconic Lake Way
Petersburgh, NY 12138-5722

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
L Hale Randers-Pehrson
113 Hawkes Ave
Ossining, NY 10562-2005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Matthew Reynolds
230 L St
Boston, MA 02127-4215

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Theresa Pratt
30 Mountain Rd
North Easton, MA 02356-2401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Francine Ungaro
639 Andrews St
Southington, CT 06489-2905

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gary Bent
PO Box 486
Mansfield Center, CT 06250-0486

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gray Anderson
182 Hillside Ave
White Plains, NY 10603-2804

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lisa Scharoun
61 Trout Farm Ln
Duxbury, MA 02332-4609

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike McGowan
6715 Parsons Blvd
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365-2962

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adrian Cutner
124 Ludlow St Apt 4A
New York, NY 10002-3267

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Herrmann-Fishelson
29 Ridge Rd
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724-1819

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carole Forman
189 Atlantic Ave Apt 3D
Brooklyn, NY 11201-5635

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Vagnini
40 Valley View Dr
Windsor, CT 06095-3421

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Freya Goldstein
250 W 104th St Apt 24
New York, NY 10025-4226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Royall
854 Massachusetts Ave Apt 15
Cambridge, MA 02139-3065

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
T Hamboyan Harrison
125 Gravel Run Rd
Grasonville, MD 21638-1213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcus Rivera
905 Benham St
Hamden, CT 06514-1924

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Oliphant-Frederick
83 Morgan St Apt 6K
Stamford, CT 06905-5479

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Melissa Pavone
158 E 2nd St
New Castle, DE 19720-4806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jill Saperstein
115 Tweed Blvd
Nyack, NY 10960-4913

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Elman
5005 43rd Ave Apt 4D
Woodside, NY 11377-4407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jamie Ferguson
9553 East Rd
Lowville, NY 13367-1717

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Loomba
24 Pleasant Ridge Rd
Valhalla, NY 10595-1639

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Frey
1133 Massachusetts Ave
Lexington, MA 02420-3818

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jaquelin Lubin
50 Commonwealth Ave Apt 204
Boston, MA 02116-3023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adam Crandall
4017 East Rd
Cazenovia, NY 13035-9208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Gianopoulos
26 Benjamin Rd
Belmont, MA 02478-2333

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shamus Nicholson
716 County Route 41
Mexico, NY 13114-4311

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Lemke
PO Box 125
Grahamsville, NY 12740-0125

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Kearney
16 Main St Apt 2F
East Rockaway, NY 11518-2039

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Al Mancini
15 Kenneth Ln
Tewksbury, MA 01876-2910

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Stone
200 Ellen Dr
Buffalo, NY 14225-1347

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denis Hawkins
25 Townholm Cres
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sven Furberg
241 Eldridge St
New York, 10002-1362

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pippa Pearthree
625 Caton Ave Apt 1B
Brooklyn, NY 11218-2600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Mcpherson
23 Oak Knoll Rd
Natick, 01760-1103

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rachael Zur
241 Taaffe Pl Apt 302
Brooklyn, NY 11205-4370

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Mcgauran
16 Edgewood Farm Rd
Wakefield, RI 02879-3903

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric Bare
1010 Powderhouse Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-6317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sian Abbott
41 Varick Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11237-1521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kim Mullins
105 Burningbush Dr
Newark, DE 19711-6801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helen Lebrecht
201 Mead St
Waccabuc, NY 10597-1010

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Dedeus
109 Cheyenne Ct
Newark, DE 19702-1919

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Madore
16 Gothic St
South Paris, ME 04281-1313

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Edelman
1 Sheridan Sq
New York, NY 10014-6825

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Denise Deorio
8 Drake Rd
Chesapeake City, MD 21915-1709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Teitelbaum
328 Hatfield St Apt A
Northampton, MA 01060-1546

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Marr
26 Dayton St
Worcester, MA 01609-2147

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sian Abbott
41 Varick Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11237-1521

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keith Ford
14 Heidi Dr
Vernon, CT 06066-2808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cavin Leeman
215 W 92nd St Apt 13A
New York, NY 10025-7479

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacob Steinmann
72 Bolton Woods Way
Bolton, MA 01740-1136

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Quinn
21 Sun Hill Rd
Katonah, NY 10536-3301

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Faith Tobon
28 Eaton St
Brockton, MA 02301-2634

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joyce Mosher
61 Wellington Rd
Delmar, NY 12054-3321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
June Kellogg
PO Box 105
Brooklin, ME 04616-0105

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chizuko Mitsumoto
165 Hunter Ave
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591-1314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurel Facey
47 Davis Rd
Millers Falls, MA 01349-1313

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elisabeth Frischauf
58 Brewster Dr
Carmel, NY 10512-6407

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer R
16364 Willets Point Blvd
Whitestone, NY 11357-3344

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Mugica
2 Miranda Dr
West Kingston, RI 02892-1020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elaine Shuster
61 Stewart Ave Unit 311
Newburgh, NY 12550-6646

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lucille Thibodeau
420 S Main St
Nashua, NH 03060-5042

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Smith
2001 Clinton Ave S Apt B302
Rochester, NY 14618-5709

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mike Fountain
329 Mulberry St
Lewes, DE 19958-1321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward Rengers
391 John Joy Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498-2247

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Petersen
975 Memorial Dr Apt 204
Cambridge, MA 02138-5755

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Petersen
975 Memorial Dr Apt 204
Cambridge, MA 02138-5755

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kyrie Dwyer
1896 State Route 43
Averill Park, NY 12018-3923

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Claudia Correia
PORT 307
Baltimore, MD 21250-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kate Darrigo
18208 Town Green Dr
Elmsford, NY 10523-1597

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lynne Marr
26 Dayton St
Worcester, MA 01609-2147

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ed Vieira
63 Russek Dr
Staten Island, NY 10312-1627

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maxine Collins
207 Walker Hill Rd
Wilton, ME 04294-4623

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Mcginnis
7 Rockview Rd
Hull, MA 02045-3126

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phil Vanasse
366 Ide Mountain Rd
Lyndonville, VT 05851-4513

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Smereck
147 Chestnut St
Camden, ME 04843-2228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
S. M. Schumann
PO Box 149
Hudson, NY 12534-0149

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Brown
1204 Shelby Dale Ln
Crownsville, MD 21032-2212

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Schwarz
5841 Dewey St
Cheverly, MD 20785-2937

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Valerie Ormond
63 Tanglewood Rd
Brewster, MA 02631-2552

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pamela Oerth
2 Chaplin Hill Rd
Georgetown, MA 01833-2317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
James Leach
238 Townhouse Rd
East Waterboro, ME 04030-5712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sally Yost
6303 Blenheim Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212-2502

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniel Brooks
15 Bartlett St
Watertown, MA 02472-1878

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
bruce cohen
7 Ware St
Worcester, MA 01602-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Gray
5 Joseph Rd
Framingham, MA 01701-7630

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Wade
267 Morris Ave
Malverne, NY 11565-1214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Bobick
63 Mill Rd
Durham, NH 03824-3012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jean Roy
25 North St
Bellingham, MA 02019-1712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristin Schaem
PO Box 8029
New York, NY 10150-8029

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Scherr
39 Hunter Rd
Freeport, ME 04032-6740

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Howard Barker
PO Box 113
Smithville Flats, NY 13841-0113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lydia Kawaler
6445 Salt Rd
Clarence, NY 14031-1018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nanette Bennett
PO Box 323
South China, ME 04358-0323

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Andrea DePaola
386 Commercial St
Boston, MA 02109-1008

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah & Lenny Paritsky
199 Broadway # 2
Arlington, MA 02474-5419

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Daniela Cockwill
297 Advent Hill Rd
Hartland, VT 05048-9584

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gayle Countryman-Mills
11906 Oden Ct
Rockville, MD 20852-4341

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elena Delesantro
PO Box 125
Charlestown, NH 03603-0125

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
E Awsiukiewicz
261 Woodfield Xing
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-2909

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Benitez
20 Waterside Plz
New York, NY 10010-2612

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Moore
311 Cedar Ave
Gaithersburg, MD 20877-1904

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Caiazzo
6941 182nd St
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365-3533

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Morrison
315 Greene St
New Haven, CT 06511-6941

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Priscilla Smith
1070 Beacon St Apt 5D
Brookline, MA 02446-3952

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Geiger
7245 N Bergen Rd
Bergen, NY 14416-9338

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margot Moomaw
870 Henderson Rd
Williamstown, MA 01267-2218

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Colvin
9 Michael Ct
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971-8605

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sandy Lee
25 Pleasant St
Rockport, MA 01966-2151

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Linell
97 Hanover St Apt 204
Lebanon, NH 03766-1073

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helen Anderson
180 Delaware Ct
Portland, ME 04103-6109

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allie Silverwoman
1501 Lexington Ave Apt 5T
New York, NY 10029-7345

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beverly Drucker
63 Law Rd
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510-2145

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Laberta
509 Lewis Rd
Harrison, ME 04040-4320

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Tolley
9 Cooper St
Taunton, MA 02780-4906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maureen Wulf
93 Foote St
Hamden, CT 06517-2600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cathy Toolan
66 Pheasant Run
Millwood, NY 10546-1122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jakota Herring
8481 Northumberland Dr
Delmar, MD 21875-2200

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Clay Kirk
320 E 72nd St
New York, NY 10021-4769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Scott Bassett
5240 39th Dr Apt 4N
Woodside, NY 11377-4037

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Chaloux-Domey
21 Russell St
Saint Albans, VT 05478-2224

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Clay Kirk
320 E 72nd St
New York, NY 10021-4769

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Andrea
32 Arthur St
Blauvelt, NY 10913-1803

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helena Lin
1133 Windward Rd
Milford, CT 06461-1744

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shirley Coelho
14004 Greencroft Ln
Hunt Valley, MD 21030-1108

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deirdre Weliky
1 Bay Club Dr Apt 10C
Bayside, NY 11360-2907

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Wiedersum
4 Prince Valiant Ct
Nesconset, NY 11767-2021

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Field
16 Windingwood Ln
Acton, MA 01720-4776

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jeff Phillips
232 Spinnaker Ln
Shelburne, VT 05482-7783

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Schechter
47 Dunster Rd
Boston, MA 02130-2703

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barry Zuckerman
1 Old Anvil Ln
Middletown, NY 10940-2601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karla Kavanaugh
279 New Concord Rd
East Chatham, NY 12060-3912

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Armin Opitz
121 Silver Leaf Way Apt 34
Marlborough, MA 01752-5912

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eileen Kocum
374 Eastbury Hill Rd
Glastonbury, CT 06033-3914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Annette Eaderesto
35 Beachfern Rd
Center Moriches, NY 11934-3302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Levy
19 Lawridge Dr
Rye Brook, NY 10573-1020

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jay Moody
144 7 Bridge Rd
Lancaster, MA 01523-2540

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Zade-Routier
372 Bleecker St
New York, NY 10014-3374

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine V
3327 Clarks Ln Apt D
Baltimore, MD 21215-2535

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tracy Marotta
263 Bay 19th St Unit A
Brooklyn, NY 11214-6003

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stephen Schwab
5573 Sunview Dr
Elbridge, NY 13060-9740

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Thomas Ikalainen
10 Shamrock St
Peabody, MA 01960-1964

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deb Denbow
69 Florida Ave
Portland, ME 04103-3811

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Helene Gwenn
2550 30th Rd Apt 5A
Astoria, NY 11102-2667

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rick Mcalister
19 Ravenwood Ave
Rochester, NY 14619-1316

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Kujala
207 Fairwood Rd Apt J
Bel Air, MD 21014-4667

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Beth Wynkoop
622A President St Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11215-1141

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Javier Rivera
55 S 3rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11249-5128

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Chris Washington
345 W 58th St Apt 11U
New York, NY 10019-1140

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Welsh
319 Cox Rd
Newark, DE 19711-3023

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Kirkland
2547 McIntosh St
East Elmhurst, NY 11369-1637

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vicky Harrington
274 Towne Rd
Pulaski, NY 13142-2459

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steven Andrychowski
105 Clinic Dr
New Britain, CT 06051-4073

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Rubio
4753 198th St
Flushing, NY 11359-3938

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah M. Gates
40 Winchester St
Brookline, MA 02446-2868

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gillian Sobocinski
44 Teed St
Huntington Station, NY 11746-4332

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Oliva
2900 Shipmaster Way Apt 305
Annapolis, MD 21401-7808

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Klein
42 Young St
New Haven, CT 06511-2953

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Randee Falk
25 Plaza St W Apt 5M
Brooklyn, NY 11217-3944

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathryne Taylor
125 Pinnacle Rd
Lyndeborough, NH 03082-5824

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katie Devlin
210 E 36th St
New York, NY 10016-3669

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Margaret Pence
98 Keating Dr
Rochester, NY 14622-1522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Pearce
44778 Joy Chapel Rd
Hollywood, MD 20636-4846

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karolina Baclawski
2 Drummond Dr Apt B
Rocky Hill, CT 06067-3327

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patrick Matriscino
1090 Cork Rd
Victor, NY 14564-9145

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kerri Gannon
1 Lincoln Street
Plymouth, MA 02360-3325

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jack Pliskin
36 Prospect Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Hauprich
PO Box 321
Islesboro, ME 04848-0321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Gonzalez
13454 Maple Ave Apt 4D
Flushing, NY 11355-4522

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kim Murphy
130 Cove Rd
Oyster Bay, NY 11771-2423

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Witte
606 New Hempstead Rd
Spring Valley, NY 10977-1835

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Diane Ross
24770 Plank Rd
Calcium, NY 13616-2198

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Langevin
1110 Hillside Dr
Vestal, NY 13850-1208

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Jo Butler
319 Thorncliff Rd
Buffalo, NY 14223-1207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nitin Agarwal
348 Market St E Apt 380
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-6445

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Catherine
203 Brooks Ave
Rochester, NY 14619-2436

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Norman Dickinson
24 Tramway Ln
Westbrook, ME 04092-4381

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sheryl Collins
55 Hawthorne Ave
Albany, NY 12203-2125

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Victoria Ravab
1299 Corporate Dr
Westbury, NY 11590-6621

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Rosenberg
32 W 83rd St Apt 6
New York, NY 10024-5228

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Brodwyn
224 North St
Northampton, MA 01060-2347

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christine Picciotto
8 Beechwood Dr
Shirley, NY 11967-3906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alissa Ferlito
1646 Best Rd
Rensselaer, NY 12144-5702

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosalind Ivens
478 12th St Apt 3R
Brooklyn, NY 11215-7004

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gail Santos
5 Liberty St
South Berwick, ME 03908-1601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michelle Smith
2477 Pine Grove Ct
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598-3530

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Stuart Mackay-Smith
188 Ocean Dr E
Stamford, CT 06902-8134

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sarah Pickman
36 Monroe Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11201-2668

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sylvain Beloin
5 Powder Mill Ln
North Granby, CT 06060-1216

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Seuss
129 Regina Dr
Leominster, MA 01453-6238

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Harris
299 Broadway # 3
Cambridge, MA 02139-1818

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leah Helmer
371 Birchwood Rd
Medford, NY 11763-1233

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robin Powell
76 Saint Marks Pl
New York, NY 10003-8122

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phil Brown
138 Chapman St
Canton, MA 02021-2066

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Danielle Krcmar
29 Adrian St
Somerville, MA 02143-3906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Hoffer
54 Livingston St Apt 10
Brooklyn, NY 11201-4814

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ron Sonnenberg
9242 Seaman Rd
Middleport, NY 14105-9726

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Chappell
81 Clove Valley Rd
High Falls, NY 12440-5413

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Sheldon
54 New Wickham Dr
Penfield, NY 14526-2730

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eacata Gregory
11012 Amherst Ave
Wheaton, MD 20902-7604

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nathaniel Lapides
19 Peck Ave
Barrington, RI 02806-2009

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ilona Larson
503 Silverbark Ct
Millersville, MD 21108-1780

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ruth Oduor
53 Pillings Pond Rd
Lynnfield, MA 01940-1317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
C A Polnitsky MD
703 Flanders Rd
Woodbury, CT 06798-1715

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vicki Fox
67 Wodenethe Dr
Beacon, NY 12508-3912

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Schwartz
236 Argyle Rd
Orange, CT 06477-2914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Brian Jennings
321 Cedar Ln
Williston, VT 05495-2027

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lani Bauer
11 Justin Cir
Henrietta, NY 14467-9016

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Arthur Bjork
9 Marsh Ave
Salem, NH 03079-3225

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Steve Morley
8 Ledgeville Ave
Foxboro, MA 02035-2506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dennis Fleming
28 Lake Nanuet Dr
Nanuet, NY 10954-3511

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shyama Orum
305 W 28th St Apt 16E
New York, NY 10001-7933

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Livant
1 Jefferson Ferry Dr Apt 7274
South Setauket, NY 11720-4733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Judith Crilley
224 County Route 359
Rensselaerville, NY 12147-2214

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evelia Sosa
5044 Beatrice Way
Columbia, MD 21044-1302

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Peter Korolkoff
11223 Welland St
North Potomac, MD 20878-4850

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Shandra Bell
5016 37th Pl
Hyattsville, MD 20782-3914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Mahaney
70 La Salle St Apt 9F
New York, NY 10027-4706

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Iannuzzi
8 Hollywood Dr
Smithtown, NY 11787-3113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcus Veyera
1112 Red Fall Ln
Gambrills, MD 21054-1549

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Virginia Traver
45 Ver Planck St
Albany, NY 12206-1409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Martha Nikas
3 Congress St
Ipswich, MA 01938-2101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Hellman
21B Croswell Manor Dr
Shokan, NY 12481-5705

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelly Armour
4167 US Highway 209
Stone Ridge, NY 12484-5618

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
George Riggs
269 Watch Hill Rd
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567-6433

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barbara Ricketts
22 Woodridge Cir
West Hartford, CT 06107-3534

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Meryl Pinque
615 Odlin Rd
Bangor, ME 04401-6732

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Hill
PO Box 485
South Sutton, NH 03273-0485

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Catlin
PO Box 773
Armonk, NY 10504-0773

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elise Gendrich
58 Westwood Ln
Middletown, CT 06457-1961

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Schwartz
236 Argyle Rd
Orange, CT 06477-2914

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jerry Ballengee
8495 Billingsley Rd
White Plains, MD 20695-2548

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan Lawrence
110 Jerome Dr
Cambridge, NY 12816-1142

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer D'Angelo
24 Packard Rd
Stoughton, MA 02072-1817

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Booth-Binczik
391 Green Corners Rd
Amsterdam, NY 12010-8501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathy Burch
311 Maplecrest Ave
Lakewood, NY 14750-1917

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Robert
PO Box 586
Charlton, MA 01507-0586

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jane Marie Henrick, RN
615 Mammoth Rd
Dracut, MA 01826-6113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ina Bari
418 S Ocean Ave
Freeport, NY 11520-5512

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Richard Stanley
5 Sherwood Ln
West Simsbury, CT 06092-2632

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Noonan
1435 York Ave Apt 3H
New York, NY 10075-2527

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Greenblatt
108 Ardsley Dr
Syracuse, NY 13214-2110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Moira Brouillard
12 Jennifer Dr
Concord, NH 03301-5902

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laurie Toner
554 Washington St # 2
Brighton, MA 02135-2565

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Trinidad Sensenig
11609 Milbern Dr
Potomac, MD 20854-3523

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Admdiane Crawford
20 Whitney Ferguson Rd Unit 4
Vernon, ct 06066-5054

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Quinn
1406 Walker Lake Ontario Rd
Hilton, NY 14468-9154

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Kundrot
101 Fairview Ave
Belmont, MA 02478-3770

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maggie Mandzuk
622 E 20th St
New York, NY 10009-1410

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Gabriella Frey
39 Prospect St Apt 3C
Milford, CT 06460-4874

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dana Carpentier
147 Ruthven St
Boston, MA 02121-1714

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Melszer
581 Baldwin Rd
Summit, NY 12175-2005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mark Hochman
27 Pheasant Ridge Rd
Ossining, NY 10562-2544

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Louise Bendel
15 Parmenter Rd
Framingham, MA 01701-3018

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carol Richards
45 Lane A
Coventry, RI 02816-6226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Barry Huber
37 South St
Plymouth, CT 06782-2317

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
M.G. Agulnick
36 McCarthy Rd
Newton Centre, MA 02459-3505

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joanne Zipay
37 Creamery Dr
New Windsor, NY 12553-8011

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Warren Reich
371 Edgecombe Ave Apt 1B
New York, NY 10031-1314

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Handelman
350 W 50th St Apt 15C
New York, NY 10019-6673

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Patricia Tweedy
26 Huron Rd
Floral Park, NY 11001-4007

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karlene Gunter
472 French Rd
Rochester, NY 14618-4861

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Garry Gleckel
185 Main St
Ashby, MA 01431-2301

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Keith & Mary Hadley
77 Webwood Cir
Rochester, NY 14626-4000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Horowitz
55 Bonnie Meadow Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583-6501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
david Horowitz
55 Bonnie Meadow Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583-6501

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maryke Petruzzi
208 Radcliff Dr
Nyack, NY 10960-1012

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Charles Arnold
PO Box 1672
Manchester, NH 03105-1672

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Alan Reynolds
5 Beecher St
Pawtucket, RI 02860-1806

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marcia Wilkins
56 Flax Hill Rd
Brookfield, CT 06804-1717

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Neil Bleifeld
405 W 48th St Apt 5FE
New York, NY 10036-1295

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marc Westler
16108 Jewel Ave Apt 5F
Flushing, NY 11365-4378

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Phillips
16 Atlantic Ave
Bar Harbor, ME 04609-1704

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Wass
6518 Aiken Rd
Lockport, NY 14094-9647

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Bernard
100 Revolutionary Rd
Scarborough, NY 10510-2015

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Christopher Ecker
112 Calvert Rd
Rockville, MD 20850-3812

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janice Bernard
100 Revolutionary Rd # 8897
Scarborough, NY 10510-2015

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katie Cochran
708 Alden St
Springfield, MA 01109-2665

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lore Rosenthal
2 Gardenway Unit R
Greenbelt, MD 20770-3701

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Poteet
120 Park St
Canandaigua, NY 14424-1304

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joan Angelosanto
240 W Emerson St
Melrose, MA 02176-2650

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Stewart
35 Lansing Dr
Delmar, NY 12054-2716

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Faith-Smith
290A Washington St
Cambridge, MA 02139-3506

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Leonard
600 Main St
Hingham, MA 02043-3129

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pat Arora
325 E 8th St Apt 6A
New York, NY 10009-5283

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Holly Cohen
408 Sheffield Ct
Brewster, NY 10509-6515

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Antara Basu-Zych
5325 Westbard Ave Apt 908
Bethesda, MD 20816-4420

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline McHenry
37 Auburn Ln
East Norwich, NY 11732-1101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Knox
905 Williams St
Pittsfield, MA 01201-7409

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Plakas
208 Collinton Rd
Jefferson, NY 12093-4411

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Winnie Payson
PO Box 104
Buchanan, 10511-0104

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katherine Rogers
120 Sunset Beach Rd
Sag Harbor, NY 11963-1015

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sholey Argani
217 Spring Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912-4805

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
William Ferneza
65 Buffalo St
Silver Creek, NY 14136-1117

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Linda Bickford
145 Bunnell St
Colebrook, CT 06021-3707

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tawnya Smith
7 Farrington St
Foxboro, MA 02035-5207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Craig Kirkwood
22 E 6th St
New Castle, DE 19720-5088

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Timothy Frink
211 Morey Park Rd
Nassau, NY 12123-3110

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Niswonger
8 Strout Ln
Durham, NH 03824-3213

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Niswonger
112 College Dr
Wells, ME 04090-5341

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eleonora Argyrou
26 Golden Ave
Medford, MA 02155-6104

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Thieke
17542 Wheat Fall Dr
Derwood, MD 20855-1148

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Karen Bartholomay
24 Inlet Point Rd
Raymond, ME 04071-6022

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lora Tenenbaum
423 Broome St Apt 3
New York, NY 10013-3226

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ann Trakadas
PO Box 364
Grafton, MA 01519-0364

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Liz Sweibel
645 E 26th St Apt 6G
Brooklyn, NY 11210-2101

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Phoebe Jensen
19 E 88th St Apt 5B
New York, NY 10128-0560

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kelley Lembeck
322 Highbridge St
Fayetteville, NY 13066-1906

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristi Murawski
429 66th St
Niagara Falls, NY 14304-3217

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl DeMIlia
136 Jacob Rd
Southbury, CT 06488-2718

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
J Scott Kauffman
440 Lalley Blvd
Fairfield, CT 06824-6712

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Elaine Livingston
1403 Glenwood Rd
Vestal, NY 13850-3321

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Miller
7914 Stonehearth Rd
Severn, MD 21144-1437

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Mclallen
7230 Searsburg Rd
Trumansburg, NY 14886-9539

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Guest
112 Larchmont Dr
Trumansburg, NY 14886-9718

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bernard O'Neil
163 Castle Creek Rd # 163
Binghamton, NY 13901-1005

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
J Guggenheim
628 Primrose Ln
Lubec, ME 04652-9600

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Howard McCoy
400 Indiantown Farm Ln
Centreville, MD 21617-2358

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cristina Pastore
33 Westminster Rd Apt 2C
Brooklyn, NY 11218-2823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eric James
13 Slocum St
Acushnet, MA 02743-2713

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jon Mangana
3809 Clarks Ln Apt 306
Baltimore, MD 21215-2890

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Tolliver
339 Eastern St Apt B306
New Haven, CT 06513-2474

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Wall
23 Hughey St
Nashua, NH 03064-2532

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Le Roux
33 Columbia Rd
Arlington, MA 02474-1047

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Betty LaRoe
303 Park Ave S
New York, NY 10010-3601

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Cox
321 E 71st St
New York, NY 10021-4729

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Edward & Marion Lakatos
120 Truesdale Dr
Croton on Hudson, NY 10520-2418

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Allen German
46 Spring St
Danbury, CT 06810-6514

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mara More
5 Shore Rd
Merrimac, MA 01860-1223

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Maria Connelly
668 Smith Neck Rd
South Dartmouth, MA 02748-1502

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Mary Kathryn
115 Bermuda Blvd
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-7002

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Lori Archer
116 Pipers Hill Rd
Wilton, CT 06897-1513

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Anna Kolovou
4114 58th St
Woodside, NY 11377-4787

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Ed & Trish Decker
2207 Carroll Mill Rd
PhOENIX, MD 21131-1107

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Paula Eichner
162 Eastland Ave
Rochester, NY 14618-1031

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Colette Flake-Bunz
8412 35th Ave Apt 2A
Jackson Heights, NY 11372-5459

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Rochelle Thomas
172 W 109th St Apt 5E
New York, NY 10025-2585

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Julie Ruben
15818 Riverside Dr W Apt 7C
New York, NY 10032-1064

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Janet Halasinski
7731 Lake Rd
Sodus Point, NY 14555-9623

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kathi Ha
702 Orange Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901-1001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joel Spiegelman
165 E 19th St Apt 5G
Brooklyn, NY 11226-4823

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Emily Cherkin
1529 Centre St
Boston, MA 02132-8000

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Cara Sharpes
7 Riverview Dr Unit 1
Gill, MA 01354-9733

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Nancy Dotlo
274 N Washington St
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591-2313

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
John Kramarck
153 Taylors Bridge Rd
Townsend, DE 19734-9715

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Doreen M
26 Cedar Dr
Southington, CT 06489-3303

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Joyce Shiffrin
576 Eastern Pkwy Apt 3H
Brooklyn, NY 11225-1609

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Amy Jones
3330 Bennoch Rd
Alton, ME 04468-4223

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Marianne Follingstad
1622 Gruenther Ave
Rockville, MD 20851-1446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Susan Reichter
315 Salem St
Andover, MA 01810-2312

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Clare Cornell
97 Antlers Shore Dr
East Falmouth, MA 02536-6207

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Tony Moureilles
77 Trowbridge St Apt 61
Cambridge, MA 02138-3113

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Eileen Wilson
1458 Greenville Tpke
Port Jervis, NY 12771-3400

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deb Catone
584 Ministerial Rd
Wakefield, RI 02879-4813

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Leslie Bereck
13 Mary Ave
Mahopac, NY 10541-4732

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pam Skillman
39 Todd Hill Cir
Goldens Bridge, 10526-1203

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Katrina Parzych
13 Terrace Ave
New London, CT 06320-5834

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Carl Tyndall
5 Fordham Hill Oval Apt 8F
Bronx, NY 10468-4844

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
David Aldama-Navarrete
5 Bellvista Rd Apt 2
Brighton, 02135-7611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Glen Benjamin
140 Court St Apt 509
Portsmouth, NH 03801-4446

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Kristen Howard
1515 Alconbury Rd Apt H
Essex, MD 21221-4027

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Michael Freire
69 Woodlands Dr
Tuxedo Park, NY 10987-4801

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Evan Giller
542 E 79th St Apt 1L
New York, NY 10075-1568

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
April Delgreco
32 Macintosh Way
Southington, CT 06489-2055

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Deborah Spencer
12 Newport Dr
Billerica, MA 01821-1401

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Art Rosenzweig
135 areys lane
Orleans, MA 02653-4422

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Laura Shaddak
5 Paloma St
Oswego, NY 13126-4033

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Crystal Richards
2304 Belair Rd
Baltimore, MD 21213-1222

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Robert Burrows
273 Haverhill St
Reading, MA 01867-1809

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Sally Donatello
301 Bent Ln
Newark, DE 19711-3607

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Adele Franks
123 Black Birch Trl
Florence, MA 01062-3611

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Bernice Baeumler
298 Middlesex Rd
Buffalo, NY 14216-3118

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Vesa Kaakkuriniemi
Jyvaskyla, Finland
Holtsville, NY 00501-0001

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
We need your leadership now more than ever to keep the state and region on track to reduce carbon
pollution contributing to climate disruption, create jobs, and help families and businesses save money
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). As participating states consider the future of the
popular and successful RGGI program, we encourage you to ensure the program is consistent with
avoiding the worst impacts of climate disruption and meeting our state climate goals.

Analysis shows we need to be reducing carbon pollution from power plants by at least 5% annually from
2020 levels through 2030 to remain on track to meet our climate commitments. At the same time,
locking in that clean energy progress through RGGI will save households and businesses billions of
dollars and create tens of thousands of new jobs. We need you to study and finalize a strong and just
clean energy future for RGGI and our communities, families, and businesses.
Sincerely,
Dave Pollack
214 N 11th St Apt 5V
Brooklyn, NY 11211-1491

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,

Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,
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Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,
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Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,
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Dear Governor and RGGI Board Members,
Sincerely,

